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PREFACE 

Volume IV of the Environmental Impact Assessment is 
an accumulation of documents relating to studies completed 
in support of project engineering and management activities. 
Four study areas are documented. 
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1. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL IMPACT OF THE 

SYNCRUDE PROJECT 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The Overview Volume incorporated discussions of the envir
onmental impact resulting from resource use and the specific 
requirement for development of the resource represented by 
tne tar sands. Consequential to most resource uses are both 
cost and benefit factors. The most easily identifiable benefit 
is the positive economic impact resulting from the development. 
Social impact may be viewed as both incurring costs and pro
viding benefits. 

The first study (made in November, 1971, as partial 
consideration of the justification of the project) reviews 
tne potential regional economic impact. The impact (in this 
case a benefit) of the project upon the economy of Alberta was 
found to be significant. The study found that in the 1970's 
the project could add from 8,000 to 10,000 additional jobs 
of every kind to the labour force, generate sufficient addi
tional income of more that $100 million annually, and support 
more than 20,000 additional people in the province. The tax 
revenue of the provincial government would increase substan
tially from income generated by the project itself and from 
the general expansion of the Alberta economy. The latter 
would continue to undergo the transformation and modernization 
wfitcn it Bas experienced since the discovery of the Leduc 
otl field in 1947. 

The second study, completed in February, 1973, outlines 
th~ ·impact of the project on Fort McMurray. 

The three sections of the study as reported cover:-
Fort McMurray as it is today, the impact of the proposed Syncrude 
plant on Fort McMurray, and the potential impact of additional 
plants should they occur. 

The report outlines the anticipated requirements for 
facilities in Fort McMurray should it be decided to proceed 
with the Syncrude project. You will note t~at the anticipated 



population, when the plant is in operation in 1979, is 15,500 
people. There will be a peak population occurring in the Town 
in 1977 due to this project, of approximately 16,900. 

This influx of population will result in a major demand 
for housing with emphasis on the single family style of accom
modation. This demand is, as well, being strongly expressed 
oy the current population. 

The report was prepared, utilizing manning information 
made available from Syncrude Canada Ltd., combined with analysis 
of tne generally accepted planning criteria related to this 
type of expansion, together with a review of the actual experience 
of the impact of the Great Canadian Oil Sands Ltd. plant and 
related experience in other similar situations. 

The consultants who made the study stated that they 
oelieved the study to reflect the best analysis at this time, 
of t6e situation which may be anticipated in Fort McMurray upon 
completion of the Mildred Lake project, should it proceed, as 
well as t6e impact of additional. plants should they proceed. 
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A. SUMMARY 

Alberta has awaited the utilization of its 

bituminous deposits for a long time. It took decades 

to develop the appropriate technology for extracting 

and producing synthetic crude oil and associated 

products from these deposits of Northern Alberta. 

Today large-scale production is both technically and 

economically feasible in the case of the richest 

and most favorably located deposits. 

With the rising demand for oil,. .synthetic 

crude from the Alberta tar sands can help to meet the 

growing deficiency of oil in North America. Both 

synthetic and conventional crude oil will be required 

in the decades ahead to meet expanding North American 

requ i rem en t s. 

The proposed project is a logical and timely 

step in the growth and development of the petroleum 

industry in Alberta. It is logical because it is the 

result of the know-how and techno-structure which have 

been generated in the course of the growth of the 

petroleum industry in Alberta. It is timely because 

the deficiency between the consumption and production 

of domestic oil in the United States is becoming large, 

and because the Alberta economy requires additional 

export activities to maintain continuous growth. The 

conventional crude petroleum industry has expanded at 

a high rate during the past two decades, inducing 

1. 



substantial growth of the Alberta economy. It cannot 

be expected to be the prime generator of growth much 

longer since the life index is projected to fall to 

the critical range of 12-13 years by 1974. Mutually

supporting and associated economic activities, like 

the production of synthetic crude, require development 

to keep the Alberta economy strong and growing. 

The proposed project is but a beginning of 

a potential development which could make Alberta 

synthetic crude competitive in regions, like District 

I in the United States, which are becoming highly 

dependent upon offshore oil. Large-scale plants in 

Northern Alberta and high-capacity pipelines would 

make synthetic crude very competitive. 

The impact of the project proposed by 

Syncrude Canada upon the economy of Alberta would be 

significant. In the 1970's it could add from 8,000 

2. 

to 10,000 additional jobs of every kind to the labour 

force, generate sufficient additional income of more 

than $100 million annually, and support more than 

20,000 additional people in the province. The tax 

revenue of the provincial government would be increased 

substantially from income generated by the project 

itself and from the general expansion of the Alberta 

economy. The latter would be continuing to undergo 

the transformation and modernization which it has 



experienced since the discovery of the Leduc oil field 

in 1947. 

3. 

The Syncrude project provides an indication of 

the growth and development to come. Additional projects 

of the same type, and the development of associated 

by-product industries, the undertaking of power projects 

in Northern Alberta, the building of new pipelines, and 

the opening up of new markets for oil would augment 

substantially the economic impact of the Syncrude Canada 

project in Alberta. 



4. 

B. GROWTH OF THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY IN ALBERTA 

The crude petroleum industry has expanded 

and developed rapidly in Western Canada, particularly 

in Alberta, since 1947 with the discovery of the Leduc 

oil field. Currently Alberta produces more than 70 

per cent of the crude oil, over 95 per cent of the 

natural gas liquids, in excess of 80 per cent of the 

natural gas, and almost 99 per cent of the sulphur in 
. (1) 

Canada. The production of synthetic crude oil 

began in Alberta in 1967, and it can be expected to 

become highly significant and integral in the future 

development of the petroleum industry and the economy 

in Alberta. 

The gross production revenue of the con-

ventional crude petroleum industry in Alberta increased 

from $85 million to about $1,300 million during the two 
(2) 

decades 1950 - 1970. The province accounted for 

80 per cent of the gross production revenue of Western 

Canada in 1970. Nearly three-quarters of the net 

cash expenditures of the conventional crude petroleum 

(1) See Tables A-1 and A-2 in Appendix A. 

(2) See Tables A-3 and A-4 in Appendix A. 
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industry in Canada has been made in Alberta since 1947. 

As a result substantial reserves of oil and gas have been 

discovered in the province. (3 ) Along with this development, 

the synthetic crude petroleum industry has made outlays 

on research, pilot plants, and one operational plant in 

recent years. These are beginnings which point toward 

continuing growth and expansion of the Alberta economy. 

The production of Alberta conventional crude 

and pentanes plus amounted to 1,009,000 barrels per 

day in 1970. Production is expected to rise to 1,792,000 

barrels per day in 1975 and decline slightly thereafter 

to 1,635,000 barrels per day by 1980. Synthetic crude, 

on the other hand, is forecast to increase from 33,000 

barrels per day in 1970 to 65,000 barrels per day in 

1975 and 300,000 barrels per day in 1980. (4 ) 

(3) For a detailed account of the growth and evolution 
of the Alberta petroleum industry during the first 
ten years after the Leduc discovery, see E. J. 
Hanson, Dynamic Decade, McClelland and Stewart, 
Toronto, 1958. An updated exposition is set out 
in E. J. Handson, "Regional Employment and Income 
Effects of the Petroleum Industry in Alberta", 
Council of Economics, American Institute of Mining, 
Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers (AIME), 
Proceedings, Annual Meeting, New York, March, 1966, 
pp. 2 7 6 - 313 . 

(4) Forecasts as contained in The Application to the 
Energy Resources Conservation Board to Amend 
Approval No. 1223 of The Oil and Gas Conservation 
Board by Atlantic Richfield Canada Ltd., Canada
Cities Service, Ltd., Gulf Oil Canada Limited 
and Imperial Oil Limited. 



C. ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY 
UPON ALBERTA 
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The conventional crude petroleum industry has 

spent more than $12 billion in Alberta upon exploration, 

development, and production since 1947. This includes 

outlays for land acquisition, geological and geophysical 

surveys, exploratory drilling, development drilling, 

other development projects, operation of wells, natural 

gas plants, royalties, and associated activities. The 

level of annual expenditure accelerated from $29 million 

to $214 million between 1947 and 1950. It more than 

doubled during the decade of the 1950's to $480 million 

in 1960, and more than doubled again during the 1960's 

to $1,023 million in 1970. The 1971 level of expenditure 

is estimated at about $1,200 million. (S) 

The expansion and development of the petroleum 

industry has been the main generator of growth in Alberta 

and in the prairie provinces during the postwar period. 

The high and rising level of expenditures by the 

petroleum industry, financed largely by funds from 

outside the province, has induced a growing level of 

investment by other industries, as well as substantial 

rates of growth of the population, employment, income, 

and government revenue. 

(5) See Tables A-5 and A-6 in Appendix A. 
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Alberta has the highest level of private and 

public investment per capita in Canada, with an estimated 

$1,541 per capita for 1970, about 43 per cent above the 

Canadian average of $1,081, and considerably above the 

average of $1,312 for Western Canada. (6 ) The province 

has led in this respect since 1947. This increasing 

level of investment has induced a substantial rate of 

about 9 per cent during the postwar period. (7 ) Output 

in the petroleum, construction, electric power, manu-

facturing, and agricultural industries has risen 

markedly throughout the past quarter century, trans-

forming and expanding the Alberta economy to the point 

where this province has become one of the three most 

prosperous ones in Canada. 

In 1946, before the intensive development 

of the petroleum industry, population decline was 

imminent. During the postwar period, Alberta has 

been the second fastest-growing province in Canada, 

with a population increase of 103 per cent between 

1946 and 1971. British Columbia, assisted by the 

petroleum industry, led the Canadian provinces in 

population growth, with an increase of 119 per cent 

for the quarter century 1946 - 1971. (8 ) In Manitoba 

(7) See Table A-8 in Appendix A. 

(8) See Table A-9 in Appendix A. 
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and Saskatchewan the population increased at the modest 

rates of 36 and 11 per cent respectively 1946 - 1971, 

while the overall Canadian rate of increase was 72 per 

cent. 

The petroleum industry, by its high and rising 

level of spending, created many new jobs in the Alberta 

economy in its own ranks, but even more throughout the 

whole labour force. There are many thousands of workers 

in the wholesale and retail trades and manufacturing who 

supply the petroleum industry with machinery, equipment, 

and materials. Many more service this machinery and 

equipment, and many others transport the equipment and 

supplies. These workers and proprietors are direct 

recipients of petroleum-industry outlays. So also are 

workers engaged in constructing temporary buildings and 

roads in the oil fields. The investment of the petroleum 

industry in its various operations has added many workers 

to the construction industry. There are also many 

workers in professional, financial, and service indus-

tries who specialize in petroleum-oriented work, such 

as geologists, petroleum engineers, lawyers, landmen, 

and their staffs. (9 ) Furthermore, employment has increased 

(9) In 1961 Alberta had 42 per cent of the total number 
of professional geologists in Canada, and 30 per 
cent of the professional mining engineers. These 
persons have a large number of technical, admin
istrative, and clerical workers associated with 
them. (Data from DBS, Census of Canada, 1961.) 
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markedly in the public services, education, and health 

to provide a high level of government services for the 

population. Finally, the addition of all these workers 

who depend more or less directly u~on the outlays of 

the petroleum industry, has induced the addition of 

workers in nearly every kind of industry and occupation 

in the province. 

In 1946 the total labour force of Alberta was 

just over 300,000. (lO) Without the development of the 

petroleum industry this number could have declined with 

the downward trend in employment in agriculture which 

has become a more capital-intensive and managerial 

industry since the end of World War II. Since 1946 

the number of persons employed directly in agriculture 

in Alberta has declined from over 120,000 to less than 

90,000. Employment in agribusiness and activities 

associated with agriculture has risen, however, so that 

agriculture is of substantial importance in the economy. 

Currently the total labour force in Alberta is about 

650,000, of which the petroleum industry, directly and 

indirectly accounts for well over one-half. Between 

1946 and 1970, the industrial composite employment index 

increased by 158 per cent in Alberta, a much higher rate 

(10) From DBS, Census of the Prairie Provinces, 1946. 



than those achieved by neighboring provinces and 

Canada. In British Columbia the index rose by 87 

per cent in the period 1946 - 1970, in Saskatchewan 

by 51 per cent, in Manitoba by 45 per cent, and in 
(11) 

Canada by 70 per cent. 

10. 

In 1946 the labour force in Alberta equalled 

37.7 per cent of the population so that, on the average, 

a worker supported 2.65 people. Currently the labour 

force equals an estimated 40 per cent of the popula-

tion, with each worker supporting, on the average, 

about 2.5 people. Many young people and women have 

entered the labour force in recent years, producing a 

downward trend in the number of persons supported per 

worker. 

On the basis of the expansion of the labour 

force, induced by the growth of the petroleum industry, 

the population of Alberta has increased by more than 

800,000 since 1946. The industry has provided the 

basis for an addition of close to one million people 

in Alberta since 1946. 

(11) See Table A-10 in Appendix A. 
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With respect to the growth of income, total 

personal income in Alberta increased by 507 per cent 

between 1946 and 1970. (l 2) The petroleum industry, 

directly, indirectly, and through associated activ-

ities currently is responsible for the generation of 

more than half the personal income in Alberta, and the 

agricultural industry in all its aspects for about 

one-third. (l 3 ) At one time agriculture, including 

agribusiness, generated about four-fifths of the toal 

income, but despite its relative decline, its absolute 

contribution has been growing with the expansion of the 

economy. The continuous opening up of new oil and gas 

markets, and growth in old ones, as well as a great 

build-up of technology and know-how, has added a new 

dimension to the Alberta economy which enables most 

economic activities to grow within an expanding frame-

work. We have elaborated on this theme at length in 

previous publications. (14) 

(12) See Table A-ll in Appendix A. 

(13) The rest of the 11 export 11 industries are rela
tively small. They include pulp manufacture, 
non-metallic products manufacture, coal, 
northern development, and activities financed 
by resident funds. 

(14) E. J. Hanson, Dynamic Decade and 11 Regional 
Employment and Income Effects of the Petroleum 
Industry in Alberta ... 
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The petroleum industry has had a great 

impact upon the finances of the provincial government 

of Alberta. Between the fiscal years 1950 - 1951 and 

1970 - 1971, the revenue that government collected 

directly from the conventional crude petroleum industry 

increased from $44 million to $229 million. There 

have been fluctuations in the level of revenue with 

the timing of discoveries of new oil fields. For the 

two decades from 1950 to 1970, the revenue from the 

oil and gas industry provided, on the average, about 

37 per cent of the total revenue of the provincial 

government. (l 5 ) The petroleum revenues have enabled 

the provincial government to postpone tax increases 

and the introduction of additional taxes. 

The provincial revenues derived from mining 

operations, including oil sands, have been much more 

modest. The amounts are set out in Table A-13. The 

revenue from oil sands increased from $0.7 million in 

the fiscal year 1960-61 to $2.4 million in 1970-l. 

The revenue from coal rose from $0.1 million to 1.6 

million during this period. The total mining revenue 

expanded from $2.4 million in 1960-61 to 7.0 million 

in 1970-71, providing less than one per cent of total 

provincial revenue during the decade. The processing 

of the oil sands was very much a marginal operation 

(15) See Table A-12 in Appendix A. 



economically during the 1960's, and the industry 

was not capable of generating a substantial flow of 

income. This will continue to be the case during 

the 1970's, although the rate of growth can be 

accelerated so that a large revenue base could be 

available in the 1980's. 

13. 
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D. THE PROPOSED PROJECT OF SYNCRUDE CANADA LTD. 

The proposed project of Syncrude Canada 

r.td. set out in the application dated August 7, 1971 

to the Energy Resources Conservation Board to amend 

Approval No. 1223 of the Oil and Gas Conservation 

Board, is timely and crucial at the present stage of 

the development of both the petroleum industry and 

the Alberta economy. It is proposed to construct 

a plant in the tar sands area which can produce 

125,000 barrels per day of synthetic crude and 

about 5,500 barrels per day of residual fuel. (16) 

The output would be sold in oil deficient markets, 

making the proposal an additional export industry or 

"oil field" in the province, with a significant 

impact upon the growth of employment, population, 

and income in Alberta. 

We concur with the demand-supply analysis 

set out in Pages IV-1 to IV-12 of the 1971 Application 

of the four associated companies which own Syncrude 

Canada Ltd. The United States faces a continuously 

growing deficit in its internal production and 

consumption of petroleum. By 1980, the United States 

(16) Atlantic Richfield Canada Ltd., Canada-Cities 
Service, Ltd., Gulf Oil Canada Limited, and 
Imperial Oil Limited, An Application to the 
.Energy Resources Conservation Board to Amend 
Approval No. 1223 of the Oil and Gas Conser
vation Board, August 7, 1971. 
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is expected to consume 24.0 million barrels of 

petroleum products per day whereas its domestic crude 

production, including that of Alaska, is projected 

at only 12.8 million barrels per day. The conventional 

industry in Alberta will be able to supply only a small 

part of the U.S. deficiency since the life index here 

will have dropped to 12-13 years by 1973 or 1974 and 

the industry will be hard pressed to maintain supplies 

to established markets, with little or no scope for 

expansion. For the decade 1970 to 1980 the worldwide 

consumption of oil is projected to increase by more 

than 80 per cent, from 46.6 million barrels per day 

in 1970 to 85.7 million barrels in 1980. (17) It will 

be difficult to match this great worldwide growth in 

demand with additional offsetting crude supplies. 

Certainly Athabasca synthetic crude will be required 

in large quantities along with other new sources. 

As indicated the conventional crude 

petroleum industry is achieving a certain degree of 

maturity in Alberta. During recent years there has 

(17) Oil and Gas Journal, November 15, 1971, p. 124. 
The consumption in countries outside Communist 
countries is expected to rise from 39.6 million 
barrels per day to 71.2 million barrels per day 
1970 to 1980. In the U.S.S.R. and other Communist 
countries the consumption is projected to increase 
from 7.0 million barrels per day to 14.5 million 
barrels per day during the decade 1970 - 1980. 
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been some levelling off in rates of increase of 

expenditures on land acquisition and exploration 

activities, and a growing importance of expenditures 

on production. (l8} One can expect reduced rates of 

increase in the years ahead, depending upon successes 

in discovering major oil fields within the province. 

Projects and economic activities outside the 

conventional petroleum industry must be developed 

in Alberta to maintain a continuing increase in 

population, employment, and income. 

The Syncrude Canada project would induce 

further growth of the Alberta economy, bolstering the 

economic base built up by the conventional petroleum 

industry. With the decline of conventional supplies, 

one can expect that the synthetic section of the crude 

petroleum industry will expand greatly, after Syncrude 

Canada Ltd. has demonstrated that it can produce and 

sell synthetic crude successfully on the scale envis

aged in the Application of its four associated companies. 

The research and development involved, as well as the 

planning and completion of a project such as this, takes 

a long time. There is a need for continuous review of 

the situation, and Syncrude Canada Ltd. requires the 

opportunity to demonstrate what can be done in the 

development of the tar sands. 

(18} See Tables A-5 and A-6 in Appendix A. 



Associated with the whole process of 

extracting and refining the Northern Alberta 

deposits will be the production of many mineral, 

chemical, and petrochemical products, stimulating 

growth in the manufacturing sector of the Alberta 

economy. To service the mining operations in the 

tar sands, a new industry may move to Alberta to 

provide, maintain, and repair the machinery and 

equipment required for continuous, large-scale 

operations in the tar sands. Currently such 

equipment and its servicing is imported from the 

United States; large projects located in the 

Alberta tar sands would make the movement of 

mining equipment manufacture and servicing to 

Alberta economical. The potential development 

of electric power projects is indicated, encour

aging the development of the northern parts of 

the province. Finally, synthetic crude is one 

of the few sources of petroleum in the world with 

a low sulphur content, so that it can meet the 

strongest requirements called for in maintaining 

environmental quality in the generation of power 

and other activities. 

17. 
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E. THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE SYNCRUDE CANADA LTD. 
PROPOSAL UPON THE ALBERTA ECONOMY 

1. HISTORICAL 

The four parent companies of Syncrude 

Canada Ltd. have been active in conducting research, 

development, and pilot plant operations since the 

1950's. They have spent considerable amounts of 

money up to this point, with a significant effect 

upon the Alberta economy. 

The approval of the present Appl.ication 

before the Energy Resources Conservation Board of 

Alberta would have a major economic impact. It 

w'ould also provide the incentives and inducements 

required to develop the potential of the bituminous 

deposits in Northern Alberta in high degree, without 

disturbing the growth of the conventional crude 

petroleum industry. 

2. TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

With approval of the project it is anticpated 

that detailed engineering and construction would 

begin in 1972, with the level of expenditure reaching 

peaks in 1975 and 1976. The estimated expenditure 

would be about $410 million for the five-year period 

1972 - 1976. (lg) 'l'his estimate allows for potential 

(19) See Table B-1 of Appendix B. 



increases in prices and costs of the plant 

facilities in the years ahead. The figures 

19. 

quoted, however, do not include the necessary 

capital expenditures for the associated utility 

plant, the synthetic crude and natural gas pipe

lines to service the project and the townsite 

facilities. Thus, the total capital outlays for 

this one project will be in excess of $500,000,000. 

The first full year of operation would be 

1977. In that year about $80 million would be 

spent upon plant operations, pipeline transportation 

from Mildred Lake to Edmonton, and crown royalties. 

Beyond 1977 the expenditure on plant 

operations and construction could be expected to 

rise in keeping with an upward trend in prices, 

costs, and incomes. The cost of pipeline trans

portations would be less subject to potential cost 

increases, and might be reduced by the construction 

of large-diameter, high-capacity pipelines. The 

crown royalty is subject to negotiation with the 

provincial government. 

In this analysis we have concentrated upon 

the six-year period 1972- 1977, during which the 

construction of the project would be completed, and 

the operating plant would be on stream for one full 

year (1977). 
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3. THE GENERAL ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF THE PROJECT 

The Syncrude Canada Ltd. project would 

provide the Alberta economy with an additional export 

activity. The funds would come chiefly from outside 

the province, stimulating economic activities in 

Alberta. The direct employment provided by Syncrude 

Canada in its own operations and construction would 

lead to a substantial increase in employment in 

wholesaling, retailing, manufacturing, transportation, 

finance, utilities, services, and other industries 

in Alberta which would grow in order to service the 

activities of Syncrude Canada. There would also be 

increases outside Albera, in import industries 

supplying the province. Here however, we are primari

ly concerned with the impact upon Alberta. 

In general, for each employee of Syncrude 

Canada Ltd., a number of additional employees are re

quired in the industries servicing Syncrude Canada. 

These employees require v~ious consumer and government 

goods and services to provide them with the wide range 

of goods and services which make up their standard of 

living. It is estimated (see Section 4 (e) ) that 

the Syncrude project will generate an annual income 

stream of approximately $110 million in new income 

when it enters full operation in 1976. If we divide 

this income total by the estimated average wage or 

salary of workers in this industry in this time 
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period (see Table B-4) we see that the equivalent 

of between 9,000 and 9,500 new jobs will be created 

in the economic expansion generated by the Syncrude 

project. This income stream will support approxi-

mately 23,000 individuals if we include the families 

of those working. 

There are further effects. A project 

may induce investments in additional facilities of 

existing industries in the region or in the estab-

lishment of new plants and industries. The Syncrude 

project is likely to stimulate some new manufactures 

in Alberta from synthetic crude, to encourage new 

power projects, to require additional pipelines and 

associated facilities, and to attract new industries 

to provide and service the required mining machinery. 

Another factor which augments the expansionary 

effect is that the remuneration per worker in the 

Syncrude Canada project is above the average level 

of remuneration for the whole labour force. Thus 

the average salary and wage per worker of the 1,100 

employees to be engaged in plant operations by 1977 

is estimated to be about 50 per cent above the average 

income per member of the Alberta labour force. (20) 

(20) Included in the labour force are farmers and 
self-employed businessmen. The average income 
of full-time employees is higher than the 
average income of self-employed persons, so 
that the Syncrude average is somewhat lower 
in relation to the average income of employees. 
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4. SPECIFIC ECONOMIC EFFECTS 

(a) OPERATIONAL EXPENDITURES 

The first prospective full year of 

operation of the completed plant is 1977. It is 

estimated that about 1,100 persons would be employed 

by Syncrude Canada Ltd. in its operations in 1977 

and succeeding years. About 1,000 would be employed 

at the Mildred Lake plant for activities involving 

mining and materials handling, extraction and froth 

treatment, upgrading, control laboratory work, 

maintenance, administration, and management. Approx

imately 100 would be employed in the Edmonton office 

and research laboratory of the company. 

The disbursements for operations have 

been analyzed for regional content. The salaries 

and wages paid out have an immediate regional impact, 

creating primary income within Alberta. Other items 

of expenditures, such as overhead items, purchases 

of materials and supplies, local taxes, insurance, 

utilities, and natural gas supplies have varying 

percentages of regional content. 

(b) OTHER PRODUCING EXPENDITURES 

In addition to the net operating expendi

tures, there are the outlays for pipeline transporta

tion from Mildred Lake to Edmonton and crown royalties. 

Table B-2 provides a summary of the estimated regional 



income that will be reated in Alberta by the 

operational activities of the Syncrude project 

combined with the regional effects of the pipe

line tariffs and crown royalties. Not included 

23. 

is any allowance for the regional content of interest, 

profits, and income taxes for the period 1972- 1977. 

Some Albertans have invested in the companies con

cerned so that investment income would accrue to 

Alberta residents from the project. The Alberta 

government is sharing increasingly in the revenue 

collected from income taxes. 

(c) CONSTRUCTION EXPENDITURE 

The regional content of the construction 

expenditures have been analyzed, and the estimates 

are also shown in Table B-2 of Appendix B. The 

impact of construction upon the Alberta economy 

could be greatest during the years 1974 - 1976. 

(d) THE TOTAL PRIMARY INCOME 

The total estimated regional content or 

primary income created by all estimated expenditures 

is shown in Table B-2 in Appendix B. The primary 

income created would average over $40 million per 

year during the construction period 1972 - 1976. 

In 1977, the first complete operating year, it is 

estimated at about $49 million. 



24. 

(e) TOTAL INCOME GENERATED 

The primary income created is subject to 

a multiple effect which is reduced by import and 

savings leakages. The multiple for Alberta is 

estimated conservatively at aboUt 2 1/4. (2 l) 

The primary income data, multiplied by 

2 1/4, produce estimates of the personal income 

generated by the Syncrude Canada project. These 

are shown in the first column of Table B-4 in 

Appendix B. The personal income generated in the 

province by the project during the construction 

phase would average over $90 million per year 

during the five-year period 1972 - 1976. The 

income generated in 1977, mainly from operations, 

would be about $110 million. This level would 

rise yearly with increases in wages, salaries, and 

other costs of operation. 

Projections of the population, employed 

workers, and personal income in Alberta are provided 

in Table B-3 of Appendix B. The estimated additional 

income of $110 million generated by the Syncrude 

(21) In the 1950's the estimated import content 
of expenditures by Albertans was about 40 
per cent. The proportion has been declining 
gradually since that time with the growth of 
manufacturing and service establishments to 
supply the growing provincial market. The 
ratio of savings to income is a little less 
than one-tenth. With an import ratio of 
0.38 and a savings ratio of 0.90, the 
multiplier is 2.26. (See Table B-4 in 
Appendix B for a formula.) 



project would be about 1 1/4 per cent of the 

total personal income of the province, and one 

would expect this proportion to be maintained 

beyond 1976 for the current proposed project. 

(f) ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT 

25. 

Estimates of the prospective additional 

employment in Alberta induced by the Syncrude 

project have been made by referepce to the ratio 

of the population to the number of employed WOD(ers 

in Alberta. This ratio declined from 2.72 to 2.51 

between 1961 and 1971 with the rapidly-rising 

proportion of women and young persons in the labour 

force. Increasingly the economy is becoming one in 

which there is a growing number of households with 

more than one employed worker. The ratio of 

population to employment is projected to decline 

to 2.43 in Alberta by 1977. On the basis of the 

trend, the number of additional jobs provided by 

the Syncrude project in Alberta is estimated at 

9,500 for 1977, stabilizing at about 9,000 in 

subsequent years. This estimate pertains to the 

average remuneration of the members of the labour 

force. With a substantial number of persons among 

the additional workers with above-average earnings, 

the actual number of jobs added becomes somewhat 

less than the data in Table B-4 of Appendix B 

indicate. 



26. 

(g) ADDITIONAL POPULATION 

The prospective additional population 

growth induced by the Syncrude project is estimated 

by multiplying the number of average-remuneration 

jobs shown in Column 2 of Table B-4 in Appendix B 

by average of ratios of population to employment 

shown in Column 3, Table B-3, Appendix B for 

1972 - 1976 and by the population-employment ratio 

for 1977. The resulting estimates are shown in 

Column 3 of Table B-4 of Appendix B. The additional 

population growth is estimated to average about 

22,000 for the period 1972- 1976. The estimate 

for 1977 is 23,000. Thus the project implies a 

permanent increase in the population of the 

province of about these levels. 



F. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The growth of the Albert~ ~conomy would be 

stimulated by the Syncrude Canada project set out in 

27. 

the Application of the four associated companies. The 

current 1971 proposal would add more than $100 million 

of annual income in Alberta in 1977 from the operational 

activities. The ultimate effects can be expected to be 

several times this figure for· several reasons. 

First, the project will provide impetus and 

experience in the development of the Northern Alberta 

bituminous deposits. Production from the tar sands 

will undergo expansion and technological advancement 

following the successful demonstration of the Syncrude 

project. Second, because of a growing deficit between 

supply and demand, additional markets will develop 

which will call for more and larger plants which could 

produce synthetic crude at declining costs per barrel. 

It is unlikely that Alberta conventional producers will 

be able to increase output significantly beyond the mid 

70's. Third, regional power projects could be developed, 

providing a basis for much economic growth ±n·Northern 

Alberta. Fourth. the production of many new products in 

association with synthetic crude would expand the manu

facturing, construction, wholesaling, and transportation 

sectors of the Alberta economy. All of these factors and 

forces, if released to work together, would provide the 

basis for substantial economic growth in Alberta in the 

decades ahead. 



APPENDIX A 

REGIONAL STATISTICS 

PETROLEUM INDUSTRY AND ALBERTA 



TABLE A-1 
PRODUCTION OF LIQUID tNDROCARBONS 

ALBERTA AND CANADA 
ACTUAL DATA FOR SELECTED YEARS 1950-1970, AND ESTIMATED 1971 

IN THOUSANDS OF BARRELS PER DAY 

Product and Years Alberta 

CRUDE OIL 

1950 74 
1960 358 
1970 892 
1971 989 

% of Total In 1970 72.6 

SYNTHETIC CRUDE OIL{a) 

1967 1 
1968 16 
1969 28 
1970 33 
1971 45 

GAS LIQUIDS(b) 

1950 2 
1960 20 
1970 206 
1971 235 

% of Total In 1970 95.9 

Rest of 
Western 
Canada 

3 
159 
333 
331 

27.1 

6 
9 

10 

4.1 

Total 
Western 
Canada 

78 
516 

1,225 
1,320 

99.7 

1 
16 
28 
33 
45 

2 
26 

215 
245 

100.0 

Total Canada 

78 
519 

1,228 
1,323 

100.0 

1 
16 
28 
33 
45 

2 
26 

215 
245 

100.0 

(a) Production began in 1967 at the average monthly rate of 1,243 
barrels. 

(b) Condensate, pentanes plus, propane, and butanes. 

SOURCE: Canadian Petroleum Association, 1970 Statistical Year Book, 
pp. 100-106, for 1950 to 1970 data, and Oilweek, October 18, 
1971, p. 50, for 1971 estimates. 



TABLE A-2 
PRODUCTION OF NATURAL GAS AND SULPHUR 

ALBERTA AND CANADA 
ACTUAL DATA FOR SELECTED YEARS 1950-1970 AND ESTIMATED 1971 

Product and Year Alberta 

Rest of 
Western 
Canada 

Total 
Western 
Canada Total Canada 

NATURAL GAS (BILLIONS OF MCF) (a) 

1950 72 1 73 
1960 411 137 548 
1970 1, 942 419 2,361 
1971 

% of Total In 1970 81.6 17.6 99.2 

SULPHUR (THOUSANDS OF LONG TONS) 

l952(c) 8 8 
1960 348 55 404 
1970 4,182 60 4, 242 
1971 6,ooo(d) 60 (e) 6,060 

% of Total In 1970 98.6 1.4 100.0 

(a) Raw natural gas production less storage and injection. 
(b) Estimated from sales data published by Statistics Canada. 
(c) Production began in 1952. 

81 
565 

2,379 
2,7oo(b) 

100.0 

8 
404 

4,242 
6,060 

100.0 

(d) Forecast of Alberta Energy and Resources Conservation Board, 
Summary of Monthly Statistics. 

(e) Estimated. 

SOURCE: Canadian Petroleum Association, op. cit., p. 99, for 
1950 to 1970 inclusive. 



Year N.W.T. 

1947 0.5 

1950 0.4 

1960 1 
1961 1 
1962 1 
1963 1 
1964 1 
1965 1 
1966 1 
1967 1 
1968 1 
1969 1 
1970 1 
1971 1 
1971 

Percentages of 
1970 Total 0.1 

TABLE A-3 
GROSS PRODUCTION REVENUE 
CRUDE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY 

WESTERN CANADA 
1947, 1950, AND 1960-1971 

IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 

B.c. Alberta Sask. 

20.3 0.6 

85.4 1.0 

11 362 107 
14 452 120 
30 505 146 
39 592 164 
39 652 192 
47 704 207 
58 792 219 
72 912 219 
80 1,026 215 
90 1,131 208 
94 1,304 208 

101 1,683 230 

5.8 80.4 12.8 

(a) Forecast in Oi1week, February 22, 1971, p.58. 
(b) Forecast in ibid., October 18, 1971, p. 52. 

Man. 

11 
10 
10 

9 
11 
12 
13 
14 
16 
16 
15 
16 

0.9 

SOURCE: Canadian Petroleum Association, op. cit., pp. 131-133, 
for 1947 to 1970 data inclusive. 

Total 
Western 
Canada 

21.4 

86.7 

492 
597 
691 
806 
895 
972 

1,083 
1,217 
1,338 
1,446 
1,622 
2,03l{a) 
1,955(b) 

100.0 



TABLE A-4 
GROSS PRODUCTION REVENUE 
CRUDE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY 

ALBERTA AND WESTERN CANADA 
BY PRODUCTS 

ACTUAL 1960 AND 1970 WITH 1971 ESTIMATES 
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 

Products 

CONVENTIONAL CRUDE OIL 

1960 
1970 
1971 

SYNTHETIC CRUDE OIL 

1967 (a) 
1970 
1971 

NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS 

1960 
1970 
1971 

NATURAL GAS 

1960 
1970 
1971 

SULPHUR 

1960 
1970 
1971 

TOTAL PRODUCTS 

1960 
1970 
1971 

(a) Production began in 1967. 

Alberta 

318 
844 

1 
33 

9 
156 

31 
244 

4 
27 

362 
1,304 

Rest of 
Western 
Canada 

116 
276 

3 
6 

10 
36 

1 
0 

130 
318 

Total Western 
Canada 

434 
1,120 
1,372 

1 
33 
45 

12 
162 
193 

42 
280 
325 

5 
28 
20 

492 
1,622 
1,955 

SOURCES: Canadian Petroleum Association, op. cit., pp. 131-133 for 
1960 to 1970 inclusive. The 1971 estimates have been made 
from data in Oilweek, October 18, 1971. 



Year 

1947 

1951 

1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 

1971 (b) 
1971 

Yukon, 
N.W.T. 
and 
Arctic 

1 

16 
17 
14 
16 
21 
23 
25 
24 
45 
87 

126 

168 

TABLE A-5 
NET CASH EXPENDITURES 

CRUDE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY 
WESTERN CANADA 

1947, 1951, AND 1960-1971 
IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 

B.C. Alberta Sask. 

28 3 

5 214 17 

56 480 58 
61 544 79 
80 496 88 
70 553 125 
85 622 130 
76 714 159 
97 738 154 

124 851 146 
103 951 140 
113 1,011 140 
121 1,023 125 

154 1,229 140 

(a) Excludes Hudson Bay and west coast offshore. 
(b) Forecast in Oilweek, February 22, 1971, p. 59. 

Man. 

9 

10 
9 
7 

10 
9 
7 
8 
8 
9 
9 
7 

9 

Total 
Western 
Canada 

a 

31 

246 

620 
710 
686 
773 
866 
978 

1,022 
1,153 
1, 248 
1,361 
1,402 

1,699 
1,605 

(c) Forecast in ibid., October 18, 1971, p. 52. A breakdown for the 
regions is not available on this basis. 

SOURCE: Canadian Petroleum Association, op. cit., pp. 122-127, for 
1951 to 1970, and previous editions for 1947. 



TABLE A-6 
NET CASH EXPENDITURES 

CRUDE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY 
ALBERTA 

1965-1971 
IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 

Activity 1965 1966 1967 1968 

1. Land Acquisition(a) 
2. Surveys (b) 
3. Exploratory Drilling(c) 
4. Development Drilling(c) 
5. Production Facil~ties(d) 
6. Production Costste) 
7. Natural Gas Plants(£) 
8. Royalties 
9. Others (g) 

198 170 
42 68 
70 76 
99 88 
57 56 
67 77 
65 80 
79 91 
37 32 

167 
100 

77 
77 
76 
80 

135 
107 

31 

174 
87 
88 
74 
86 
96 

138 
126 

83 

1969 1970 1971 

180 107 120 
86 82 185 
90 82 185 
68 64 75 

112 90 140 
94 121 170 

145 231 189 
136 157 200 
100 89 150 

10. Total 714 738 851 951 1,011 1,023 1,229 

Operations Total 
(Nos . 6 + 7 + 8) 

% of Total 

211 248 

30 34 

(a) Fees, rentals, and land purchases. 

322 

38 

(b) Geological and geophysical exploration. 

360 

38 

(c) Includes both dry holes and productive oil, gas and 
condensate wells. 

375 

37 

(d) Field equipment, secondary recovery projects, pressure 
maintenance projects, and other. 

509 

50 

(e) Operation of wells, including flow lines and related facilities. 
(f) Includes both capital and operational expenditures. 
(g) Includes overhead, non-income taxes, interest expenses, and 

all other expenses. 

SOURCE: Canadian Petroleum Association. Statistical Year Book, 1970. 
p. 125, for 1965 to 1970 included, and forecasts for 1971 
from Oilweek, February 22, 1971, p. 59. 

559 

45 



TABLE A-7 
PRIVATE AND PUBLIC INVESTMENT 

CAPITAL AND REPAIR EXPENDITURE 
WESTERN CANADA AND CANADA 

1950, 1960, AND 1965-1971 

Year or 
Period B.C. Alberta Sask. Man. 

a) 

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 

1950 592 521 346 318 

1960 1,225 1,221 641 658 

1965 2,181 1,664 973 734 
1966 2,552 1,944 1,153 860 
1967 2,717 2,094 1,200 948 
1968 2,579 2,172 1,193 1,052 
1969 2,956 2,399 1,012 1,148 
197o(b) 2,991 2,465 886 l, 148 
l97l(C) 3,657 2,671 934 1,099 

RATES OF GROWTH 

1950-1970 405 373 156 261 
1960-1970 144 102 38 74 
1965-1970 37 48 -9 56 

DOLLARS PER CAPITA 

1950 510 571 415 414 
1970 1,368 1, 541 941 1,170 

PER CAPITA INDEXES (Canada = 100) 
1950 128 143 104 104 
1970 127 143 87 108 

(a) Includes Yukon and Northwest Territories. 
(b) Preliminary actual. 
(c) Revised forecast. 

Total 
Western Total 
Canada Canada 

1,777 5,453 

3,745 11,247 

5,552 16,792 
6,509 19,455 
6,959 20,022 
6,996 20,473 
7,515 22,190 
7,490 23,101 
8,361 25,359 

321 324 
100 105 

35 38 

484 398 
1,312 1,081 

122 100 
121 100 

SOURCE: Government of Canada, Department of Trade and Commerce, 
Private and Public Investment annuals. 



TABLE A-8 
CENSUS VALUE ADDED 

COMMODITY-PRODUCING INDUSTRIES 
ALBERTA 

SELECTED YEARS, 1945-1969 

Con-
Year or Agri- Mining, Manu- struc- Electric 
Period culture Oil & Gas facturing tion Power 

a 

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 

1945 213 42 79 53 8 
1950 331 123 124 148 14 
1955 332 304 263 339 29 
1960 329 349 339 446 49 

1965 512 691 475 471 69 
1966 659 775 527 558 74 
1967 517 898 574 647 78 
1968 577 1,020 605 665 85 
1969 582 1,109 703 753 94 

AVERAGE ANNUAI .. RATES OF GROWTH 1 % 

1945-69 4.2 14.5 9.5 11.7 10.8 
1960-69 6.6 13.7 8.4 6.0 3.5 
1965-69 3.3 12.5 10.3 12.4 8.0 

PER CENT OF TOTAL 

1945 52.9 10.4 19.6 13.2 2.0 
1965 23.0 31.0 21.3 21.1 3.1 
1969 17. 9 34. 1 21.6 23.2 2.9 

(a) Coal, oil, gas, and other hydrocarbons chiefly. 
(b) Forestry, fishing, and trapping. 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada, Survey of Production, 1969, 
Ottawa, October, 1971. 

Total 
Commodity-
Producing 

Other Industries 

b 

9 403 
11 750 
16 1,283 
24 1,536 

9 2,227 
10 2,603 
10 3,725 

9 2,961 
11 3,252 

0.4 9.1 
-5.0 8.7 

5.0 10.0 

2.2 100.0 
0.4 100.0 
0.3 100.0 



Year or 
Period 

THOUSANDS 

1946 
1951 
1956 
1961 

1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 

RATES OF 

1946-71 
1961-71 
1966-71 

PER CENT 

1946 
1956 
1966 
1971 

TABLE A-9 
TOTAL POPULATION 

WESTERN CANADA AND CANADA 
CENSUS YEARS AND RECENT YEARS, 1946-1971 

Total 
Yukon & Western 
N.W.T. B.c. Alberta Sask. Man. Canada 

24 1,003 803 833 727 3,390 
25 1,165 939 832 776 3,737 
31 1,399 1,123 881 850 4,284 
37 1,629 1,332 925 922 4,845 

43 1,874 1,463 955 963 5,298 
44 1,947 1,490 958 963 5,402 
46 2,007 1,526 960 971 5,510 
47 2,067 1,561 959 979 5,613 
49 2,137 1,600 942 981 5,709 
53 2,196 1,634 928 988 5,799 

GRO\'VTH, % 

121 119 103 11 36 71 
43 35 23 0 7 20 
23 17 12 -3 3 9 

OF TOTAL CANADA 

0.2 7.9 6.4 6.6 5.8 26.9 
0.2 8.7 7.0 5.5 5.3 26.6 
0.2 9.4 7.3 4.8 4.8 26.5 
0.2 10.1 7.5 4.3 4.6 26.7 

(a) Includes Newfoundland throughout, with estimate for 1946. 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada, Population of Canada by 
Provinces, 1932-1971, Ottawa, September, 1971. 

.Total 
Canada 

a 

12,617 
14,009 
16,081 
18,238 

20,015 
20,405 
20,744 
21,061 
21,377 
21,681 

72 
19 

8 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 



Year or 
Period 

OLD INDEX, 

1946 
1951 
1956 
1961 

NEW INDEX, 

1961 
1966 
1970 

CONVERTED 

1946 
1951 
1956 
1961 
1966 
1970 

1949 

1961 

INDEX, 

'l'ABLE A-10 
EMPLOYMENT INDEXES 

INDUSTRIAL COMPOSITE(a) 
SELECTED YEARS, 1946 TO DATE 

B.c. Alberta Sask. 

== 100.0 

83.6 82.6 92.2 
106.1 112.4 106.0 
121.5 148.5 121.1 
112.3 154.2 123.1 

== 100.0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 
126.2 120.5 116.5 
139.3 138.2 113.2 

1946 = 100.0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 
126.9 136.1 115.0 
145. 3 179.8 131.3 
134. 3 186.7 133.5 
169.5 225.0 155.5 
187.1 258.0 151.1 

Man. 

89.6 
103.9 
108.6 
110.0 

100.0 
111.2 
117.7 

100.0 
116.0 
121.2 
122.8 
136.6 
144.5 

Total 
Canada 

88.2 
109.1 
120.7 
118.1 

100.0 
120.7 
127.1 

100.0 
123.7 
136.8 
133.9 
161.6 
170.2 

(a) The index excludes agriculture, fishing, trapping, domestic 
service, public administration, defence, health, and 
education. 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada, Canadian Statistical Review, 
for the 1949 and 1961 base years. 



TABLE A-ll 
TOTAL PERSONAL INCOME 

WESTERN CANADA AND CANADA 
CENSUS YEARS AND RECENT YEARS, 1946-1970 

IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 

Total 
Year or Yukon & Western 
Period N.W.T. B.C. Alberta Sask. Man. Canada 

a 

1946 (b) 949 696 644 602 2,891 
1951 26 1,602 1,220 1,053 907 4,808 
1956 54 2,400 1,683 1,181 1,168 6,486 
1961 55 3,003 2,141 1,060 1,425 71684 

1966 72 4,763 3,337 2,057 2,073 12,302 
1967 96 5,244 3,604 2,001 2,318 13,263 
1968 106 5,689 4,056 2,300 2,581 14,732 
1969 122 6,449 4,555 2,414 2, 783 16,323 
1970 128 7,037 4,919 2,252 2,939 17,275 

RATES OF GROWTH, % 

1964-70 n.a. 642 607 219 388 498 
1961-70 133 134 130 112 106 125 
1966-70 78 48 47 9 42 40 

(a) Includes Yukon and N.W.T. for 1946. 
(b) Included in British Columbia. 
(c) Excludes Newfoundland. 

(d) Excludes Newfoundland in calculation. 

Total 
Canada 

9, 887 (c) 
16,159 
22,817 
29,411 

45,702 
50,208 
55,213 
61,398 
66,100 

569 (d) 
125 

45 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada, National Income and Expenditure Accounts, 
new series. 



Fiscal Fees & 
Year Rentals 

1950-51 10 
1951-52 16 
1952-53 20 
1953-54 25 
1954-55 21 
1955-56 22 
1956-57 26 
1957-58 31 
1958-59 30 
1959-60 33 
1960-61 31 
1961-62 33 
1962-63 39 
1963-64 39 
1964-65 48 
1965-66 57 
1966-67 52 
1967-68 54 
1968-69 56 
1969-70 61 
1970-71 58 
1971-72 58 

TABLE A-12 
OIL AND NATURAL GAS REVENUE(a) 

AND TOTAL REVENUE 
GOVERNMENT OF THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA 

FISCAL YEARS 1950-51 TO DATE 
IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 

Total 
Revenue 

Crown Total Oil of Pro-
Reserve and Gas vincial 
Sales Royalties Revenue Government 

b 

29 5 44 123 
13 11 40 122 
24 13 57 158 
53 19 97 204 
40 20 81 198 
76 29 127 248 
69 37 132 267 
59 33 123 277 
54 26 109 306 
81 27 142 343 
44 28 103 327 
44 39 116 358 
30 51 120 403 
53 57 148 443 
92 62 202 507 

121 69 247 594 
106 80 239 635 

70 94 218 748 
121 105 282 927 

70 121 252 953 
27 144 229 1,022 
41 170 269 1, 041 

(a) Excludes m~n~ng, and oil sands revenue, which 
is set out in Table A-13. 

(b) Includes both income and capital account. 

Oil & Gas 
Revenue, % 
Provincial 
Government 
Revenue 

36 
33 
36 
48 
41 
51 
49 
44 
36 
41 
31 
32 
30 
33 
40 
42 
38 
29 
30 
26 
22 
26 

SOURCES: Province of Alberta, Public Accounts, 1950-51 to 1970-71 
and Estimates, 1971-72. 

of 



Fiscal Oil 
Year Sands 

(a) 
M I L 

1960-61 0.7 
1961-62 0.9 
1962-63 0.8 
1963-64 0.8 
1964-65 1.1 
1965-66 0.9 
1966-67 0.9 
1967-68 1.0 
1968-69 2.3 
1969-70 3.1 
1970-71 2.4 
1971-7 2 3.0 

TABLE A-13 
MINING REVENUE 

GOVERNMENT OF THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA 
FISCAL YEARS 1960-61 TO DATE 

Mineral Total 
Taxation Mining 

Coal Act Other Revenue 

(a) (b) (c) 
L I 0 N S OF D 0 L L A R s 

0.1 1.3 0.3 2.4 
0.2 1.3 0.3 2.7 
0.2 1.7 0.3 3.1 
0.2 1.9 0.3 3.3 
0.2 1.9 0.3 3.6 
0.3 1.9 0.4 3.4 
0.3 1.9 0.4 3.5 
0.4 1.9 0.4 3.8 
0.6 2.4 0.4 5.8 
0.7 2.4 0.4 6.7 
1.6- 2.6 0.4 7.0 
1.4 2.5 0.4 7.3 

(a) Fees, rentals, and royalties. 

(b) Non-producing area tax, producing area tax, and 
certificate fees. 

%of 
Provincial 
Government 

Revenue 

% 

0.7 
0.8 
0.8 
0.7 
0.7 
0.6 
0.6 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 

(c) Fees, rentals and royalties from salt, quarrying, quartz, and 
miscellaneous, and Pipe Line Act Revenue, administration 
sundry revenue, and landsman licence fees. 

SOURCES: The same as for Table A-12. 



APPENDIX B 

REGIONAL IMPACT 

OF 

SYNCRUDE CANADA LTD. PROPOSAL 



Year 
or 

TABLE B-1 
ESTIMATED NET CASH EXPENDITURES 

SYNCRUDE CANADA LTD. 
1971 PROJECT PROPOSAL 

1972-1976 AND 1977 
IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 

Years Construction Production Total 

a b 

1972-1976(c) 410 10 

1977{d) 1 80 

(a) Does not include cost of associated power plant, 
synthetic crude and natural gas pipelines servicing 
the project, and townsite facilities. 

(b) Includes plant operations, pipeline tariffs, and 
crown royalties. 

(c) Construction expenditures for the five-year period, 
peaking in 1975, and falling to replacement level 
in 1977. The production expenditures would be 
concentrated in the year 1976. The data have been 
adjusted for price level and cost increases. 

420 

81 

(d) Adjusted for price level and cost increases projected 
for 1977. The expenditures in subsequent years would 
rise with the price level. 

SOURCE: Syncrude Canada Ltd. 



Year 
or 
Years 

1972-1976 
1977 

TABLE B-2 
ESTIMATED PRIMARY REGIONAL INCOME IN ALBERTA 

CREATED BY PROPOSED SYNCRUDE CANADA LTD. PROJECT 
FROM CONSTRUCTION AND PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES 

1972-1976 AND 1977 
IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS 

Construction 

Salaries 
and 

Wages Other Production 

(a) (b) (c) 

105 92 6 
1 0 48 

(a) From data of Syncrude Canada Ltd. 

(b) Estimated at 30 per cent of non-wage expenditures of 
$305 million, consisting of contractors' margins, 
other remuneration, wholesaling, and other margins. 

(c) Estimated at 60 per cent of total operational 
expenditures shown in Table B-1. 

Total 

203 
49 



Year 

1961 

1966 

1971 

1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 

TABLE B-3 
POPULATION, EMPLOYED WORKERS, AND PERSONAL INCOME 

ALBERTA 
ACTUAL 1961 AND 1966, ESTIMATED 1971, AND PROJECTED 1972-1977 

Civilian Ratio of Personal Total 
Population Employed Population Income per Personal 

in Workers in to Employed Employed Income in 
Thousands Thousands Workers Worker Millions of 

(a) (b) $ (c) 

1,332 490 2.72 4,369 2,141 

1, 463 549 2.66 6,078 3,337 

1,634 652 2.51 8,167 5,325 

1,667 668 2.50 8,657 5,783 
1,700 685 2.48 9,176 6,286 
1,734 702 2.47 9,727 6,828 
1,769 720 2. 46 10,311 7,424 
1,804 738 2.44 10,930 8,066 
1,840 756 2.43 11,586 8, 760 

(a) Data from Table A-9 for 1961, 1966, and 1971, and projected to 
increase at an average annual rate of 2.0 per cent per year 
1972-1977, approximately the average rate of growth for 1961-71. 
The figures are for June of each year. 

(b) Data for 1961, 1966, and 1971 from DBS, Census of Canada, and 
Special Surveys Division, and projected to increase at an 
average annual rate of 2.5 per cent per year 1972-1977, somewhat 
below the rate for 1961-1971. 'I'he figures are for June of each 
year. 

(c) Data for 1961 and 1966 are derived from Table A-ll. The figure 
for 1971 is an estimate. The data for 1972-1977 are projected 
on the basis of an average annual rate of growth of 6 per cent, 
somewhat below the average rate for 1961-1971. 

$ 



TABLE B-4 
POTENTIAL PROJECTED INCOME, EMPLOYMENT, AND POPULATION 

GENERATED BY PROSPECTIVE PROJECT OF 
SYNCRUDE CANADA LTD. 

ANNUAL AVERAGE, 1972-1976 AND 1977 

Year 

Construction Phase, 
Five-Year Period, 
1972-1976, 
Annual Average 

First Full Year 
Of Operation 
1977 

Additional 
Income 
Generated 
In Millions 
Of $ 

a 

91 

110 

Additional 
Employment 

In 
Thousands 

(b) 

9 

9.5 

Addional 
Population 

In 
Thousands 

(c) 

22 

23 

(a) Calculated from total income created, as shown in Table 
B-2, multiplied by 2.25. The regional multiplier is 
derived from the import and savings ratios of the 
Alberta economy. It may be expressed as follows, where 
M is the import ratio, S is the savings ratio, and 
R is the regional multiplier: 

R = 1 
1 - (l-M) (1-S) 

(b) Income generated as shown in Column l, divided by the 
average personal income per worker for the period 
1972-1976, as shown in Column 4 of Table B-3. 

(c) Employment added, as shown in Column 2, multiplied by 
the average population-employment ratios for 1972-1976, 
as shown in Column 3 of Table B-3. 
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PREAMBLE 

Syncrude Canada Ltd. is currently reviewing the practicabi I ity 

of proceeding with a synthetic crude oi I production project. As part of 

this analysis, the company deemed it desirable to assess the potential 

impact of this project on the community of Fort McMurray including the 

demands to be placed on the Town for expansion of faci I ities. 

Syncrude commissioned the authors of this report to examine the 

current status of Fort Mcfvlurray and its faci I ities, the impact of the work 

force during construction, and the requirements for the operational work 

force once construction is complete. The authbrs were also asked to ex-

amine other projects which may have an impact on Fort McMurray during the 

period under study- 1973-1981. 

The terms of reference of the Study have included development 

of population forecasts and identification of the faci I ities to serve 

these populations. Part i cuI ar attention has be('"n directed, as we I I, to 

the specific situation that has developed in Fort McMurray with the advent 

of the Great Canadian 0 i I Sands Ltd. pI ant. 

In proceeding with this Study, particular attention has been 

given to sources of existing data, such as th·3 General PI an for Fort 

McMurray prepared by the Department of Municip31 Affairs, and to data 

derived di r·ect ly from businesses, particularly from Great Canadian Oil 

Sands Ltd. Great Canadian 0 i I Sands Ltd. c:Jn be regarded as a I i vi ng 

laboratory of community impact. Special exa~ination has been made, 

wherever possible, of current physical, social and economic factors to 

identify the unique characteristics of the community, and to make fore

casts on the basis of this knowledge rather than to use 'standard' numeri

cal indices. Identification of these characteristics was derived, not only 
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from data analysis, but also from a number of lengthy interviews with 

knowledgeable and reputable sources in Fort McMurray and elsewhere in 

the Province. 

This three part report deals with:- (I) the current status 

of Fort Mctvlurray and its faci I ities; (II) forecasts to 1979 of the 

impact on Fort McMurray of the synthetic crude oi I project at Mildred 

Lake, now under consideration by Syncrude Canada Ltd; (I I I) forecasts 

to 1986 of the impact on Fort McMurray of three additional possible 

synthetic crude oi I projects, located within a 45 mile radius of Fort 

McMurray and which may proceed into construction by 1981. 

------------------·--·--·····-··· 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

PART ONE 

The present Town of approximately 7,000 persons and occupying a 

developed area of about 880 acres, exhibits many of the symptoms of a 

growing isolated resource oriented community. These include a much higher 

than normal number of residents I iving in multiple or mobile home accommo

dation and expressing some unhappiness at the shortage of single family 

type homes, a particular shortage cf certain pub! ic faci I ities such as 

school classrooms, and an imminent I ike! ihood that the currently available 

and developable land supply wi I I be exhausted. 

PART TWO 

Should the Syncrude project proceed, it is forecast that, by 

1979, the population could grow to 15,500 and the developed area of the 

Town to 3,160 acres. The young age character cf the population wi I I re

quire the provision of significant increases in educational facilities 

that wi I I be needed on a long term and sustainec basis. AI I elements of 

the infrastructure, In fact, wi I I undergo rapid and extensive expansion 

with large 3reas and amounts of single family ;=,nd lower density residen

tial development being required to achieve a more acceptable housing mix. 

The growth of the community at the forecasted rate and magnitude creates 

an immediate n~ed for planning and actior b~ pub I lc agencies and the 

private sector. 

PART THREE 

Shou!:i other ('nr1panies (possibly three in number) also decide 

to ccr~;trucr s•,:· t-he!ic .~;:Jde oll pl:l'li·~; ir tte r;ext eight years, the 

population of f:>rt ~1cfvlur~·Jy could tJf; for8c,~1s· ed to achieve the ::,0,000 

r mge in c. Jut 1986 · ith its cJeveloper! lane .Jre,, r·ising to between 4,500 

a .. d 5,500 xe~;. 

NOTE: Th i ~~ summar-y ; s gonera I i zed in nc.>turt:: C:HIG shou I d not be taken out 

of context from it1"~ various fi.1c1ors cHid considerations discussed 

in the bc>dy of this report. 
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FORT ~cr.:URR/\ Y I t·-1PACT STUDY 

PART 

EXISTING CONDITIONS AT FORT McMURRAY 

Fort McMurr~y is a community of approximately 7,000 people 

located in he Athaba~ca Piver Val ley at the junction of the Clearwater 

River some 240 miles north of Edmonton. 

1. 1 HISTORICAL 

Indications of Fort McMurray becoming a major northern centre 

existed before the Tar Sands development. Historically, the Town had 

functioned as a lumbering centre and was important as a trarisportatlon 

break JY) i nt for freight heading north into the Mc.:cKenz i e RIver system. 

As the :1orth terrn I nus for the Northern A I bert a Rc. i I way and the south 

terminus for MacKenzie barge traffic, Fort McMurray had promise of 

growth as long as goods were shipped on this route. The bui !ding of 

the Great Slave Lake Railway to Hay River and increasing air freight 

to the north, hov/ever·, marked the beginning of nE:w transportation routes 

to the north and a decl ino in Fort McMurray's importance on the northern 

transportation route. 

The co~munity had I ittle new impetus to grow unti I the semi-

. dormar: r i nteres·t ·.:; in the f\rhabasca Tar Sunds wen· revived and Great 

Canadian Oil Sands Ltd. made initial inroads to :Jr sand exploration. 

With this renewed interest came the prospect of new growth for Fort 

Md1urray. 

The mognitude of the oroposed Groat Ca·adian Oi I Sands Ltd. 

develct·:-ent was fully r·e:1l !zed :r: 1983, wl-:<?1' the ccn~;truction ph2se 

be~1on. Th8 inf ~>: cf \.,,·~· '>rs ir·:'to a ·k ~~of 1,2')1! \klS a st<~9S1Sring 

exper·-~·'lCG. n,· pr'."'::.isc :!v~t <'J n:o_)or·i·~-~, of thos~ <en would socn be 

rep I a<:.:::d b·) pI;:~:·, t or.,,, r-at i ''9 person ne I c1 r· d the i r· • <:Jm i I i es who wou I d 

cont' d----· 
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want to I ive in town and not in site camps, was even harder to compre

hend. 

A town which had a I I its fac i I it i es geared to the needs of 

1,200 residents would find extremely difficult, the provision of fac

ilities for 5,000 residents in a short four year span. To assist in 

handling the impact of this growth, the Town administrative system was 

altered with the original Town Counci I being replaced by a New Town 

Board style of administration. 

The New Town status gave Fort McMurray an increased abi I ity 

to cope with its new problems by permitting it to borrow capital funds 

for land development and servicing in advance of having the population 

and assessment base required of ord i ne; ry mun i c i pa I it i es. It a I so per

mitted direct inputs and assistance by municipal government experts 

from the Provincial Government staff in the directing of local dev

elopment. 

Fort McMurray had realized early in development considerations 

that the servicing of a town growing to four times its present size in 

a quick four years would be extremely difficult given the usual resources 

avai I able to a town of Fort McMurray's size. The Alberta Provincial 

Government, which had seen these problems arise before, had provided 

legislation in the form of the New Towns Act in 1956. The New Towns 

legislation allowed a town to take out improvement debentures far in 

excess of what would normally be allowed a town of that size. The 

Town Counci I of Fort McMurray, realizing its constraints, applied to 

the Province on November 16, 1962, for New Town status. 

After a period of public hearings and technical studies, 

Fort McMurray becarre the "~lew Town of Fort McMurray" on June 30, 1964. 

The Town, in the process, had exchanged its Town Counci I for a New Town 

Board of Administr-ators consisting of two government officials and one 

appointed town member. The composition of the Board of Administrators 

was quick to change, with first an increased Tov1n representation, then 

cont'd----
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pub! ic election replacing the appointment procedure, and finally, the 

government representatives being replaced by Town elected members. The 

present Board of Administrators now consists of six members and one 

Chairman, alI of whom are elected. The Town, using its increased borrow

ing powers, has managed to accommodate seven times the population it had 

at the outset of the Great Canadian Oi I Sands Ltd. t~r sands development. 

1.2 POPULATION 

Prior to the tar sands development, Fort McMurray's populace 

of 1,200 was employed mainly in lumbering or transportation activities, 

reflecting the Town's main functions as a resource extraction centre 

and as a transfer point for northbound freight. In present day Fort 

McMurray, the en;plc,o;ment has changed drastically, wi ih the Great Canadian 

Oi I Sands Ltd. ~reject employing more than 1,300 peorle at that plant 

site alone. 

The \·Jorkol'S al"irac~ ;::d to Fort McMur-ray by ·:M i a r sands dev

elopment have, ~or the !arge part, been young marric~s. This is esp

ecially t:ue with i::c oporat1onal staff where porr-1arcncy is more likely 

than with the short term construction crews. Seven1y nine percent of 

the 1971 -; ··wn popul ·+iofl was under 35 years of c1ge ~·-·vj sixty four per

cent of t:·":;e wE:re '' thf' 0- 19 as1e group, indi,.:ati:·:a a large number 

of young .Jr.li I i•:!S : .. Town. irte typical fr.:rni ly unit in Fort tv.ct-.1urray is 

a you:it:J rr.ilrrie·~ cou:;ie 1:ith nn averac;e of ?.03 chilcr-en.* 

As the Town matures and the population proceeds through its 

:oging pyr;'r'1id, lhe ')res8r'' cisrroporti:.:;n beh•f)f": yotJtlQ and old age 

in tho interim, 

however, : ·rt f\'d.1w .,y ,.;ill have to ac•·nr;·rr 1dc:+(· r-ei "iV•":)I'/ hi~;t:Gr :.;ro

corti0nS nf yc.;"19 ;wopl<'· the:'" 1~oulc be r-:>:pected in ,) n·ore matur-E:.' i'own. 

*Data f ror' 197 1 Cor:sus 1 :~formation. 

cont'd----
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This youth oriented ion wi II be reflected in most To1-m faci I ities, as 

indeed, it is now in the school system where the Fort McMurray school 

boards must accom~odate almost 100 more children por thousand population 

than are found In Edmonton and Peace River. This youth factor in Fort 

McMurray is prevalent throughout the Town with most faci I ities orienting 

on the young family needs. 

1 • 3 HOU'~ i NG 

Coincidental with the recent rapid ircre~se in Town population 

is a relative!y sound stock ;_;f housing units. Of ?,048 dwelling ~nits in 

Town in 1972, 1,6.53 an; cor~::.idered in c;ood to excei lent condition, while 

the remainir.g 395 ;H·e ;···~si.:,;red ~;ubstandord . .l( It is interestin~~ to note 

that the Majority of the substandard housing is pr~-1960 housing which 

pre-dates the rec~nt Town ~xranslons. 

The avcr·.1ge 1071 ;~ousehold size:- in Fort r-ic~1urray of 3.87 people 

per dwelling unit·_, refiecl:; the high proportion of fcmi I ies in the Tmm 

and indicates r) sironc; dernu:<d for family or·iented :·:uusing.** The existing 

housing ·;tock in Fort '-''ci>·'urray, shOI'!n In Table No. 1-1, indicates a res

ponslve1~'SS -;· l th•" far11 ly uroup ar,d r·eS;:'':cts _,_he 5'.J"fOnC'il'y' of the family 

unit through ~ne single family residence. 

f i\t3 L.E NO. 1 - 1 

1972 HrUSING COMPOSI7!0N 
-------------- --------------------------·--·-------

TYPE 0~ HOUSING :~Ut-•18ER OF UN! TS FERCEIH AGE OF ·1 OTAL 
----·------------ -----------------------

Single F~~mily 1,031 

Two Farrri I y 146 

Apadmu, i ?d 1 

50.3% 

7.2% 

13.7% 

7.8.E~ 
-------·- ·----- ------- ------- -----------·----------· ------------------- ------- --------------- ... , 

*lnforrr::tion fror': -1·he :>::-'nur--<il Plan a~·~d i) ~oce:nt :.;.,r-ley by ACT. 

**Figures bast?d on Nov,:,:rhor )0, 1972 h·:;w.ing s+ock count conducted by ,ACJT. 

cont'd----
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The large number of mobile home units shocid not necessarily be 

interpreted as ~n indic~tion that temporary residences are preferred. In

stead, it would be more dppropric:Jte, in the Fort Md1urray situation, to see 

the mobile units In the role of the best tempor~ry alternative to a single 

faml ly residence. This situation has arisen because the housing supply has 

not kept pace with the rapidly expanding demand for single family housing in 

Fort McMurray. 

Local development and real estate operators are tuned to the wishes 

of the people; they feel that if given the choice hetween their present 

mobl le home and a permanent single family structure, alI but a few fami I ies 

would accept the additional cost and move to the single family house.* With 

a relative vacancy rate In Town of zero, the chances to exercise this choice 

are I imited, and many p0ople have opted for the next best single family res

idence in Town. Cost of iho housing unit would not scorn to be a major con

cern in this choice as many of the trailers are In the $10,000 to $15,000 

price range, while a typical house wi II sell fer $12,000 more.** 

Although there are no apartment vacancies in Town, this is prob

ably a result of the tight housing market and not purely a reflection of 

personal choice of apartment style living. Typical apartment rents, as 

shown in Table No. 1-3, are not I ikely to n•ake apartment I ivlng a particul

arly cheaper alternative to owning a home. As wei I, the family orientation 

of the Town wi II, ot least in the irrmediate future, desire family style 

accommodation. 

* Based on Great Canadian Oi I Sands Ltd. figures which indicated that a 

majority of Great Canadian 01 I Sands Ltd. emplcyees presently in other 

types of housing are applying for sins;le family dwellings .. 

** Centr-al ~1ortgc:J8 and Housing Cor·poration fi~Jurc..:. for 1971-72 indicated 

that the ~vcroqc prfce for~ single fan1l ly dwel ~ ing in Fort McMurray was 

in tho $27,000 ran0o. 

cont'd---~ 
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Typical r.:~nthly pay1r.ents which face homeovm.:rs in Fort McMurray 

are provided in Table No. 1-? ~ . The average single f0mi ly dwel I ing price 

of $27,000 would require a monthly payment of $770 ·;o pay principal, in

teres~ and tax sharges. Great Canadian Oi I Sands Ltd. employees benefit 

slightly-- lo. er monthly payment-- as a result of special mortga9ing 

arrangements fer their homes. 

TM3LE NO. 1-2 

T':PICAL I~O!,HHLY PAYMENTS ON SI~~GLE FN1'LY 0\'TLLINCS 

COST iN DOLLARS 

House Value 

Insurance Loan 

Mortgage ! nsurance F-ee 

Tota I Loa,·, 

Down Payr::~nt 

Month I y Pr inc i pa I (~ I nteresi 
@ 9k% over 25 years 

Monthly Taxes (Based on $5,000 
lot with 50 ft. frontlJ8) 

Tota I Men t·h I y :·'aym('nt I ~·; __ :·1 uJ f ng 
Taxes 

Total Monthly Pay~~nt if Great 
CanadL! ·: Oi I Sar'. ·; Ud. Enployee 

20,000 

19,000 

190 

19, 190 

810 

162 

190 

25,000 

23,750 

237 

23, '187 

1,012 

203 

45 

237 

30,000 

28,500 

285 

28,785 

1, 215 

243 

56 

299 

286 

----····----- ··---------· ----------- ----------
SOURCE: Centr·a I ~-; ;-·tgage anc: Housing Corpcrat ion. 

TABLE NO. 1-3 

---- ·---·· --- ··-·-·--···----. ··-----------·--·---------------------------------

$210 $240 

run::shec $225 

cont 1 d----
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The number of bui !ding permits issued in Fort McMurray in 1972, 

<Table No. 1-4 ), showing 120 apartments and 160 single family units, would 

indicate a growing emphasis on apartment constructio~. Rather than reflec

ting this as a general trend or preference in apartment style I iving, these 

figures should be considered instead, as a response to both the heavy demand 

for dwel I ing units in Town as wei I as a shortage in avai I able land within the 

existing Town site. 

TABLE NO. 1-4 

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING PERMIT ISSUES TO DECEMBER, 1972 

TYPE OF UNIT 

Single Family 

Duplex 

Apartment 

NUMBER OF UNITS 

-----··"-------·-------· 

160 

32 

120 

This table was campi led fro~ a I ist of bui I ding permits issued by the Town 

of Fort McMurray and docs not include some units wh;ch are planned and waiting 

to obtain bu i I(; i ng pe rrr its. 
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L 4 DEVELOPABLE L/\tm 

Developable land is defined, for the purpose of this section of 

the Study, as the usable land available after deducting those portions which, 

due to topographic, soi I, access utility servicing or other characteristics, 

currently display no potential for practical or economical uti I ization for 

any urban coffimunity purpose other than natural park. 

The present corporate area of Fort McMurray is 2,739 acres of which 

about 1,100 acres are developed for urban purposes. Of the balance, there is 

about 300 acres in and around the current I y bu i It-up area which is ava i I ab I e 

for development. Of this nn~ount, approximately 1C>CJ acr·es could be used for· 

residential purposes, following the 3 zoning recommendations of the General 

PI an. Addition a I I y, about 220 acres are ava i I ab I c and cleve I opab I e on the 

plateau which is in the sout·hwest part of the iown,ite.* Using <:J population 

developrr,cnt dcmsiiy of 14 fJGrsons per aero, v:hich ::unsity reflects a single 

family housing philosophy +awards residential accommodation, the 320 acres 

cou I d accommodate abc'.'t 4, :;oo persons, ov.:.1r and at ~we rhe pr·2Semi pop; I at ion 

of 3pproxima oly 7,00: This would indicate~ to~~~ capacity of 11,500 per-

son, \vithin ~at part f th.:. prr;;sont municir<·l ar-v·: v,;hir·h lies eust of the 

Ath.~basca R i .~r. 

The present area of the Town of Fort Mc~urray also includes about 

680 acres of lane on the w0st side of the Athabas,:l River.** Population 

capacit~ esti~att~ pr~pare: to date by the Oep3rtr1·nt of Municipal Affairs 

in the C~uneral P' ,n pr·epan-i fer the ToV.'I, h<We nt'>t suggested wh2t tt;is 

latter .;r-ea coulc con~·ain. If ·!·his [H"<Jd 1<; ,::onsi ~ ,-ed, even thouqt1 it- is 

no·~ yet serviced, it ·.-,oulo increase the r,ctential .,f tho cor·porato l::;nd 

ar£1 to accc ~odate a oopulation considerably in ~xcess of 11,500 persons. 

* 

** 

1!-:;cri\c~d ;;<; Ar<.:il 1 in th;; r·:::rort pre;.-•. (Jd !:•'/ S'!onley & 1\~;c;ocii:ltes 

[ .. ,J i ne( (- i r· .. L.tu., ~k :)~tw r·, F:'.' 1. 

i"S Are: 5 in th(~ rep,Jd prcp,'OieO ~ v s;-;:)!1ley :~ As:..ociates l:.ngineer·ing 

l.i"d. 1 ~-;~)VI:?Piher, 1971. 

cont'd----

~------------------~--------------------------------------------_] 



A number of possible developable areas were analyzed by Stanley 

& Associates Engineering UcJ. in a report reI eased in November, 1971. 

Those potential growth areas, shown on the following map, were compared 

on the basis of developable area (netl and the population capacity each 

site could accommodate, if placed in residential use at 14 persons per 

acre. The resulting figures are surnrnarized in Table No. 1-5, to provide 

an indicator of potentially developable land within and adjacent to the 

present corporate I imits . 

AREAS 

2 

3 

4 

4A 

5 

5A 

6 

. TAOLE NO. 1-5 

POSSIBLE AD~ITiONAL DEVELOPABLE AREAS 

ACREAGES /'.~;i) POI.)UU.T I ON CAfJAC IT I ES 

(Refer to ~ap fer loc~tion of numbered areas) 

NET ACREAGE 

220 acr·es 

120 acres 

1 ,400 acres 

650 acr-es 

380 acres 

830 acr-,:;s 

800 acres 

800 acr·e:; 

---------------------·---. ------------------

POP0LA.T I ON 

3,080 

1,680 

19,EOO 

5,300 

(), 1 00 

1 1,f00 

11,200 

SOURCE: Stanley & Associ:':t·r.:·s Enqi-1ecrir'J Ltd. repor-t November-, 1971 

It should be noted th~~ a numter of further considerations such 

as drain :1ge, Gccess. ··.:er·v i :_·l ;1.1 _. ·; ; ! c-.-~.:; ·i i r•r1 ~'·'-' re a! ~-o . ccn~, ide n"G by Stan kv 

& f,ssoci::'lte~·. Ensi1'eerin9 L'~., ,,_;.·I~.:-·>' lc:-.:ng snec:ific charac:\:·ri::.t:cs 

which nd•uncdd .-· n"<t<H·clt::r: irs r-~•1·"1-r"l;, ,;::; ye·t .. no f·inal sel,_::tion h<:!S 

w i I I nr>::r::~ssa r i I v bo n~.Jdo : ., t r.c: r.n :·: r f u 1 :_. rc. 

cont 1 d----
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At the present time, there are only 1nn acres or less of physi

cally suitable land that is proposed (in tho General Plan) for residential 

development, and which, subject to the owners' wishes, is immediately avai !

able for usc. Further residential d0velopment nnd acco~modation for addi

tional population beyond about 1,l00 ~orA puople would appear to involve a 

major decision to 'open up' a new develorm~•jt sector of the Town. 

1.5 EXISTING ~UNICIPAL UTILITIES 

The Town of Fort McMurray owns and oper·ates the waterworks and 

sewerage systems:- the capacity and expandibi I ity of which are discussed 

in the report "Tcwns i te Deve I oprnent Study'' prop;]red for the Town In Nov

ember, 1971, by Stanley t Associates Engineering Ltd., from which the 

fo I I ov1 i ng materia I is extracted. 

1.5.1 Wat~r C~nsum8tion 

OesiGr based en:-

- Aver·cqe demand: 20 Imperial qal):~r':; :nr- capita per day. 

Maximum dai !y demand for si:ing of supply and treatment faci I i

ties: 160 Imperia! galien~. oer c:1pits per day. 

- Storage needs based on Canadian Underwriters Association's 

requirements for fire flows and duration, distribution equal i

zation and an allowance for emergency storage. 

The 1971 report states that ''the water supply syste~ as constructed 

in 1966 and 19G7, consists of a river intake en the Athabasca River Bridge, 

a supply I ine to a raw water storage reservoir in the Townsite, and a water 

treatment plant adjacent to the raw w~ter stora0e reservoir. 8oth the in

take and plant capacities can be increased by expansion of the existing fac

ilities, cilthouslh not ~;ufficient to r'·c,et tho derr·and of the fully develcped 

tovmsite area .::Ji· its pcrulation expcc:tction cf 11,800." <The 11,800 popula

tion expectation was propared by the Provincial Planning Branch of the 

Department of Municipal Affairs.) 

cont'd-----
·-------·---J 
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1.5.2 Sewage Flows 

Design based on: 

- Average daily: 80 Imperial gal Ions per capita, and using the 

Harmon formula for peaking factors. 

The 1971 report states that "the existing sewage collection and 

treatment faci I ities were designed to serve a project population of 10,500 

in the val ley and 2,500 outside of the val ley or a design population of 

13,000. These faci I ities include a sewage lagoon, a sewage force main, a 

sewage pumping station and an outfal I sewer from Frankl in Avenue at Hospital 

Street to the pumping station. The sewage lagoon can be modified further by 

creating additional eel Is and instal I ing aeration equipment to handle increased 

sewage f I ov-1s." 

Table No. 1-6 shows the flow capacities of the existing waterworks 

and sewerage faci I ities, as given in the 1971 report. Population capacities 

have been added to the table using the design criteria established by the 

Provincial Departmerit of the Environment. 

TABLE NO. 1-6 

CAPACITIES OF EXISTING v/ATERWORKS AND SE\4ERA.GE FACILITIES 

ITEM 

Water Intake * 
Water Supply Line 

Water Tre3tment Pl~nt* 

EXISTING 

600 

1, 500 

600 

Sewaoe Collec.lions_- peak flows (Imp. gpm) 

Outfall Sewer· 2,250 

Sewage Lift Station 

Sewac::~e Force rIa in 

2,500 

~,(100 

Sew~El _I,·:~::atr1·:.!J.!. -· ;_we :·cl~Je de] i I v ( l mp. gpm) 

Sewage L.agoonl'* 820 

EXISTING 
POPULATION 

CAPACITY 

5,400 

13,500 

5,400 

13,500 

15,000 

21 '600 

14,800 

-----------·-----------· 
* & ** See footnotes on following page. 

MAX I ~~Utv1 
EXPANSION 

900 

1 '500 

1 ,200 

2,250 

3,600 

3,600 

1,640 

MAXI MUtv1 
POPULATION 

CAPACITY 

8' 100 

13,500 

10,800 

13,500 

21 '600 

21 ,600 

29' 60~) 

cont'd-----
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* Expansion reported as underway 1971-73 to capacity 10,000 persons. 

**Reportedly not practical to use existing lagoons for sewage collection 

from possible additiur'c!l development Area 5 b0causo of the problerriS 

associated with crossinq the Athabasca River (see mapl. 

L---------------------------

I __ ] 
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1.6 COMMERCIAL FACILITIES 

A comparison of Fort McMurray to other similar towns in Alberta 

(sec Table No.1-n indicates that the Town has a relatively low land uti 1-

ization for commercial uses. Alberta towns of similar population, average 

0.60 commercial acres Cgross)/100 population as compared to 0.~4 ccmmerciol 

acres (gross)/100 population in Fort McMurray. Towns of similar function 

show even greater variance with an average 0.97 commercial acres (gross)/ 

100 population, which is more than four times the land uti I ization in tort 

McMurray. The overal I average for Alberta is 0.82 commercial acres <gross) 

/100 population. 

Tf'BLE NO. 1-7 

COMPARISON OF COMMERCIAL LAND UTILIZATION 

(Selected Alberta Communities) 

(Gross.Acrecges) 
(SOURCE: Urban Land Analysis- Selected Alberta Communities) 

TmVN ACF<ES 

--------------------
Drayton Va I I ey 

High Level 

Slav~:: Lake 

Wh i tecou r-t 

Hinton 

Fort :·~c~1urray 

5,000 - 9,999 

Resource or i en iod 

25.09 

27.80 

15.21 

52.83 

49.?) 

13. 0 8 

NO. OF COMMERCIAL 
ACRES/100 PEOPLE 

0.08 

1. 34 

0.93 

2.06 

1. 10 

0.24 

0.60 

0.97 
-------·-· .. ----·--·--------------····· 

PERCENT OF NET 
DEVELOPED LAND 

5.25 

2.86 

4.50 

4.28 

3. 12 

1. 29 

-----------

cont'd----
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population around the Town. Most towns provide a commercial function 

for rural communities which can often be as large a market as the in

town population. 

Fort McMurray services an extremely lew rural population and 

requires less commercial iund than would normally be expected. 

Generally, the 32.4 acres of commel-cial !and in Town is lo

cated adjacent to Frankl in Avenue. There is a difficulty in defining 

the I lrnits of the downtovm core area, however, a<:· the '~1ain Street' 

core ar·ea of government offices and st•)ros is located within a block 

of the Peter Pond Shoppin0 Plaza. There is no clear separation of 

servicing here 3nd i+ is necessary to visit both areas to satisfy the 

shopping experi~nce. 

The cnrnmerc i a I hu i I d i n9 :-:;tod-. in Fad ~~d.1u rray is in fair 

to good shape, with much of it being oi recant construct1on. The busi

ness community would apr.>o.:1r to have a healthy intu·r::st in Fort ~J1dv1urr-ay 

as evidenced by tht~ r:·;:::ny n~r,cw0+ i lJns, add i ·t· ions, ·ind increased fac i I it i es 

which have be.:;n the t-rend in HI("' Pclst ye'Clrs. Ovt::r· one mi II ion dol !ars of 

bui !ding permi-t-•:; havt~ bE-;<": issued in fi',c pa~.:,'t yGo' for commercial bui I d-

ings alone. 

Table 1-8 rev0~is that on a rer c~pita basis, the retai I sales 

in For·t Md~urr::Jy, Wt;~:ln c:;;cparcd i·c.J sin•i lar tmms, show the surne IG'N fig-

ures as wer-e seen ir, the !nnd uti i izai·icn comparison. In the u~:,ual tovm-

rnarket situati'."'l, ·t-<,., i<x:al rural pop,~ 1 ~1tion s:Jer;ds.rloney in Town but dces 

not show up in the :cwn papulation figGre. This can result In very high 

per capita spt')r,dln:.:J fi0•ire~; for sorne tc.)v:r~s with large rural n~ar·kets and 

::on t' d----
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TABLE NO. 1-8 

COMPARISON OF PER CAPITA SALES 

COMMUNITY 

Drayton Va I I ey 

High Level 

Swan Hi lis 

Wh i tecourt 

Hinton 

Fort McMurray 

POPULATION 
( 1969) 

3,326 

2,077 

1,186 

2,852 

4,461 

5,993 

Source: Alberta Bureau of Statistics 

GROSS RETAIL 
SALE (1969) 

7,330,840 

4,137,747 

1,697,352 

4,731,440 

6,010,454 

6,414,377 

PER CAPITA SALES 

2,204 

1, 992 

1,389 

1 ,659 

1, 347 

1 ,096 

The l~ck of a rural market makes Fort McMurray difficult to 

compare to other Alberta centres as it wi I I almost invariably show up 

on the low end of the scale. Generally, the best indicator of the state 

of Fort McMurrav's commercial enterprises would be the confidence that 

Fort tv1ctv1urray busin,~ssmen have shown in i·he corr11r~unity through their spend

ing in new construction ~nd improvements. 

1. 7 EDUCATION 

There are b2slcal ly three bodies concerned with providing 

education services in Fort ~cMurray. 

1. Fort McMurray Roman Catholic Separate School District No. 32, 

which this year, 1972-73, has an enrollment cf 848 students; 

539 in gr:-1des to 5 at the J. A. Turc:-;iie ~.chao I and another 

309 i···. grades.:. too at ihe 51. John's School. 

cont'd----
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2. 

3. 
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F\Jrt ~-1cMur:·ay F'c.!blic ~)chool [listrict 1-.;c;. 2833, which has a 

1972-73 enrollr:1t::nt ot 1,537; 901 in qrades 1 to 6 <Jt the 

Dr. K. A. Clark School, and a combined separate and pub! ic 

enrollment of C\6 in grades 7 to 12 at the Peter Pond School. 

T~1e A I bert a Vor.st i enol Centre, 1-h is yoar, is prov i din~! j c-b 

oriented trainfnq course:; for 2CO people ot all i:l~.J<c' groups 

as wei I as acadomic upgrading. 

1. 7. 1 Fac i I it i t:s 

The /liberta Vc:·.:1tional Centre is the or·iy f.Jcil!iv which h-:ls 

its short term needs s3tisfied. Although fJture rbquire~~nt could see 

a need for· d lOU acre CCi!i:~·US sit<, in .-;cJ..jition to the 320 acre held siif:, 

the present 9.1 acres in Town pius 2n out-of-tcwn field work site of 320 

acres, provides tor ~he lr:'mediate needs of the ~·e>,-,ire:. 

fi'IC, as i't is -~<·mmonly rEderreti to, h:::·>, as is seen 1n Table 

No. 1-·9, att-err.p+nd ·tc• orient i-J-s progrc.rr· to providing job training which 

reflects the !~cal job m~rket. Heavy equipmen~ cperation and driving are 

the two most proular courses, with other construLtion ~nd m~intenance 

courses being "·!:e next rDo~;t ocpulor. Courc;o". in cocking and clerking 

are also offerca, with additional courses beinG started as lntsrest appears 

in the particuiClr s>:l!. f\VC :i")\~''10:, rc te :.'f pr~:·--Ticular· ir:ter·2st to the 

native people ir1 the :)n.F\, who, ,]up to :r:.:lr)' circur~s+Cinces, frli ied to obt,:J~n 

a level of forn!-ji educat:cn which 15 c;n~;icsred c.; nccessar·y prE"requisite 

for 8r-)ployrnont. lho _.u1~"-l~ o-f r,yc is :~c,:~·.ev·ivJi' unor-.:;dict;::-L•!o ac: yet and 

will :·.:nen(j c-r: ;~:'"' '!.--L!'c C:·:!vr,:,_r''''(' .,H] t·:.-riuv:•1t;:·nt needs at ~he r\thab.~::-:c; 

Tar :-· -:1ds. 
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Tf\CLL :10. 1-cl 

ALBEFHA VOCAT I 0~4AL CEt'frPE COUF\SE OLJTL I NF - 1972 

COURSE NUMBER OF SESSIONS 

Heavy Equipmen-!- Opcr·at i ng 7 sessions 

Backhoe Operating • sessions 

Career Driving 5 sessions 

Journeyman Upg rad ins< 
for Carpenters 1 session 

Retai I Clerking 2 ses~~ ions 

Academic Upgrading 3 sessions 

Domestic Help 2 sessions 

Automotives 2 sessions 

Pipe Trades 2 sessions 

Welding 2 sessions 

Bui I ding Construction 2 session<_, 

Cornme rc i <:i i Coo!< in~~ 2 Se.ssions 

Cooking l~i)g ;-a i.! i r1 g session 

Business E"duccotion 2 SESSions 

---·----·-- -·---·--·------------.. -·--·-··----·-· -----------

r:>resent h· haw-· a I I '!h8 i r- fc;2 iIi~- i r.~s over· I o<·,ded and are exper i enc-

To under·~·.rc;nd ·the hard·.hips which the school beards 

are facir~J in proviijir.g adequai·e iaci i ities, it is necessL:r-y to 

understar·.<J the ba:~ic process invc·dved in school bui I ding in the 

lhrou~jh "iC c:;l,cci ~:;)'S·hr.', ·:·i';(;:·c IS normally d 3 year lag time 

involved t.ctw(e:n ih0' r;;n:dicrior·, (A ih<': nt:;ed~ and the eventual 

compiLOJtiv1 of ~he required t.Jci I i-ty. 

cont'd---
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In a stable community receiving a low proportion of immigration, 

such a planning and construction system can prove adequate, but In Fort 

Mc~1urray, where mass Influxes of peoplehavealmost doubled the population 

for each 3 year period since 1964, a dependency on an existing head count 

has proven inadequate. The high proportion of school age children (310: 

1,000) which has been typical of the immigrant population, has placed an 

even heavier load on the school faci I ities of the Town. Even a reduction 

of the normal lag time, from 3 to H years and a drop in enrollment for 

1970-71 and 1971-72 (Table No. 1-10 ), has not helped to alleviate the over 

crowding problem, and with a sharp increase in enrollment in 1972- a new 

high and a projected increase of over 100 students per year <Table No.1-11J, 

it would appear that the brief breathing spel I may be over. 

TABLE NO. 1-10 

PAST SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 

YEAR ENROLL~1ENT ACTUAL INCREASE 

1965 645 0 
1966 878 +233 
1967 1,615 +737 
1968 2,030 +415 
1969 2,350 +320 
1970 2,280 - 70 
1971 2,167 -113 
1972 (Nov.30) 2,386 +219 

PERCENTAGE INCREASE 
OVER PRIOR YEAR 

0 

+35 

+84 

+25 

+15 

- 3 

- 4 

+ 9 

SOURCE: Fort McHurray Fb·nan Catholic Sopar·ute School District t~o. 32 

and Fcrt McMurray P~bl ic School District No. 2833. 

cont'd----
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1 - 8 

9 - 12 

TOTAL 
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TABLE NO. 1-11 

PROJECTED SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS 

<Assuming no Syncrude development) 

1970-71 

1 '666 

346 

2,012 

1971-72 

1, 723 

453 

2, 176 

1972-73 

1 ,854 

505 

2,359 

SOURCE: Fort McMurray School Boards. 

1973-74 

1, 94 7 

585 

2,532 

1974-75 

2,023 

654 

2,677 

A look at the capacity of present faci I ities and their enrol 1-

ment capacity figures, shown on Table No. 1-12, demonstrates the need for 

increased faci I ities. 

TABLE NO. 1-12 

PRESENT SCHOOL FACILITIES AND CAPACITIES 

J.A.Turcotto St. John's Dr. Clark Peter Pond 

Date of construction 

Date of additions 

Site sizes <Acres) 

Square footage 

Number of classrooms~ 

System 

Grades 

Stated capacity 

Enrollment 

Capacity shortage 

1968 

1971 

2.0 

35,000 

21 

Separate 

1 - 5 

525 

539 

14 

SOURCE: Fort McMurray School Board3. 

1936 

1950 
1962 
1971 

(1973) 

3.87 

13,000 
(33,000) 

10 
( 16) 

Separate 

6 - 9 

250 
(400) 

309 

59 

1967 

1969 

4.52 

63,035 

30 

Pub! ic 

1 - 6 

750 

901 

151 

1961 

1963 
1965 

9.24 

41 '804 

24 

Pub I i c 

7 - 12 

550 

636 

86 

cont'd-----
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*Classroom figures Include anci I lary (staff rooms, storage rooms) and 

portable rooms which are not considered as permanent classrooms and 

should be replaced by permanent faci I ities, i.e.-two classrooms in 

Dr. Clark School were bui It by enclosing a courtyard. 

1972-73 figures show the faci I ities operating with 310 more 

students than the stated capacities. The severity of this space short

age is heightened further when it is real izod that a number of the class

rooms now in use, are remodel led anci I lary rooms such as staff rooms which 

were put into use to help handle some of the regular classroom overflow. 

The most serious result of this space shortage is its retarding 

effect on the attempts of the school boards to provide the curriculum 

variety required for a high quality education. Specialized education 

faci I ities such as shops which require large areas are simply impossible 

to provide at the present time. So~e I imited programs are provided at 

the Peter Pond and St. John's School and are generally restricted to typing, 

industrial arts and home economics, (Table No. 1-13). However, due to heavy 

enrollment, many option courses cannot be provide~ for alI who wish to take 

them. 

OR. CLARK 

TABLE NO. 1-13 

ADDITIONAL COURSES AVAILABLE 

PETER POND 

Help in Remedial Reading Home Economics 

Industrial Arts 

Business Education 

ST. JOHN'S 

Typing 

Communication 

Drama 

cont'd-----
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The need for a new high schcol which could provide these spec

ialized courses is critical and the school boards would I ike to provide 

such a facility in 1973-74. Even if a high school is cortpletE·d in 1973, 

enrollment projection~. would place the school at c'pcratin~1 capacity by 

1974. 

It is essent 1<..1 I to r.ote th<d e'ICn w l t·~, rhe St. J oh r.' s adell t len 

and the constructicr of a r1ew 450 student cler,·E,n·r::ry school on the Clear·

water sitE" ir 1973, the elementary syst~:n' 1\i II Lo operating e;t full CC:ip

acity on the day of co~pletlor.. 

The Roards are also faced with the problem of finding sites n 

which to locate nev1 faci I ities. The exlsiinc;; site~. are uti ll;:ed far 

beyond prescribed I imlts already, with overcrowd ina resulting in such 

~easures as a '3hared playground on tho adjoinin!l ':'.ites of the J. fl .. 

Turcotte and Dr. K. A. Clark Schools. The new c:earwater 5lte wi I I 

not provide 2ny expansion roo~ due tc the risk of spring floating over a 

large portion of the site. Lack of an adoqu2te site is the major constraint 

in bu i I ding the proposed ne1v 425 stucent hi CJh >;;.choo I. The most des i rab I e 

site within the present town which is of adequate size tc hold the high 

school is on MacDonald Island. The island ha~~ been dedicated c:s a rec

rea+io~al area and the school board has been unable to receive Town approval 

for the MacDonald Island site. 

It is impodunt to realize that the school board, v1hich is having 

extre'11e difficulty in providing facilities for its present enrollment, has 

not included the posslbi I lty of any future tar sarids developments beyond 

the existing Great Canadian Oil Sands Ltd. p l.snt in its student enrollrrEnt 

projec:ts. Extensive pre-p I anr l ng I'< II I be r.eces~;~ry before any subsequent 

tar sands develcp~ents to ensure that the education faci I ities in the To~n 

wi II b;:; able to provide adequate spiJce and a quality currlculur1 fer i'he 

i ncrea~;ed student body 1vh l ch v.· l I I ar l se out cf t::nother dove I oprr.ent sL:ch as 

Great Canadl an Oil Sands Ltd. has undertaker;. 

cont'd-----
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1. 8 CULTURAL 

As can be expected in a town the size of Fort McMurray, cultural 

activities are more ofte~ a matter of personul i nvo I vement than spectator 

observation. The Town does boast its own loc~l ra~io station which plays 

a variety of "Top 40" and easy listening music, and it has a local cable 

television station which carries com~unity announcements and special fea

tures. As well, a town cable system carries Ecrrordon radio and television 

stations. It would appear that any upgrading in television service would 

not likely be via the ~se of the new Anik communications sate! I ite but 

through improved microwave faci lltfes to Edmonton. For-those interested 

in movies, there is a movie theatre in Town which offers an up-to-date 

selection of fi fms, and for those who wish to read, there is a 10,000 

volume I fbrary from which to select reading material. 

T~e people in Fort McMurray come from a wide variety of back

grounds, and nowhere is this more apparent than in the ccmposition of the 

rei igious community. Anglicans, Baptists, Jehovah's Witnesses, Lutherans, 

Mormans, Pentecostals, Poman Catha! ics, Unitarions and Uniteds, alI have 

representation in the Town; many with new buildir,gs of contemporary design. 

Although these institutions do not represent every existing organized rei i

gion, they do offer a choice of worship which is net always common to a 

town of 7,000 people. 

The greutost number of cultural activities, however, are a 

result of personal participation in one of the many service or hobby 

oriented clubs in Town. The number cf cluts varies subject to the whims 

of taste. A recent survey of organizations active in Fort Mc~urray pro

duced the I i s t s i n Tab I e t~o. 1- 14 and No. 1- 1 5 . 

cont'd----
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TABLE NO. 1-14 

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 

Following is a I ist of some of the faci I ities avai I able to 

residents of Fort McMurray. 

01 I sands Curling Club 

Mistie-Sepee-Ski Club 

Camp Nee Chee Nogen, Anzac, Alberta 

Tennis Courts 

Pub I ic Library 

Community Centre 

Miskanaw Golf Club 

Indoor Swimmi~g Pool 

Fishing, Boating, Water-Skiing, etc., can be enjoyed at Gregoire Lake or 

on the Clearwater and Athabasca Rivers. There is a Centennial Park for 

recreation. 

SOURCE: Great Canadian Oi I Sands Ltd. questionnaire. 

TABLE NO. 1-15 

Following is a list of clubs and organizations in Fort McMurray: 

AI-Anon 

AI I Saints Angl lean Parish Guild 

Baptist Youth Fe I lowship 

Brownies 

Catholic Women's League 

Civi I Service Association 

Clearwater Ladies' Fastbal I 

Cosmopolitan Club 

Elks 

Fort ~1cMurray Badminton Club 

Fort McMurray Figure Skai ing 

Fort tvlcMurray r·li nor Bas0ba I I 

Fort t·JicMurray Senior Hockoy 

Fort McMurray Tennis Club 

Cluh 

League 

Miskanaw Golf Club 

Nistawoyou Association 

Open Stage Society 

People's Park (Youth Club) 

Royal Canadian Legion 

Saint Aidens Women's Auxi I iary 

Tar Island Ladies 

Phi I ate I i c (Jr. - Adu It) 

Masons 

Metis Association 

Voice of Alta. Native Women's Socie y 

Home and School Association 

McMurray Broadcasters 

Friends of Music 

cont'd-----
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Table No. 1-15 continued 

Girls' Club 

Girl Guides 

Junior Forest Wardens 

Ki nette C I ub 

Knights of Columbus 

Miskanaw Golf Club 
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Clearwater Light Horse and Rodeo Assoc. 

Cubs 

Fort McMurray Basketbal I League 

Fort McMurray Soccer League 

Fort McMurray Minor Hockey League 

Indian-Eskimo Assoc. of Canada 

Kinsmen Club 

Mistie-Seepee-Ski Club 

Overture Concert Society 

Skating 

Teen-Time (Youth Group) 

Art Club 

Army Cadets 

Fort McMurray Art Club 

Boy Scouts 

Candy Stripers 

Chamber of Commerce 

Clearwater Boxing Club 

Fish & Game Association 

Fort McMurray Men's Fastabal I League 

Fort McMurray Sno-Trakkers 

Guide Association 

Junior High School Girls' Club 

Ladies' Order of the Royal Purple 

Oi !sands Curling Club 

Peter Pond High School Students' 
Union 

Swimming 

Bridge Club 

Boating Club 

SOURCE: Great Canadian Oi I Sands Ltd. questionnaire. 

The feeling was expressed, in Fort McMurray, that it proper faci 1-

ities were constructed which could handle drama and music groups, certain 

shows, which are presently avai !able only by going to Edmonton, could be 

provided in the Town itself. The present community hal I is smal I and in

flexible in design and does not tend itself to this type of use. Nor is 

there a school facility in Town which could be used flexibly either as a 

theatre or an auditorium. The aren.:l, too, has a I imited faci I ity and its 

smal I seating capacity of 450 does not warrant the showing of any major ice 

events. With many of the Fort r•1d'1ur-ray immigrant-s coming from urban back

grounds, the interest in cultural activities can be expected to grow. 

cont'd----
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1.9 RECREATION 

Fort McMurray's setting endows the Town with abundant treed land

scape for aesthetic beauty as wei I as placing McMurrayites within minutes 

of a potentially vast array of outdoor activities. 

The Athabasca and Clearwater Rivers provide immediate potential 

for boating, swimming, fishing, water skiing and canoeing, while the surround

ing Athabasca Forest interests hunters, hikers, campers, skiiers and snow

mob! lers. 

The internal recreation faci I ities, Table No. 1-16 , of the Town 

further develop this variety of recreation choices. 

FACILITY 

Go If Course 

Ski Development 

Swimming Pool 

Hangingstone Park 

Ice Arena 

Curling Rink 

Community Ha II 

Ball Diamonds 

Tennis Court 

Outdoor Rinks 

Toboggan Run 

Soccer Fields 

Playgrounds 

Parks & Reserves 

Undeveloped Sites 

TABLE NO. 1-16 

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES 

PARTICULARS 

9 Holes 

2 Runs - Tow Rope 

Heated- Indoor 

Museum & Swimming Area 

Seating - 425 

4 Sheets 

Sma II 

7 

2 Hard-surfaced 

1 Permanent location 
3 Floating 

1 

2 

5 

6 

3 

cont 1d-----
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The Town has facilities for lee skating, swimming <year round), 

curling, golf, as wei I as a wide assortment of land aval lable for more 

passive forms of recreation. 

Statistically, Fort McMurray's Internal recreation land supply 

rates high when compared to towns of I ike size and function. Alberta towns 

in the 5,000 - 9,999 population groups average 2.90 acres/100 population 

whl le towns of similar resource function as Fort McMurray average 3.76 

acres/100 population. Fort McMurray far exceeds any of these figures at 

5.07/100 population.* 

Although the overal I internal recreation picture looks good for 

the Town, there are problems. The distribution of parkland within the 

Town is very uneven with the majority of acreage being distributed between 

MacDonald Island and the community centre. The area in between, which 

accounts for most of the residential and commercial land in Town, is almost 

completely devoid of recreation land, other than school grounds. It may be 

Impossible to rectify this situation in the existing Town but neighborhood 

parks should not be overlooked in the future development of the Town. 

There are other difficulties in supplying a wei I rounded rec

reation program which are confronting the seven man recreation board and 

the Town's recreation superintendent. At a time when the recreation budget 

Is doing little more than providing maintenance to existing facilities, the 

Town finds that its arena and community hal I are in need of replacement or 

at least expensive upgrading if they are to be properly operated for the 

rapidly growing population. 

Despite its budgetary problems, the recreation department, with 

the help of service clubs, is able to provide a fairly wei I balanced rec

reational program for the young population of the Town, which includes a 

*SOURCE: Alberta Land Use Analysis. 

cont'd----
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minor hockey program In the winter and a bat I league In the summer. A 

girls' minor hockey team has even evolved this year. Inter-town competi

tion in sports, however, Is at I but non-existent in Fort McMurray due to 

the expense and time Involved In travel I ing. 

The recreation department and the Town school boards are very 

cooperative in attempting 

possible within the Town. 

indoor pool which they put 

to provide as many recreational activities as 

The schools have daily swimming time at the 

to good use providing the students with swim-

ming experience. The school boards, in turn, allow certain school rooms 

and fact lities to be used for both recreational and cultural types of 

activities. The Town is presently making the most possible use of the 

recreational facilities v..·hich it has. For example, the arena is booked 

almost solidly ~xcept for maintenance time, seven days a week from 6:00 

a.m. to 12 midnight, (Table No. 1-17). With such a schedule, the only 

way of providing a similar quality service to a greatly increased pop

ulation, wi II be by expanding or duplicating the faci I ity. It appears, 

at this time, that some of Fort McMurray's recreational faci I ities which 

were adequate before the Town's rapid development, are coming of age and 

wi I I require some immediate improvement. 

Recreation is an expensive operation, however, and rarely are 

its costs covered through fees. The typical chi I d in minor hockey pays 

the equivalent of 501: per month for his experience and gets to play two 

games per week. In a 450 seat arena, where admissfon charges do not cover 

operating costs, the facility becomes a budgetary I i ab i I i ty. * This situ-

at ion is common to a town providing a recreation a I program and should be 

realized by anyone who wishes a high quality in town recreation faci I ities. 

* Figures on recreation supplied by Fort McMurray Recreation Department. 

cont'd----



SUNDAY 

6:00 - noon 

Minor Hockey 

TABLE NO. 1-17 

NEW TOWN OF FORT McMURRAY PARKS AND RECREATION 
ARENA SCHEDULE 

~J;ONDAY l TUESDAY J WEDNESDAY l THURSDAY I FRIDAY I SATURDAY 

6:00 - 8:00 am 16:00 - 8:00 am 16:00 - 8:00 am 16:00 - 8:00 am 16:00 - 8:00 am !6:00am-6:00pm 

Figure Skating !Figure Skating !Figure Skating !Figure Skating !Figure Skating !Minor Hockey 

1:00- 3:30pm !Noon-2:00pm !Noon-2:00pm !Noon-2:00pm !Noon-2:00pm !Noon-2:00pm 

Figure Skating 
till Jan, 1973 

3:30 - 5:30 pm 
Genera I Skating 

6:00 - 7:00 pm 
Figure Skating 
Adult Session 

7:00 - 8:30 pm 
!Adult Skating 
I 
9:00- 11:30 pm 
Old-Timers 
Fun League 

General Skating 

3:00 - 4:00 pm 
Figure Skating 

Tots 

4 : 1 5 - 7 : 15 pm 
Figure Skating 

8:00- Midnight 
Senior Hockey 

General Skating 

3:00 - 5:30 pm 
Genera I Skating 

5:30- Midnight 
tvn nor Hockey 

Minor Hockey 

General Skating 

3:00 - 4:00 pm 
Figure Skating 

Tots 

4 : 1 5 - 7 : 15 pm 
Figure Skating 

8:00 - Midnight 
Senior Hockey 

General Skating 

3:00 - 5:30 pm 
Genera I Skating 

5:30- Midnight 
Minor Hockey 

Minor Hockey 

Genera I Skating 

3:00 - 4:00 pm 
Figure Skating 

Tots 

4 : 15 - 7: 15 pm 
Figure Skating 

8:00 - Midnight 
Senior Hockey 

Minor Hockey 

Minor Hockey 

6:00 - Midnight 
Minor Hockey 
t i I I Jan. 1973 

8 
N 
CD • 
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1.10 TRANSPORTATION 

The Internal transportation faci! ltles of Fort McMurray are 

oriented to personal vehicle traffic. Frankl in Avenue, the four lane 

boulevarded main street, would have little difficulty in handling the 

free flow of traffic which may be generated by the Town in the Immediate 

future. Highway No. 63 bypasses the Town, thus, rei ieving the Town of 

trucks and cars which would otherwise pass through. 

Bus service is provided In Town for Tar Island workers, with 

some 500 men per day using buses to travel to work. An internal bus 

route system within the Town provides a bus pickup service for school 

children. This service is especially appreciated in the harsh cold of 

winter. However, much of the route is not covered by provincial grant 

and must be paid for directly by the child's parents. 

External transportation modes employ air, water, rat I and 

road. The two means of transportation which were responsible for Fort 

McMurray's earlier growth, Northern Transportation, operating barges 

north along the Athabasca River, and the Northern Alberta Railway, opera

ting rai I service between Edmonton and Fort McMurray, are sti II in operation 

despite the heavy competition presented by trucking and air traffic and 

alternate rai I service to the north. 

At the same time, road and air transportations are receiving 

a continual upgrading which wi I I hopefully see, in 1975, the completion 

of the paving of Highway No. 63, which I inks Edmonton and Fort McMurray, 

and establishment of a regular jet service between Edmonton and Fort 

McMurray. 

In the air, Pacific Western Airlines is the main scheduled 

carrier, with five passenger flights a week stopping at Fort McMurray. 

Three days a week a 50 seat Electr~ carrying both passengers and freight, 

connects Fort McMurray with Fort Chipewyan, Uranium City and Edmonton. 

*Special seating configuration to accommodate passengers and freight. 

cont'd----
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The other two days, a 50 seat Convair 640 flies an Edmonton to Fort 

Chipewyan return flight. This Convair is soon to be replaced by a 737, 

giving Fort McMurray two days of jet service to Edmonton each week. It 

should be noted, however, that existing schedules do notal low for 

day long business trips between the two centres. This day trip faci I ity 

Is desirable now and wi I I be In even greater demand should future tar sands 

developments proceed. 

P.W.A. passenger records show that more than four time as many 

passengers were flown to Fort McMurray during Great Canadian Oi I Sands Ltd. 

construction than during the post construction period- 41,000 total pass

engers In 1966 as opposed to 10,000 total passengers in 1970. 

Air passenger traffic is on the increase, however, with 1972 

figures showing approximately 15,000 total passengers, hence, the improved 

jet service. In the event of another development boom in Fort McMurray, 

Pacific Western Airlines has demonstrated the abi I ity to adjust its sched

uling and accommodate the increased demand. 

On the ground, Pacific Western's Trucking Division is showing 

a marked increase in volumes. Unfortunately, only 1971 and 1972 figures 

were readily avai !able, but these revealed that trucked freight for the 

line more than doubled in the space of one year, with every indication 

that it wi I I continue to expand. 

Coach service, both passenger and express freight is provided 

between Fort McMurray and Edmonton by Greyhound Bus. Lines. The daily 

service is rei iant on the existence of Highway No. 63 and looks forward 

to the completion of paving on this route. Highway No. 63 provides the 

only access for auto transportation and is a vital surface transportation 

I ink to the south. 

Fort McMurray appears to be wei I serviced with transportation 

faci I itles offering a broad range of choice for both freight and passenger 

service, (see Tables No. 1-18 and No. 1-19). The one vital I ink, however, 

cont'd----
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which psychologically changes Fort McMurray from an Isolated town to 

merely a distant town, is Highway No. 63. It allows a person living 

In Town to always feel, no matter what problems the other carriers are 

having, he has the option, if he wants, to drive Into or out of Fort 

McMurray. 

Coincidental to the external transportation network of Fort 

McMurray, Is the Town's faci I ity to provide accommodation to the large 

number of persons In Town on business trips. There are, presently, 

four hotels in Town, which offer this accommodation service. These 

faci I ities are under heavy use with one being used ful I time as a resi

dence for AVC, while two others are undergoing expansion programs to 

try to provide for the heavy demand should tar sands developments pro

ceed as anticipated. A great increase in short term business type trips 

may be expected and the hotel faci I ities wi I I need to rapidly expand to 

meet the demand~ 



TABLE NO. 1 - 1 8 

PACIFIC WESTERN AIRLINES PASSENGER AND FREIGHT 

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

FREIGHT 

Edmonton to Ft. McMurray 524,000 440,000 88,000 54,000 35,000 44,000 

Ft. McMurray to Edmonton 166,000 194,000 130,000 88,000 74,000 81 ,000 

PASSENGERS 

Edmonton to Ft. McMurray 12,000 22,000 12,000 9,000 7,000 5,000 

Ft. tvldvlu rray to Edmonton 13,000 19,000 12,000 9,000 7,000 5,000 

Pacific Western Airlines operates flights five days a week to Fort McMurray. 

MWF - a 50 seat Electra carrying passengers and freight stops in Fort McMurray. 
T.R. -a 50 seat Convair flies return to Fort McMurray only. 

1971 

50,000 

86,000 

6,000 

6,000 

As of February 18, 1973, the Convair flight wi I I be replaced by a jet service employing a 117 seat 9 737'. 

Schedule is flexible to demand. 

*Source - Pacific Western Air! ines Pub! ic Relations. 

1972 
(approx.) 

so.ooo ::c 

100,000 ~ ..., 
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TABLE NO. 1-19 

PACIFIC WESTERN TRUCKING DIVISION 

(Freight Hauling - Edmonton to/from Fort McMurray 1971-72) 

Edmonton to Ft. McMurray 

Ft.McMurray to Edmonton 

TOTAL 

1971 

21,000,000 

4,000,000 

25,000,000 

(Rounded to nearest mi I I ion pounds) 

1972 

50,000,000 

9,000,000 

59,000,000 

* Figures for any other years are difficult to locate. 
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1.11 MEDICAL 

Fort McMurray has relatively sound medical facl I ltles, with one 

optometrist, three dentists and a 54 bed hospital with a complement of one 

surgeon, one obstetrician and three general practitioners, fifteen regis

tered nurses and eleven nursing assistants. 

Due to a great deal of variation in local conditions, It is diff

Icult to create formal standards for establishing the number of medical per

sonnel required to service each area. Certain guidelines, however, such as 

one dentist per 4,000 population, one general practitioner per 2,500 popula

tion, and one surgeon per 15,000 population, when adjusted to the local 

situation, can provide useful in recognizing any possible short comings in 

existing medical servicing. (See Table No. 1-20). 

When compared to these guide I ines, Fort McMurray would appear 

to have sufficient medical servicing for the Town population. The medical 

personnel in Fort McMurray, however, also provide much of the medical ser

vicing as far away as Fort Chipewyan. These out-of-town patients account 

for some 25% of the admissions at the Fort McMurray Hospital and keep four 

pub! ic health nurses busy administering aid in the individual centres. 

TABLE NO. 1-20 

LEVEL OF EXISTING MEDICAL SERVICING 

GUIDELINE 1 dentist/4,000 

FORT McMURRAY 1 dentist/2,500 

1 general practitioner/ 
2,500 

1 general practitioner/ 
1,900 

1 surgeon/15,000 

1 surgeon/7, 500 

Guide! ines provided by Alberta Department of Health and Social Development. 

cont'd----
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The hospital Is the major medical unit In the Town. It Is 

Interesting to note that guide! ines which would have been used to gauge 

the hospital's effectiveness have now been partially set aside andre

placed by a functional planning study approach which treats each hospital 

as an individual part of a system which has Its own specific pecularities . 
with respect to the people It serves, how it serves them, and why. 

Using the national average of 7 beds/1,000 population as a 

guideline, the Fort McMurray Hospital, which Is presently operating In 

the 7 beds/1,000 category, would appear to have sufficient bed space. 

Yet 1972 bed occupancy rates show that there was a 75.8% bed occupancy 

over the year. AI lowing for peaks and lows, ft can be seen that the 

hospital was operating with most of its beds occupied throughout the 

year. Considering the high ratio of beds per population such a high 

occupancy rate at first appears unusual.** 

A hospital committee study of the situation revealed that a 

number of beds were being occupied by out-of-town patients who had been 

brought into Town for clinical testing and, due to a lack of other 

accommodation, were kept in a hospital bed whl le the testing was being 

carried out. This time lag is often necessitated because much of the 

test analysis is done In laboratories In Edmonton and it is often a 

few days before test results are telexed back to the Fort McMurray hos

pital. A hostel style operation is being planned for the hospital which 

will alleviate some of this unnecessary bed occupancy. 

This time lag in receiving test results does not have an easy 

solution. Often the trained personnel who are required to analyze the 

test results are not required frequently enough to be hired permanently, 

on the local level. However, some Improvements are being planned for the. 

near future in areas such as blood testing. 

**Hospital data provided by Hospital Administrator. 

cont'd----
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Although minor surgery such as tons! lectomles and appendectomies 

are performed In Fort McMurray, more serious operations requiring greater 

specialization In a particular field are performed In Edmonton. The air 

ambulance can have a person In Edmonton In about two hours, weather per

mitting. 

One factor to note Is that the hospital has site capabl I !ties 

for expansion to wei I over double its present size. Such an expansion would 

provide for a greater amount of specialist care. The use of ambulatory care 

and hostel units wi I I rei ieve some pressure from the hospital faci I itiy itself, 

and this wl I I allow optimum uti I ization of the major facl I ity. 

Other medical personnel in Town consist of four public health 

nurses and .the aforementioned dentists and one optometrist. These medica I 

practitioners provide primarily corrective and hygenic services and therefore, 

they function on a supply and demand basis more so than do hospitals. 
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1.12 PUBLIC OFFICES IN FORT McMURRAY 

Fort McMurray is administered under the terms of the New Towns 

Act and Is governed by a local Board of Administrators consisting of mem

bers elected by the citizens of thetown. The local Board of Administrators 

Is responsible for carrying out alI of its legislative functions within 

the scope of the New Towns Act. The significant point of difference is the 

potentially expanded borrowing powers given to the local Board of Adminis

tractors under the New Towns Act. The New Towns Act was created to permit 

rapidly expanding communities an increased avai labi I ity of funds related 

to unusual growth. Towns operating under this legislation are subject 

to a greater degree of supervision by the senior government. 

A number of other agencies exist which play a role in the devel

opment of Fort .McMurray or in administration of programs within Fort 

McMurray and the region around it. 

1. 12.1 Department of Municipal Affairs 

This department, as Its name imp I i es, is res pons i b I e for the 

administration of the ~1unicipal Government Act. All municipalities, urban 

and rural, are creatures of the Provincial Government and their powers are 

delegated to them by the Provincial Government. They, in fact, exist at the 

pleasure of the Government. The Department of Municipal Affairs is the 

branch of government concerned with regulations relating to urban and rural 

municipal ittes.A number of branches within the department are concerned with 

specific areas of activity. 

A nu~ber of these are directly involved in the affairs of Fort 

McMurray. The roles of operation of these are outlined herein. 

1. 12.2 Provincial Planning Branch 

This branch of government is the approving authority for land 

cont 1 d----
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subdivision throughout the province except where this authority has been 

delegated to City or Regional Planning Commissions. In the case of Fort 

McMurray, the Provincial Planning Branch provides this service. The Prov

Incial Planning Branch also provides professional assistance In the pre

paration of General Plans, zoning bylaws, development plans or development 

control bylaws for the municipal tty. Under the New Towns Act, the Provin

cial Planning Branch is the planning advisor for New Towns. 

1.12.3 Acting Development Coordinator for Government Programs in 

Fort McMurray 

This position has recently been created by the Provincial Govern

ment to ensure the orderly development of Fort McMurray. The function of 

the coordinator is to coordinate the activities of alI the various Provin

cial Government agencies in the specific area, thereby providing a coordina

ted approach fr~m the senior level of government to the local government. 

Under the present arrangements, the coordinator reports to the Deputy Minister 

of the Department of Intergovernmental Affairs. The future status of this 

position is not known at this time as there has been no precedent to fot low. 

1. 12.4 Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation 

Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation is a federal crown 

corporation charged with administering federal funds made avai !able for 

housing. In this role Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation sets 

standards for development and housing and establishes the basis on which 

It wi I I make funds available. This agency has been a major lender in Fort 

McMurray on a guarantee basis from the major incumbent industry. It has, 

as wei I, made funds available to the Alberta Housing Corporation. 

The above are the basic agencies with which the Board of Admin~ 

istrators of the Town of Fort McMurray must deal in reflecting the wishes 

of its citizens. The local administration is the most sensitive to the 

desires of the citizens of Fort McMurray and one of its main functions is 

cont'd----
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to reflect these needs to the more remote agencies who, In fact, may be 

Implementing pol lcles or programmes which effect the Town. The success 

In this communication has, In many respects, a marked Impact on the char

acter of the physical development within the community. 
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1.13 CURRENT FINANCING STATUS* 

As of December 31, 1971, Fort McMurray had a Gross Unmatured 

Debenture Debt total I lng $4,104,880. 19, of which $1,084,056.58 was Uti I tty 

Debt (the water supply system) and $3,020,823.61 was General Debt (includes 

the sewerage system, curbs, streets and roads, plus other Items as wet I). 

The General Debenture Debt of $3,020,823.61 consists of $285,608.20 as 

Owner's Share and $2,735,215.41 as Municipality's Share. On the basis of 

a population of 7,000, the Municipality's Share of the General Debenture 

Debt Is approximately $390 per capita, taxable assessment of $9,876,970 

and a ml I I rate of 80. Owners of single family dwel I lngs paid taxes in 

the $500 to $700 range. 

Further major development wi I I require additional major infusion 

of capital and ~udget proposals for 1973 have indicated a possible mi I I 

rate of 135. 

*Figures provided by Town of Fort McMurray and Central Mortgage and 

Housing Corporation. 
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1.14 RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO THE NEW TO\'/N OF FORT McMURRAY TO TACKLE 
ITS PROBLEMS 

The resources available to the Board of Administrators of the 

New Town of Fort McMurray are really no different from those aval !able 

to any normal municipality with the one excep+lon that the New Town may 

extend Its municipal debts beyond the normal ratios found in a normal 

municipality. This provision is, of course, to permit the new town to 

provide water, sewer, roads and other services in advance of the people 

actually being In the town and providing assessment. The equipment and 

staff resources of the Town are comparable to most urban municipal itles 

of Its size. The Province of Alberta through its many departments and 

programs can provide a multitude of services to the Fort McMurray town 

and region around. In return, of course, there are further resources 

avai I able through federal agencies. 

At this particular time with the New Town of Fort McMurray 

facing a further probable and large extension, probably in the order of 

doubling its population, the Town faces a number of problems- specifi

cally as to which areas to develop and the means to develop them. There 

Is also the question as to which new resource developments wi I I look to 

Fort McMurray as the location for employees, and which developments, by 

reason of distance and more remote location, might require a community 

infrastructure of their own. 

The Board of Administrators was originally a government appointed 

board. Subsequently, the Board has been enlarged to include local appointees, 

however, considerable pressure was applied by the residents of the community 

to have an elected Board, which it now has. 

It is, therefore, extremely evident that the Town requires the 

assistance and the application of the resources of the Provincial Govern

ment. On the other hand, it is also evident that the people are anxious 

and able to contra I I oca I matters. 
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FORT McMURRAY IMPACT STUDY 

PART II 

COMMUNITY IMPACT OF 

THE PROPOSED SYNCRUDE PROJECT 

Syncrude Canada Limited tentatively plans to construct and 

operate a synthetic crude oi I production faci I ity near Mildred Lake, 

25 miles north of Fort McMurray. A decision on whether to proceed 

with this project wi I I be made by August 31,1973 on the basis of 

cost and engineering studies now under way. If constructed, the 

project wi I I cost an estimated 650 mi I I ion dol Iars and wi I I require 

approximately 2,000 men to construct and more than 1,100 men to 

operate. The Project wi I I take between four and five years to complete 

construction. 

The advent of a plant of the magnitude of the proposed develop

ment at Mildred Lake by Syncrude Canada Limited would have a major 

impact on Fort McMurray. The purpose of this section of the study is 

to assess the likely demands generated by the project on housing, 

commercial facilities and community services in Fort McMurray. If 

one visualizes a community of 7,000 people faced with absorbing an 

additional work force of 1,200 people, with attendant support faci titles, 

it is not difficult to realize the added demand this community wl I I 

experience. 

2.2 EMPLOYMENT GENERATED AT THE PROPOSED SYNCRUDE PROJECT 

There are two distinctareas of activity related to the 

proposed synthetic crude oi I project which wi I I result in a demand 

for accommodation and faci I ities in Fort McMurray. 

cont'd---
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The first area of activity is, of course, the construction 

phase of the plant. This wl I I cause an Influx of temporary workers. 

The result wl I I be an Immediate demand for high qual lty camp faci I !ties 

for single men plus a demand for housing and other facl I !ties In town 

for married personnel. 

The second area of activity is the actual operating phase 

of the faci I ity. This wl I I require a labour force which is generally 

oriented to a permanent type of accommodation and faci litles which 

wi I I cater to their demands for a life style suited to making this 

locality their permanent domicile. 

It is necessary,therefore, to look at both phases and the 

likely composition of the personnel and their requirements. It is, 

as wei I, necessary to look at overlaps and possible demands related 

to the changing character of the population. 

The following table describes this work force and Its prob

able composition, both during the construction phases and the operating 

phases. 

TAB l.E NO. 2 • 1 

PROJECTED WORK FORCE SYNCRUDE MILDRED LAKE PROJECT 

(Year-end Totals) 

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 

Construction Phase 
- in camo 95 470 860 1500 610 0 .. 0 

Construction Phase 
- in town 30 198 315 339 172 12 0 

Operations Phase 
- in town 0 0 42 225 862 1108 1108 

Sub-total in town 30 198 357 564 1034 1120 1108 

TOTt1L 125 668 1217 2094 1644 1120 1108 

----·---
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1. A peak combined force of 2,200 is anticipated In the 

first quarter of 1977. 

2. During normal operating, two annual maintenance phases, 

each of 45 days wl I I occur when approximately 350 

workers wl I l be employed. This is not Included In the 

previous table. During the start up phaseof the project 

In 1977-78 this additional work force wi I I be on site 

continuously and thus wi II create someaddltfonal support 

requirements within Fort McMurray. 

At the present time, basic employment at Fort McMurray consists 

of an estimated Great Canadian Oi I Sands work force of 958 plus approx

imately 410 contract workers in camp. Thus the proposed Syncrude 

operation would Increase basic employment in the town by about 81%. 

<The assumption has been made that the Great Canadian Oi I Sands 

work force currently on contract and basically I lving in camp wi I I 

become residents of the town within the next few years.) 

2.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF EMPLOYEES AT THE PROPOSED SYNCRUDE PROJECT 

Family size Indices for Fort McMurray wi I I be higher than 

normally anticipated due to the higher than normal numbers In the 

younger age group (25 to 34) and the higher total fertility rates 

in Fort McMurray compared to the national and provincial experience. 

Analysis of work force from data suprl ied by Great Canadian 01 I Sands 

indicates that the persons per family is 4.03 and the persons per 

household Is 3.87. This may be compared to the 1966 figure for the 

Province of Alberta which Indicated 3.7 persons per family and 3.4 

persons per household. This discrepancy is even wore significant with 

the know I edge that fertl I i ty ratt;s for the Canadian popu I at ion, as 

a whole, have continued to drop in the intervening period. It is 

reasonable to assume that the Syncrudo work for-ce wi II repeat the 

Great Canadian 0 i I Sands experience. 

cont'd---
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As may be expected, the age of the comparatively high number 

of children (1971) of the Great Canadian Oi I Sands married employees 

(882) exhibited a very young age prof! le. A significant number of 

young children may be expected to join the school systems in the 

next six years while, because of the young age of the wives, further child 

birth may be expected. Cross reference and comparison between the 

age pyramids of the Great Canadian Oi I Sands work force and that of 

Fort McMurray as measured by the D.B.S. census of 1971 would indicate that 

the current Great Canadian Oi I Sands experience represents a useable sample 

of the whole community age, family and child situation. 

The situation respecting the construction phase workforce 

can be considered in two elements. A majority wi I I I ive in camp on 

a single man basis and inasmuch as their fami I ies (if any) wi I I be 

I iving elsewhere, alI may be considered to be ''sing!~ persons for 

the purp?se of this study. A smaller element comprising about one 

sixth of the construction work force wi I I consist of married personnel 

of administration or non-manual categories who can be expected to 

have their fami I ies with them ( in town ). Based on the experience 

of previous projects, this smaller element wi I I exhibit similar family 

profiles to those of existing fami I ies and to those forecasted to 

occur with Syncrude employees. 

The larger number of the prospective employees forecast to 

be required for the Syncrude project wi I I come from Western Canada, 

including a not insignificant number from the Fort McMurray region. 

The size of this latter group in part wi I I depend upon the increase 

of local personnel who become avai IGble by virtue of local training 

programmes. The overal I representation by persons from other parts 

of Canada or from other countries is not, at this time, forecasted 

to exceed approximately twenty percent. 

cont'd---
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2.4 CHARACTERISTICS OF SUPPORT EMPLOYMENT 

Indications based on past and current experiences show that 

the faml ly characteristics of personnel engaged in support (or non

basic) activities within the town in the foreseeable future wi I I not 

deviate significiantly from those of basic (tar-sand processing plant) 

employees. At the present time, it is estimated that for every basic 

employee there is a total of 1.61 employees in town. This represents 

a somewhat higher amount of non-basic emplcyment than would be normally 

found In a community at the 7,000 population level. AI lowance has to 

be made, however, for the particular situation as it applies to a 

resource oriented community and to the trend towards larger numbers of 

non-basic employees found as a community grows in size. The two 

counter effects have been taken to balance each other for the purposes 

of forecasting the basic/non-basic ratios that might apply at the 

approximate 14,000-16,000 population level. 

At the present time, it is estimated that there are approx

imately 831 persons engaged in support (non-basic) employment activities. 

In 1979, this number wi I I rise to about 1,500, an increase of about 81%. 

It should be noted that during the peak construction phase in 1977, 

support (non-basic) employment within the town could slightly exceed 

this number. 

2.5 THE EXPANDING COMMUNITY 

On the basis of the forecasted number of employees that 

could work at the proposed Syncrude plant and app~ying the indices 

previously described, taking into account the I imitations that are 

associated with such formulae, it may be calculated that the popula

tion of Fort McMurray in 1979 wi II be in the range of 15,500 persons. 

It should be recognized that inevitably there wi I I be variations between 

the indices forecasted for 1979 and those that actually occur, and hence 

the actual population may be slightly higher or lower than forecast. 

cont'd---
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2.6 COMMUNITY IMPACT 

2.e.1 Land Use 

In transforming the er.~ployn,.:;r· dat0 ··to likely def'lc.ncs .J('( 

the community, It was necessary to ass3ss the particular characteristics 

of the population, the characteristics of the local geographical area 

and other Influences that may affect the toti3l community needs. In 

additon, the experience in other Jreas and in developments which are 

judged to be similar In character to the proposed project, have been 

analyzed. Based on these assessments, indices have been developed. 

Adjustments to basic Indices were carried out to reflect 

the current situation in Fort McMurray related to its changing role 

as development proceeds. Land requirements were assessed on the basis 

of the residents' strongly stated desire for single family type homes, 

the potential increase in I ight industry and the increase of demand 

for faci I ities for pub! ic use. The current heavy proportion of mobile 

homes was accounted for in the assessment, which has tendej to increase 

current densities. The strong demand for single family hof'les and 

the general unpopularity of the trailer homes (demonstrated by the rapid 

changeover) leaves I ittle doubt that the emphasis wi I I be on single 

fami Jy type accommodation in the future. Higher density types of 

residential development wi I I not prove satisfactory to the work force, 

nor wi I I they be conducive to a satisfactory working environment. 

The norma I index for I i ght Industria I uses has been adjusted upward 

In keeping with tho anticipation that the proposed Syncrude Plant 

wi I I faci I itate the development of support businesses which provide 

goods and services to both the plant and the residents of Fort McMurray. 

cont 1d---
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In consideration of the increasing role that can be anticipated 

for Fort McMurray, as a regional centre, a higher Index has been 

developed for pub I ic and semi-pub! ic land uses. These include education, 

medical, government and recreational requirements. This assumption 

Is based upon such considerations as the selection of Fort McMurray 

as a centre for vocational training within north-eastern Alberta and 

the town's continuing role in providing regional medical faci I ities. 

Uti I izing the above inputs, the following indices have 

been developed:-

TABLE NO. 2.2 

LAND USE INDICES 1 1979 FOR FORT McMURRAY 

USE GROSS ACRES/100 POPULATION 

Total Developed 

Total Residential 

Sing I e F ami I y 

Two Family 

Mobile & Trailer 

Multiple Residential 

Institutional Residential 

Commercia I 

Wholesale & Warehousing 

Light Industry 

Heavy Industry 

Transportation & Communication 

Parks & Playgrounds 

Public & Semi-Pub I :c 

Uti I ities 

(See foot notes on following page) 

20.50 

4.75 

3.67 

0.60 

0.25 

0.13 

0.10 

0. 32 

1.55 

0.69 

0.02 

6.00 

4. 14 

2.41 

0.62 

cont'd---
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1. The high Index for Transportation and Communication Is 

a particular reflection of the exceptionally high 

percentage of land currently so uti I !zed In rapidly 

growing resource oriented communities. 

2. The Index for Parks and Playgrounds takes Into account 

the land encompassing the Golf Course and those lands 

which, because of liabi I ity to flood or other adverse 

conditions such as slope, might I ikely be dedicated 

to park (pub I ic) ·purposes. 

The foregoing indices are not radically different to those 

which now appear in Fort McMurray or those that have been used in 

making land requirement forecasts in the General Plan, with the 

exception of residential requirements, which have been calculated 

in this study on a lower density basis in the I ight of sociological 

evidence. 

Analysis of the data related to construction work force and 

operating work force should Syncrude Canada Limited decide to proceed, 

Indicates that the population in Fort McMurray wi I I peak in 1977, with 

an anticipated population ~f 16,900. As construction activity comes 

to an end, and the basic population is made up of operating personnel, 

the population should drop to approximately 15,500 by 1979. 

It must be realized that there is potential variance in the 

several projections made and that a deviation from the established figures 

Is possible due to a number of factors. The indices used, however, 

yield the best projections which can be made at this time related to 

the data avai !able and experience related to other situations where 

similar growths have occurred. 

Translating these figures into absolute numbers yields the 

following requirements for Fort McMurray to handle the impact of the 

Syncrude Canada development. 

cont'd---
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TABLE NO. 2.3 

ANTICIPATED GROSS LAND REQUIREMENTS 

FORT McMURRAY 1979 

(Estimated Population 15,500) 

USE 

Total Developed 

Total Residential 

Single Family 

Semi-Detached & Row Home 

Mob i I e & T ra i I e r 

Multiple Residential 

Institutional Residential 

Commercial 

Wholesale & Warehouse 

Light Industry 

Heavy Industry 

Transportation & Communication 

Parks & Playgrounds 

Pub I ic & Semi-Public 

Uti I it i es 

GROSS ACRES 

3, 16 3 

733 

566 

93 

39 

20 

15 

49 

239 

106 

3 

926 

639 

372 

96 

1. The footnotes and text applying to Table 2.2, also 

apply to this table. 

2. The above land areas are derived from values which 

have not been 'rounded off". 

cont 1 d---
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The Impact of growth forecast to occur on a yearly basis is 

summarized In table 2.4 on the following page. 

Direct comparisons between table 2.4 and the forecasts made 

In the General Plan are not possible due to the different imputs that 

bave been avai fable and have been used regarding allocation of land 

uses and densities and forecast work force sizes and build-ups. 



TYPE OF USE 

Total Developed 

Total Residential 

Commercial 

Secondary Commercia .I, 
Industrial, Communication 
& Transportation 

Parks & Recreation 

Pub I ic & Semi-Public 
(including Education) 

Pub I i c Uti I it i es 

Milt 

TABLE NO. "2.4 

SUMMARY OF ANTICIPATED GROSS LAND REQUIREMENTS 

FORT McMURRAY 1971-79 

TOTAL AREA REQUIRED 
TOTJI.L AREA 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 

1971 

883 1025 1525 2125 2400 2725 2925 3025 3163 

395 425 450 550 600 750 775 750 733 

24 25 25 25 50 50 50 50 49 

165 200 400 800 900 1 000 11 00 1 200 1274 

205 275 350 425 500 550" 600 600 639 

67 75 250 275 275 300 300 325 372 

27 25 50 50 75 75 100 100 96 

;;::; 
" NEW AREA 

REQUIRED BETWEEN 
-: 

i 1971 & 1979 • :! 
I.Jl "' N 

:r; 

2' 

~ 

5 z 
2280 "' :r; 

:s. 

338 2 
=i 
~ 

25 

1109 

434 

305 

69 
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2.6.2 Housing 

Reference Is made to evidence that single family type housing or 

variations thereof Is strongly sought by present residents of Fort 

McMurray and on the basis of Information gathered In Fort McMurray and 

elsewhere, it Is considered to be an essential ingredient In the 

establishment of a satisfactory working and I iving envlron~nt for 

new employees located within the town. Thus, the housing mix which 

presently has a significant mobl le home and apartment element should, 

with further development, reflect a mix more directly related to the nat

ural desire for a single family type home. Table 2.5, In forecasting 

annual additional dwelling requirements, reflects both total annual 

development needed and the swing towards the above objective. It 

has been definitely indicated that the employees of both the construc

tion company and the operating company cannot be satisfactorily accom

modated In mob i·l e homes and that the majorIty of the I atter group w I I I 

not accept apartment type accommodation. 

It should be noted that the 1979 projections relate to the 

immediate impact of the possible addition of a single synthetic crude 

oil project at Mildred Lake. Further, it should be noted that demand 

for such faci I ities as multi-family, medium density and tr~ler park 

facl llties would, In alI probabi I ity, be at its peak. Due to the chang

Ing nature of the work force in subsequent years (Insofar as age and 

required type of accommodation), the acceptibi I ity of multi-family 

faci I ities wil I diminish in favour of single family homes. 

There wi I I be a sector of the Fort McMurray population which, 

although desiring their own property, wi I I not wish to incur the expense 

of uti I itles and ohter similar improvements. These people, for reasons 

of income level and other factors, wi I I wish to have property available 

to them without the need to acquire alI of the amenities. Provision 

should be made to accommodate this requirement. 

cont'd---
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PROJECTED DWELLING REQUIREMENTS 

:::::; 

1972 REQUIREMENTS TOTAL E ..., 
TYPE PROVISION 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 NEW BETWEEN "' . ~ 

1972-79 ::! 
\.1' ::;; 
.::.. .. .. 
B -,v 

"' -i 
/. 

"" ., 
Single Family 1,031 1179 1671 1885 2127 2576 2576 2,576 1,545 :s. 

1 
Two Family & Row Home 146 168 298 406 509 801 889 1,003 857 ~ 
Apartment Including 
Business Suites 281 316 432 432 432 432 432 432 151 

f'-1ob i I e Homes 590 645 881 900 1326 870 539 324 -266 

TOTAL 2,048 2308 3282 3323 4396 4679 4436 it, 335 2,287 



2.6.3 Pub! lc Uti I ltles and Services 

Fort McMurray owns, operates and malntal·ns the community's 

water, sewerage and drainage facl I ltles. The population capacity of 

each of the major components of the waterworks and sewageworks systems 

were examined on the basis of both the existing and the maximum possible 

flow capacities reported by the town's engineers. These results were 

compared to the required design capacities for a forecasted population 

of 15,500 persons (i.e., Syncrude project completed) as determined 

from the design standards established by the Alberta Department of 

Environment. This comparison provides a measure of the impact of the 

demands which would be placed upon these faci I ities if housing is 

provided In Fort McMurray for the population which would be generated 

by the proposed Syncrude project. 

The three major components of the waterworks system are the 

raw water intake, the water treatment plant and the water supply 

line. The existing situation with each of these three components 

indicates that at a forecasted population of 15,500 persons in 1979, 

there would be population capacity deficiencies of: intake - 10, 100; 

plant- 10,100 and supply I ine- 2,000 persons. After maximum possible 

expansion of these three components there would sti I I be population 

capacity deficiencies of: intake- 7,400; plant- 4,700 and; supply I ine-

2,000 persons. 

The three major components of the sewage collection system 

are the outfal I sewer, the sewage I ift station and the sewage force 

main. The existing situation with respect to the outfal I sewer indicates 

that at a forecasted population of 15,500 in 1979~ there would be a 

population capacity deficiency of 2,000 persons; which deficiency can 

be overcome by bu i I ding a second outfa II sewer. It is forecasted that 

In 1979 the sewage I ift station would be under capacity by an amount 

equivalent to 500 persons, but this faci I ity is reportedly expandable 

to a maximum total population capacity of 21,600 persons. 

cont 1d---
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The sewage treatment plant (lagoons) have a population 

capacity for 14,800 persons on the system, which indicates a 1979 

deficiency equivalent to 700 persons. However, the sewage lagoons 

are reportedly expandable to handle a total population of 29,600 

persons. 

Surface water drainage In the community Is provided on an 

"as required" basis and uti I izing a number of separate systems to carry 

run off water to the most convenient acceptable discharge locations. 

Special attention must be given to the design of these faci I ities where 

they wll I traverse areas of unstable or potentially unstable terrain. 

(I.e., escarpments) 

The provision of the Internal uti I ity distributio~ systems, 

(water, power, gas and telephone), waste collection systems (sewage 

and surface run-off water), and road and sidewalk networks required 

to serve the forecasted population expansion is not expected to create 

problems that are markedly different from those which have been 

encountered in this community to date. However, as is the case in any 

fully serviced residential area, the cost of providing these faci I ities 

represents a substantial portion of the cost of housing. Depending on 

the method of cost recovery from property owners, provision of these 

faci litles can require substantial borrowing by the community. 

2.6.4 Reta i I Trade 

The proposed Syncrude plant both in its construction and 

operations phases wi I I Inject very considerable sums into the Fort 

McMurray retai I trade. While the construction phase workers I iving 

In camp wi II I ive on an "all provided" basis, they too, on the basis 

of past experience, wi I I inject income into the retal I and service 

economy of the town. 

cont'd---
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In terms of 1973 dol Iars, it is esti~ated that there wi I I 

be a retal I trade expenditure of $701.00 per capito. This expenditure 

has the average apportionment shown in Table No. 2.6. 

TABLE NO. 2.f. 

PERSONAL CONSU~PTION EXPENDITURE (PER CAPITA) 

GROUPS OF ~1ERCHANO I SE 1973 PER CAPITA 
EXPEND I TUFT 

PERCErHAGE OF 
TOTAL EXPENDITURE 

Groceries c:nc! ether food $372.00 53% 

Clothing and accessories 101.00 14% 

Hardware 22.00 711f 
.:; '" 

Furniture and app I i ances 5f.OO 8% 
Drugs 53.00 81.':' /0 

Other Retai I 64.00 9% 
Personal 

TOTAL 

NOTE: 

anc repair services 33.CO 5% 

$701.C() 100% 

Based on D. B. S. Census of Canada. Volume 6- 1. Table 2. 

Estimate based on increase ir consu~er orice incex from 

100.0 in 19f1 to approximately 143 at the beginning of 

1973 and allovling for 1~ annuol rise in real incorre. 

The estima-ted -"-otc:l gross (before tax) payrol! of the forecasted 

construction and operational wcrk force is shown in Table Nc. 2.7. 

cont 1 d---
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TABLE NO. 2.7 

ESTIMATED GROSS (BEFORE TAX) PAYROLL 

OF PROPOSED PROJECT WORKFORCE 

(In thousands of dol Iars) 

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 

Construction 
Workforce 800 11,800 38,800 41,400 4,600 0 0 

Operational 
Workforce 0 174 463 2,316 7,917 12,485 12,636 

TOTAL 

NOTE: 

800 11,974 39,263 43,716 12,517 12,485 12,636 

Payrol I of construction and operational workforce is given in 

terms of 1972 dol Iars and excludes employees of Syncrude 

located in Edmonton and employees of Canadian Bechtel located 

in Edmonton respecting fabrication and office functions. 

In general terms the total personal income generated by 

the project, both through the project and through _associated economic 

growth and activities, would level off at approximately $110,000,000.00, 

or about 1t% of the total personal income of Alberta by 1979. 

In terms of immediate effect upon the retat I trade within 

Fort McMurray, a forecast of the increase in retai I expenditure 

is given in Table No. 2.8. 

cont'd---
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TABLE NO. 2.8 

FORECAST INCREASES IN RETAIL EXPENDITURE 

(In thousands of dol Iars) 

ADDITIONAL PERSONAL 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 

Syncrude & Bechtel employees 

and families 81 540 969 1612 2805 3038 3006 

Support (non-basic) 

employees and families 480 2089 3117 4555 3828 2977 2955 

TOTAL 

NOTE: 

562 2629 4085 6167 6633 6015 5961 

Values are given in terms of constant 1973 dol Iars and no 

real income increase is included. 

Based on D.B.S. Census of Canada. Volume 6-1, Table 2, 

adjusted to 1973 allowing for increases in the consumer price 

index and a 1% annual rise in real income. 

Paralleling the increase in retai I expenditures there wi I I 

be an increase in the required commercial building faci I ities. On the 

basis of an analysis prepared by the Urban Land Institute in 1969, 

("The Do I I ars and Cents of Shopping Centres") the forecast increases 

in square footage requirements between 1972 and 1979 are shown in 

Table 2.9. It is difficult to show a breakdown into separate groupings 

of retai I business on a yearly basis as variations from the norm wi II 

likely occur unti I 1979, while the single man camp clientele is exer

cising choices which are obviously different from those of married 

residents in town. 
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TABLE NO. 2.~ 

FORECAST INCREASES IN COMMERCIAL SPACE REQUIREMENTS 

( 1973 - 1979) 

YEAR TOTAL SQUARE FEET REQUIRED 

1973 89,500 

. 1974 123,500 

1975 147,750 

1976 . 182,250 

1977 189,750 

1978 181,500 

1979 189,000 

There is a need to add 10- 15% for incidential, storage 

and management space. Numbers given are for floor area 

only and excludes wal Is, partitions, yards and parking. 

Primary and Secondary Education 

It is noted that the existing school plant is over taxed 

and that space norma II y used for speci a I purposes .has been pressed 

Into routine service, thus reducing the ability of the systems to 

offer the breadth and spectrum of courses that would normally be 

expected in a community of this size. The additional requirements 

needed between 1972 and 1979 are given in Table 2JO and In view of 

existing shortages as wei I as the demand that would be created by 

the Syncrude operation, the need for early and rapid expansion of the 

System Is very apparent. 
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TABLE NO. 2.10 

FORT McMURRAY SCHOOL SYSTEM 

TYPE OF CLASSROOM 1972 
PROVISION 

CURRENT 
REQUIREMENT 

BY 197g * 

SYNCRUDE 
PLANT 

REQUIREMENT 

TOTAL 1979 
CLASSROOM 

REQUIREMENT 

Primary 

J un lor High 

Senior High 

TOTAL 

* 

56 

18 

11 

85 

56 

31 

30. 

117 

63 

22 

16 

101 

119 

53 
46 

218 

Current requirement by 1979 includes existing shortfal I in 

provisions plusadditional faci I ities required for children 

of existing fami I ies who wi I I enter school between 1972 

and 1979. 

Reference is made to simi lar'projections in the Fort McMurray 

General Plan and to the fact that the forecasted requirements given in 

Table 2.10are somewhat higher than those in the General Plan. The 

higher numbers given in this study are derived from indicationsthat the 

school population in 1979 wi I I be in the 380 per 1000 population level 

rather than the 310 per 1000 population leve·l use~ in the General Plan. 

Evidence of a much higher than normal family size can be seen in both 

the dai·a provided respect! ng the Great Canadian Oi I Sands workforce 

and In the 1971 Census. 

2.6.6 Vocational Education 

At the present time, the Alberta Vocational Centre in 

Fort McMurray has an "at any one time" capacity for 260 students. This 

_______________________________________ j 
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capacity Is used approximately half for academic upgrading and half 

for basic trade ski lis. It Is understood that the Department of 

Advanced Education foresees a need for considerable expansion of these 

faci I itles which would not only continue and expand the academic 

upgrading and basic trade training, but would also Include technical 

trade (para-professional) training and courses from which graduates 

could proceed directly to University. As a long term estimate, the 

total annual enrollment of such a Col lege serving Northern and North

Eastern Alberta could reach several thousand (not alI students coming 

from or going to work within the Fort McMurray region). 

Syncrude Canada Limited has proposed that to faci I itate 

greater participation by regional residents in their and other 

Company ?nd agency employment forces that, Syncrude and other companies 

and agencies should actively support vocational or col lege institu

tions in conjunction with government by the establishment of labour 

hiring and management procedures that encourage local labour participation 

and by inputs either financial, or by kind (i.e., use of plant and 

factory faci I ities for practical training). This would permit more 

I oca I and region a I I abour resource potentia I to be tapped and what 

might be an overal I regional shortage in the rate of supply of 

qualified personnel may thus, in par~ be rectified. 

2.6.7 Medical 

In projecting additonal hospital requf~ements, It is 

assumed that the present uti I ization of beds for care of persons 

from remote and other situations who normally would be released 

for home care wi I I be rectified by the provision of hostels, an 

auxiliary hospital or other faci I ities that would release hospital 

beds for "norma I use". It f s understood that it is poss fbI e to 

handle an increasing demand for beds in the hospital by adding 

temporary wings. These temporary wings would be uti I ized unti I the 
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demand reaches a level justifying the provision of additonal permanent 

faci I ities. The existing hospital site has sufficient space to permit 

both additional temporary wings and subsequently a new permanent 

addition. Table 2.11 forecasts the hospital bed and professional staff 

requirements needed in 1979. It is reported that current plans for hospital 

expansion includes a provision for addli'ional parking faci I !ties. 

TABLE NO. 2.11 

MEDICAL FACILITIES 

HOSPITAL BEDS DOCTORS SURGEONS DENTISTS 

1972 Provision 54 4 3 

1979 Requ i r·ement 108 7 6 

2.6.8 Recreational Faci I i ties ---

Table 2.12 indicates cedai'' facilities which are generally 

considered desirable by v0rious recreational authorities related to 

average communities of tho size anticipated for Fort McMurray. The 

particular uniqueness of communities whose sii,uation is ''frontier in 

neture", very generally cemands a higher level of faci I ity than those 

indicated below. The level of faci I ity achieved, however, is a direct 

function of the community interest of the residents of the particular 

area in question. 

------------- J 
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TABLE NO. 2.12 

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES 

ACTIVITY 

Active Recreation 
Children's Play Area 

Field Play Areas 
Young Children 

Field Play Areas 
Older Children & Adults 

Tennis - Outdoor 
Basketba II 

Swimming Pool (1) 

Go If 

Arenas, .Art i f i c i a I 
Ice - Indoor 

Natural Outdoor Rink 

Skiing 

Curling 

Passive Recreation (2) 

Community Centre 

Library 

I 
I 

I 

I 

IDENTIFIED 1972 
FAC ILl TIES 

2.3 

1 court 

1 pool Indoor 
250 capacity 

1 - 9 hole course 

1 with I imitec! 
sea+ing 

" (varies) ..; 

1 

!4 sheets 
I 
: 

I 
I 
; 1 with I i m i ted mu It i 
I use capab i I i ty 

1 part-time 
·, 

INDICATED 1979 
REQUIREMENTS 

7.7 acres 

23.1 acres 

23. 1 acres 

3. 1 acres 

1 -minimum 
capacity 200 

1 - 18 hole cours 

1 with adequate 
seating 

3 

1 per region 

8 sheets 

1 with multi 
purpose capab i I 

1 fu II time 

e 

ity 

NOTE: 1. The existing swimming pool is presently operating near capacity. 
Thus while, in a general sense, an additional pool for a 15,000 
population level would not be required, the particular situation in 
Fort McMurray may, in fact, require such additional faci I ities. 

2. The influx in any size of a population group of a particular ethnic 
background would I ikely lead to the need and development of special 
active or passive recreational and cultural faci I ities over and 
above the general forecast given in this table. 
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2.6.9 Cultural and Rellgi.ous Faci I itles 

Part I of this Study relates the situation as It presently 

exists within the community. All projections concerningthe character

Istics of persons who have not yet "arrived on the scene" are to 

some extent speculative in nature, but it becomes particularly hazard

ous to attempt to determine that newcomers wi I I have a particular type 

of religious interest or cultural pursuit. In the case of Fort McMurray, 

the size of the forecasted influx of people is not such that average 

Alberta or other situations can be safely used as a sample standard. 

In very general terms, one could expect the physical 

faci·lities serving cultural and religious groups could double in size 

and number from the present level. The range of activities, while not 

particularly becoming larger in number than those already found in 

town wi II howeve·r, intensify and increase their operations. 

The creation and operation of any cultural or rei igious 

activity is very fundamenta II y of a "grass root" nature and pub I i c 

participation is usually I imited to assistance in ensuring that land 

areas required are incorporated in the planning of new development areas. 

2.6. 10 Transportation 

The present (1972) and forecasted (1979) internal local 

road traffic· <Table No. 2.13) and Highway No. 63 traffic between Fort 

McMurray and the Great Canadian Oi I Sands and proposed Syncrude plant site 

(Table2.14)arebased on the information obtained from the Alberta Dept

artment of Highways, Great Canadian Oi I Sands and its contractors and 

supplemented by statistical data developed for similar communities. 



TABLE NO. 2.13 

INTERNAL LOCAL TRAFFIC 

<Existing and Forecasted) 

YEAR CARS PER CAR TRIPS PER DAY TOTAL PER DAY ~ 
100 PERSONS REGISTRATION PER PER PERSON VEHICLE 

PERSON VEHICLE TRIPS TRIPS 
-, 

~ 
~ ,., 

0\ = 
0\ .. 
I -~ 

1972 approximate 
:0:: 
-l z 
"' = 

population 7,000 35 2,500 2.3 3.5 16,000 9,000 
'J. 

., 
:j 

E 

1979, with no 

population increase 45 3,200 2.6 3.4 18,000 12,000 

1979, forecasted 

population 15,500 45 7,000 2.6 3.4 40,000 25,000 



YEAR 
% 

1972 73 

1978 74 

1979 74 
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TABLE NO. 2.14 

EXISTING AND FORECASTED HWY. # 63 TRAFFIC 

BETWEEN FORT McMURRAY AND THE G.C.O.S. 

AND PROPOSED SYNCRUDE PLANT SITES 

SH I FT WORKERS FRm~ 

TO'AN US I NG CARS 
No./Car Cars/Hr. 

2.4 145 

2.2 460 

2.0 350 

ONE WAY TRAFFIC 
PEAK AVERAGE 
V ./Hr. V ./Day 

160 900 

. 500 2,800 

400 2,300 

TOTAL 
TRAFFIC 

V./Day 

1 ,800 

5,600 

4,600 

Table No. 2.13 provides a measure of the impact on the commun

ity in respect to car sales and servicing, and indirectly, on taxi and 

car rental businesses. 

The internal localtraffic is forecasted to increase even if 

there is no population increase in Fort McMurray, which is similar to 

the experience of most North American communities. The forecasted 

lnterAal local traffic increase inFort McMurray for the period 1972 to 

1979 is 33% if there is no population increase, and 280% if the proposed 

Syncrude development precedes to completion. 

Because the location of new development areas is not yet 

determined, it is difficult to make any reliable allocation to specific 

i nterna I roads of the forecasted traff ice volumes. However, it should 

be expected that some existing roadways would have to be upgraded and that 
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special attention should be given to the existing Athabasca River Bridge 

and approach roadways with respect to the combined effect of local 

internal traffic and Highway # 63 traffic to the north. 

The forecasted Highway# 63 traffic Is subject to considerable 

variation due to presently Indeterminate factors such as :-

1. highway freight movement to Fort McMurray from the south 

and from Fort McMurray to the plant sites; 

2. recreation and business trips from the plant site camps to 

the town and to Edmonton; 

3. recreation and business trips to Edmontonby both temporary and 

permanent residents of Fort McMurray; 

4. business and recreation trips to Fort McMurray from Edmonton 

and other centres. 

Freight to Fort McMurray is estimated to be 300,000 tons per 

year and although any allocation between road, rai I and air is somewhat 

speculative, this volume of freight movement would have a significant, 

but presently unmeasurable impact on both employment and road traffic. 

Air carriers too would share in the projected freight movements, 

and as wei I, they would see a substantial increase in business and pleasure 

passenger traffic between Edmonton and Fort McMurray. It is expected 

that approximately one third of the construction work 'force living in the 

plant site camps wourd desire transportation (air or car) from Fort 

McMurray to Edmonton on Friday nights, and returning on Sunday nights. 

Business visitors wi I I be looking to improved air travel 

time schedules and, incidentially,extendedhotel accommodations in 

Fort McMurray, 
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2.7 CONCLUSION 

In general terms the impact cf th0 proposed Syncrude project 

would to increase population by approxim~tely 125% and the developed 

land area by 260% vlith the town mcinta·irir.g mr:lny of the special chara

cteristics presently fou~d within the commuGity due to the young age of 

many of its residents. 

The follov1ing Tables 2.13 to 2.17 contain basic data suppl ieC: 

by Syncrude Canada Limitec and giving their forecasts of the nature and 

characteristics of the labour force that would be employed at the propose~ 

plant. 

·--------------------------------- ___________________________________ j 
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ESTIMATED SYNCRUDE EMPLOYMENT FORCE 

TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT 

TYPE PERMANENT TEMPORARY TOTAL 

Executive and Professional 

Administrative 

Cieri ca I 

Tradesmen and Technical 

Semi-Ski I led and Labourers 

TOTAL 

TABLE 2. 16 

TYPE 

Executive and Professional 

Administrative 

Clerical 

Tradesmen and Technical 

Semi-Skit led and Labourers 

TOTAL 

SEX 

54 0 54 

70 20 90 

69 5 74 

548 250 798 

350 75 425 

1 ,091 350 1 ,441 

MALE FEMALE TOTAL 

49 5 54 

90 0 90 

39 35 74 

798 0 798 

425 0 425 

1,401 40 1 , 441 .. 

·------------.1 



AGE 

Under 25 

26 - 29 

30 - 34 I 
35 - 39 I 
40 - 44 

45 - 49 

50 - 54 

55 - 59 

TOTAL 

~ 

Executive & 
Professional 

TABLE NO. 2.17 

ESTIMATED EMPLOYMENT FORCE 

FOR SYNCRUDE CANADA LTD. 

AGE AND MARITAL STATUS 

Numbers by Employment Group, Age and Marital Status 

Administrative Cieri ca I 
Tradesmen & 
Technical 

Semi-ski lied 
& labourers TOTAL 

Married !Single IMarried !Single JMarried ISingle !Married (Single !Married !Single !Married fSingle 

6 16 15 10 55 75 76 10 1 

13 16 10 0 50 80 30 193 96 

I 
3 

4 12 

12 

12 

175 25 60 248 15 44 

25 80 13 10 133 25 

8 25 75 108 

30 20 30 80 0 

5 10 15 0 

2 2 0 

49 5 68 2 43. 32 475 98 220 130 855 267 

I 

...... 
~ 

:: 
:j 

-.J ~ 
" 
~ 
X: z 
?I 

:: 
-' 
~ 



TABLE N0.2. 18 

EST I ~1AIEB __ E'ER!!:ANENT E'~PLOYMENT FORCE 

FOR SYNCRUDE CANADA LTD. 

EMPLOYEE'S PREVIOUS LOCATION OF RESIDENCY* 

Ol 

* * 
c 
·-

·* * .::<. 
c c (Q 

0 0 (]) 

·- ·- 0.. 
Ol 0) (f) 0) 
(]) (]) I I c a: a: ..c. ·-

(Q u ro.:x. 
>- >- c - v c v (Q 
(Q ro (]) (Q (Q (Q (]) ro (]) 

TYPE 
L L > ..0 L C L c 0.. 
L L·- L ;:} (Ql.L (Q (/) 
;:} :J+- :::J 0::: u u 

2: (]) 2: (Q +- ..c. 
u > uz (]) (]) c 0.. c u 
2: ·- 2:1 ·- ·- L (]) L C 

+- c L L (]) u (]) (]) 
+- (Q +- 0 ·- ·- +- X +- L 
LZ LZ (Q (Q lllW llllL 
0 0 L L (Q (Q 
lL lL a... a... w w 

Executive & Professional 3 39 3 3 

f\,dmin istrative 2 - 4 7 - 13 41 - 49 4 4 

Cieri ca I 15 - 25 32 - 40 0 - 14 3 - 8 

Tradesmen & Technical 66 -100 67-115 98 -180 137 35 

Semi-Ski I led & Labourers 68 -100 75 -108 0 - 55 52 50 .10 

TOTAL 151* 184 337 204 92 10 

- - ··--·- -- --- --- ----- ---------- ----

These estimates ere, to some extent, preliminary and speculative. 

(Q 

·-
..0 
E 
;:} 

-
0 
u . c 
..c. <X: (Q 

lll 
Q) 

·- . 0.. _J 

+- (/) 0 <C 

·- L ..._ 
~ 

;:} 0 
--) w ..._ 

5 1 54 

4 70 

69 

46 5 12 548 

25 15 350 

80 5 28 1091 

* 
** Numbers of 1 nativ~' or other local source employees can go upwards from the minimum stated. Minimum figure 

represents estimated number of these currently avai !able and trained for particular role. Higher local source 
employee numbers could result if local training programs are undertaken by Government. 
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FORT McMURRAY IMPACT STUDY 

PART Ill 

FORECASTED ADDITIONAL TAR SANDS DEVELOPMENTS 

AND THEIR POSSIBLE IMPACT 

ON FORT Mc~1URRA Y 

1976 - 1981 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This part of the Study is a ''futures forecast" deve I oped from 

the best evid~nce that can be gleaned from a study of those aspects of 

developers' plans that have been made pub I ic, together with interviews 

carried out with the principals of pot~ntial development firms. 

Forecasts of this kind should be read with caution and a ful I 

understanding of the I imitations of forecasting as an art and science. 

Actual developments wi I I be strongly influenced by changing local, prov

incial, national and even international conditions. In the I ight of these 

fluid variables, forecasts beyond the designated period - the present to 

1981 - are unwarranted. Even then, forecasts should be seen as a planning 

device only. 

In reviewing future tar sand plant development possibi I ities and 

their potential impact, several factors are of importance. In any final 

decision on whether a project proceeds Into construction, consideration has 

to be given, by the developers involved, to the economics of the project, 

which includes assessment of the process economics itself, general market 

considerations, negotiations with Govern~ent concerning royalties, environ

mental guide! ines and provlnciol Investor participation, and to some extent, 

the decisions of other tQr sand developers to p~oceed or not to proceed. 

Thus, the largest uncertainty surrour1ding future developments in the tar 

sands is the fate of the Syncrude project itself. Other developers are 

cont'd-----
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watching the progress of the Syncrude project with Intense Interest, 

The final decision on construction of the Syncrude project, due to be 

made by August 31, 1973, will have a critical bearing on the timing 

of other possible projects, indeed, on whether some other projects 

proceed at a II. 

Affecting this matter, too, is the fact that some of the 

projected plants propose use of "In situ" extraction rather than the 

"mining" p_rocess and as yet, the "in situ" technology has not been 

demonstrated to be commercially feasible. 

3.2 POSSIBLE TAR SANDS PROJECTS BEFORE 1981 IN THE FORT Mc~1URRAY REGION 

The advent of further tar sands plants in the Fort McMurray 

region, especially those within commuting range of the Town, would have 

vary major Impacts upon the future growth of the community. The purpose 

of this section of the Study is to assess the I ikely impacts these vari

ous possible future plants would have upon the com~unity. With five 

possible plants, three of which are in the Fort McMurray region and each 

Involving a possible work force of about 1,000 plus required support s&r

vlces and the fami I ies of alI these workers, the population of Fort 

McMurray could, with the addition of each plant within commuting distance, 

grow by an Increment equal to its present population. 

The best avai !able evidence indicates that there are five heavy 

oi Is or tar sands projects which have some possibi i'ity of being bui It or 

Initiated by 1981. However, two are more than 100 miles from Fort McMurray 

and are discounted for the purpose of this Study. The avai I able Information 

is somewhat speculative and some of the potential developers concerned have 

not yet made pub I ic announcements regarding their plans. The most I ikely 

developments foreseeable at this time, are described below. 

cont 1d----
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The b~st current estimates of the capital, time and manpower 

that would be required to develop a tar sands project today, are those 

developed by and for Syr.crude Canada Ltd. In the course of this Study. 

In calculating the capital, tl~e and manpower requirements for future 

additional tar sands projects between now and 1981, these figures have 

been used as a ''base case" rough I y app I i cab I e to the deve I opment of other 

slml lar projects. In ca3es where developer companies have proceeded far 

enough to have generated their own specific cost, time and manpow8r data, 

these have been used; otherwise, the Syncrude "base case'' data has been 

assumed. 

Development A - The company estimates that lt may proceed with 

a "mining" project and commence construction in 1975-76. Its construction 

work force would peak at approximately 1800 and its operational staff would 

number about 1000. It would be located approximately 45 miles north of 

Fort McMurray. 

Development 8- The company is currently undertaking pi lot work 

and may be looking at an 11 in situ" project after 1980. It would Involve 

a construction work force reaching 1800 in number and its operating con

tingent would consist of 720 operating and 200 contract workers. (For the 

purposes of this Study, an assumed commencement of construction in 1981 

has been made by the consultant.) The plant would be located approximately 

35 miles southeast of Fort McMurray. 

Development C - The company is currently ~ndertaklng pi lot work 

which may be expanded to about 50 workers in the period of 1975-77. Con

struction of an "in situ" operation might commence In or after 1980. The 

construction work force would peak at 1800 and operational staff are est

Imated at approximately 1000. The plant would be located approximately 10 

ml les south of Fort McMurray. 

cont'd----
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The question as to whether the operating staff of Development 

A would reside In Fort McMurray or would I ive in a community located closer 

to the plant wl I I be difficult to resolve. This Study, therefore, examines 

the impact upon Fort McMurray In both situations, and in the latter case, 

assumes that the Town would be a regional centre servicing the smaller 

community. 

3.3 THE EXPANDING CITY 

To convert the foregoing crude data into numbers which indicate 

timing of construction work force peaks and operating staff but ld-up, the 

assumption has been made that construction of each plant would range over 

a 5 year ,period and would reflect the same profile of construction workers 

on site as has been estimated for the Syncrude project. Likewise, the 

estimated Syncrude performance in build-up of operational staff has been 

used for the purpose of this Study. This ti~e period and profile is used 

on the basis that Developments A, 8 and C would, because of the time leads 

involved in negotiations and a shortage of avai labi I ity of ski I led labour, 

have to follow the estimated Syncrude timing rather than follow a shorter, 

more concentrated construction plan which would be possible if faci I ities 

for the training and supply of ski I led iabour were available. The assump

tion has also been made that the proposed Syncrude project and Developments 

A, Band C are alI constructed to the indicated time schedule independently 

of any other project proposed to be underway during the same period of time. 

Hence, this part of the report shows the cumulative effect of alI projects. 

The forecasts made in this part of the Study have not been ad

justed for the probable manpower and time scheduling problems which would 

result from competition for ski I led labor if more than one major project 

is under construction at any one time. The competition for labour can 

result from conflicting time schedules for two major tar sands projects, 

or from time schedule conflicts between any one of the proposed tar sands 

cont'd-----
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plants, and one or more major developments such as another petroleum 

Industry project, the MacKenzie Val ley pipe! lne, MacKenzie Val ley 

highway, and the James Bay project. Competition of this nature can 

have an Important Influence on costs and timing, and even on the final 

decision on whether or not a tar sands development proceeds Into con

struction. 

For the purposes of Part I I of this Study, certain work force, 

faml ly and land use indices were developed, taking i~to account the 

special characteristics of Fort McMurray, at this time, and the I ikely 

characteristics it would have at the 15,500 population level in 1979 

(which population assumes Syncrude plant completion). 

In developing indices (see Tables 3-1 and 3-2) for use beyond 

the 1979 population level generated by the Syncrude project, some basic 

assumptions are made. It is assumed that, if Fort McMurray continues to 

grow, the ratio of non-basic workers to basic workers wi I I continue to 

Increase as is exhibited In most Canadian cities. It is assumed that 

the number of non-basic workers required in Town to provide goods and 

services to construction workers I iving in camps wi I I be the same as that 

used for the Syncrude project forecasts. Construction and operating forces 

are also assumed to have the same mix of married and single workers as 

were forecasted for the Syncrude project. 

For the purposes of this Study, no allowance for natural pop

ulation growth has been calculated. Any estimates of this phenomenon 

requires some input as to the family structure of the personnel which 

wl I I be engaged for the forecasted additional tar sands development, 

which Input Is not avai I abe at this time. 

Household sizes are assumed to be decreasing, reflecting a 

stab! I I zing and aging of the existing Town population, and a continued 

general fal I in fertl I lty rates. The effect of this assumption is that 

as Fort McMurray reaches a larger size, its age and family profiles wi I I 

start to approach those applying to the Province as a whole. 

I 
I 

I 
I 

L----------------------------------------------------------------c-o_n_t_'_d_·_-_-_-_______ j 
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TABLE NO, 3-1 

WORK FORCE INDICES 

Population Level 

Ratio of Total 

Employment to Basic 

Employment 

15,000 ± 

21,000 ± 

27,000 ± 

33,000 ± 

1. 61 

1.68 

1. 75 

1.83 

NOTE: For the purpose of forecasting the support (non-basic) employment 

force of Fort McMurray, as a regional centre servicing a separate 

community created for the work force of Development A, it has been 

assumed, respecting use of Table No. 3-1, that the ratio of support 

employment wi I I be one-third of what it would have been if the work 

force for Development A was I iving in Fort McMurray. 

Population 

15,000 ± 

21 ,000 ± 

27,000 ± 

33,000 ± 

TABLE NO. 3-2 

HOUSEHOLD SIZE INDICES 

Leve I Household Size 

3.87 

3.75 

3.50 

3.25 

NOTE: Table No. 3-2 assumes that, as higher population levels are achieved, 

the time span is moving from 1975 to 1985. 

· cont' d----
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It Is assumed that lend use Indices wl I I continue to change 

towards reflecting the usual area requirements of a middle sized western 

Canadian city. Table No. 3-3 Indicates the.probable land use Indices 

when Fort McMurray reaches a population of 30,000. 

TABLE NO. 3-3 

LAND USE INDICES FOR FORT ~kMURRAY 

WITH A 30,000 POPULATION RANGE 

(Gross Acres per 100 Population) 

Total Residential 

Commercial 

Secondary Commercial Industry, 
Communication and Transportation 

Parks and Recreation 

Public and Semi-Public (Incl. Education) 

Pub I I c UtI I It i es 

Total Developed Area 

3.4 THE IMPACT 

4.70 

0.32 t 

6.00 

3. 13 

1.53 

0.62 

16.30 

The impact of the successive construction of the proposed 

plants in terms of construction forces, operational staff, supporting 

(non-basic) employment, and the fami I ies of at I of these groups, has 

been forecasted and Is shown on Chart No. 3-1, which chart assumes 

that at I new developments have their operational forces I iving in Fort 

McMurray, and on Chart No. 3-2, which assumes that Development A's 

operational force would I ive in a separate community. 

cont'd----



CHART NO. 3-1 

PROJECTED GROSS POPULATION OF FORT McMURRAY 

(Assumes Operationa I Forces of Developments "A", "B" and "C" Live in Town} 
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CHART NO. 3-2 

PROJECTED GROSS POPULATION OF FORT McMURRAY 

<Assumes Operational Forces of Developments "B" and "C" Live in Town and 

Operational Force of Development "A" Lives in a Separate Community> 
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It Is emphasized that the charts are forecasts onfy, and that 

the achievement of estimated population levels Is dependent upon the 

construction of any oral I of the proposed plants (the Syncrude project, 

Development A, Development 8 and Development C), and that these forecasts 

may also vary according to future changes In the Indices for both faml ly 

sizes and support (non-basic) employment. The forecasts may further vary 

upon the occurrence of an expansion of the Great Canadian 01 I Sands Ltd. 

plant, or upon the occurrence of Industries providing secondary and sup

port services to the community, and also, If any decision were made to 

construct and operate Industries which process and manufacture products 

derived from the synthetic crude oil production In the Fort McMurray re

gion. Apart from this latter variation, which could cause sizeable but 

unestlmated population Increases, other economic activities could occur 

within the region causing population Increases, I .e. - Increased forestry 

activity, metals fabrication, market gardening or greenhouslng, major 

tourist development, etc. 

The forecasted land use areas required In 1986, given in Table 

No. 3-4, are I ikewise subject to the foregoing described variations. 

TABLE NO. 3-4 

FORECASTED GROSS LAND REQUIREMENTS FOR 
-------~F~O~R~T~M~c~M~U~RR~A~Y~I~N-1~9~8~6 ____ ___ 

Operational Work Forces Development A Operationalj 
of at I Developments Work Force Living in l 

Total Residential 

Commercial 

Secondary Commercial 
Industry, Communication 
and Transportation 

~arks and Recreation 

Public & Semi-Pub! ic 
(lncl. Education) 

Pub II c Uti I it I es 

~--L~iv~i~n~lQ~I~n~To~w~n~------+-S~e~lp~a~r~a~t~e~C~om~m~u~n~it~v~---~ 

(Fort McMurray=32,500) (Fort McMurray=28,500) 

1,535 1,340 

105 90 

1, 960 1, 710 .. 

1 ,025 890 

500 435 

205 180 
~----------------------~----------------------~--------
~ota 1 Gross Developed Acrel . 5,330 4,645 

cont'd----
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In summary, this part of the report forecasts that the Town 

of Fort McMurray could grow to the 30,000 population level by 1986 If 

alI the described potential tar sand projects were developed within 

the commuting distance of the community, and It forecasts that the 

area of the Town developed for alI urban uses and associated purposes 

could gross between 4,500 and 5,500 acres (i.e. -between 7 and 8 

square m II es >. 

In concluding this part of the Study, emphasis Is again placed 

upon Its purpose, namely, to provide a "futures forecast" of possible 

potential urban Impact In the Fort McMurray region. The findings of 

this part, therefore, cannot be usea to state, In any definite terms, 

the forecasted population sizes or land requirements. 
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2. WATER MANAGEMENT PLANNING - LEASES 17 & 22 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The generalized concepts of water management planning 
were ~iscussed in the overview, specifically in Section 3D. 
Two ~ajar elements of the overall plan now being considered 
in detail are sufficiently well defined to merit documentation 
in tnis planning stage of the Environmental Impact Assessment. 

It has been found necessary to divert Beaver Creek 
which, at present, flows through the centre of the planned 
initial mining area and the area proposed for the retention 
pond. The distance from the lease boundary to the confluence 
with the Athabasca River is approximately sixteen miles. 
The project would effectively eliminate the lower reaches 
of Beaver Creek through the mining area, the retention pond 
and downstream as a result of the proposed diversion. 

The first document included in this section is an 
application to the Department of The Environment for the 
diversion of Beaver Creek. This application completely de
tails the plans, procedures and consequences of the diversion. 

The second d~cument is a report on the water supply 
· ·sys·tem study. This study is included because of the magni

tude of the water requirements for the project. The require
ments, to be met by withdrawal from the Athabasca River, are 
for 50,000 USGPM during the initial three years of operation 
reducing to about 31 ,000 USGPM thereafter. These rates are 
requtred on a continuous basis in the periods indicated. 
Note: Deletions from this report were necessary as they were 
tnapplica5le to the purposes of the document. 
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S E C T I 0 N 2. 

WATER MANAGEMENT PLANNING 
-LEASES 17 AND 22 

B. THE DIVERSION OF BEAVER CREEK 



INTRODUCTION 

Syncrude Canada Ltd. in its development plans for the 
mining area on Lease No. 17 finds it necessary to divert Beaver 
Creek. At present Beaver Creek flows through the centre of the 
initial mining area and the area proposed for the retention pond. 
The distance frorr1 the lease boundary to the confluence \'lith the 
Athabasca River is a11proximatcly sixteen miles. This development 
will effectively elin1inate the lower reaches of Beaver Creek through 
the mining o.rea, the retention pond and dovmstream as a result of the 
proposed diversion. 

13eaver Cr.cek in a Rcqi oila l Context: 

Hap measUl'ements \'Jere carried out to ascertain the stutus of 
Beaver Creek in a regional context. Data. v1en~ obtained from J. :50,000 

scale maps and pr-ovide a generalized pcrsp~ctive of the relaticnsh·ip 
of Beaver Creek to other streams in the region. Within the fifty
mile ra.dius of the Syncrude plant site thc~re a.re tvJenty-n·ine streams, 
nine of which are accessible by automobile. These streams constitute 
a. total estimated length of 2,308 miles. Of this amount, 34·% are 
rivers larger than Deaver Creek; 28% a.re approximately the same size; 
and 38% are tributary str-eams. These figures have been corrected by 
us i n~J a meJnder factor of 1. 6 per l·i n0:a 1 mile of stream measured to 
obtain tiE~ actual length. The average meander factor is 1.6 for the 
larger streams and should be considered as an absolute minimum for 
smaller rivers, creeks and tributaries. The point of diversion is 
located in SW19-92-10-W4. 

Beaver Creek lliversion--Dcscrintion and Design Basis: 
·--------~--~....L-.... -~--------" 

In this proposa 1, a daill I'Ji 11 be built on Beaver Cref~k 

app1·ox·imately 1500 feet d01·:nstream fro1-:1 the· south bounda.ry of the 

2 
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Syncrude Lease No. 17. The crest of the dam will be 

elevation 1025. A canal joining Beaver Creek channel 

will be built which will divert water in a southeasterly 

direction through Ruth Lake towards the Poplar Creek basin. 

This will permit the use of a natural drainage channel 

(which is at present well· vegetated) for temporary 

detention storage and slow velocity until the channel 

narrows and becomes the north fork of Poplar Creek. 

At this point another dam (crest elevation 1024) will be 

built to regulate the flow into Poplar Creek. 

The invert elevation of the diversion canal is 

assumed to be 1010 feet. The bottom elevation of Beaver 

Creek is approximately 980'. This would result in a 

minimum impoundment on the Chevron lease .. Maximum design 

flow thr6ugh the canal will be less than 3,800 cubic feet 

per second on a 1:20 year basis. Ruth Lake is approximately 

1,000 feet wide by 10,000 feet long by 6 feet deep, with 

present water elevation of 1013. Ruth Lake level will 

be maintained to preserve waterfowl habitat and minimize 

detrimental environmental effects. 

1. 

This proposal is based upon the following assumptions: 

It is desirable to limit storage of water from 

Beaver Creek and its tributaries to a minimum. 

2. That an area of sufficient size acceptable to 

Chevron can be used for ~etention storage of the 

peak flows of Beaver Creek, and that the channel 

of the north fork of Poplar Creek is sufficient 

to handle the regulated flow so that in the 

fall of the year water retention in the impoundment 
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area will be minimal. 

3. Some "trade-offs" between possible contamination 

and siltation may have to be made relating to 

the quality of the diverted water. At present, 

detailed examinations by soils consultants and 

hydrologists are being made to ensure the 

validity of our assumptions. The main channel 

of Poplar Creek should be able to carry sufficient 

volumes of water after some channel improvement 

to provide minimum fall retention storage, drop 

and control structures including a spillway and 

flip bucket. 

4. If the Poplar Creek channel is to be utilized, 

it will be necessary to replace the large 

c~lvert on the road with a concrete bridge. 

This bridge will allow the migration of anadromous 

fishes to spawning grounds higher in Poplar Creek, 

a condition which is not possible with the . 
present culvert. 

5. This proposal also assumes some channel improvement 

on Poplar Creek east of the highway to assure 

passage of migrating Arctic grayling. 

DESIGN CRITERIA 

The design criteria and basic assumptioris used in the 
development of the proposed scheme, attempts to minimize 
the cost without jeopardizing its safety. It becomes 
evident that the developnent of storage at the Beaver 
Creek Dam substantially reduces the outflow and thereby 
the size of the hydraulic conveyances and appurtenances. 

Some of the ~ssumptions and criteria in the development 
of t lli s s c hen: e have been noted . 
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l. Beaver Creek Catchment Area and Runoff 

Area 
1:20 year runoff 
1:20 yeur peak flow 
Gross storage 
Live storage 

127 sq miles 
140,000 AF 
3,800 cfs 
20,000 AF 
12,000 AF (drawdown elevation - 1013) 

Drawdown to elevation 1013 was assumed so that the 
permanently flooded area would be minimum. 

2. Beaver Creek Dam 

Crest elevation 
Crest width 
Downstream slope 
Upstream slope 
Wave protection 

Freeboard 

1 025 
20 feet 
2 : 1 
3 : 1 
Soil-cement 2 feet thick from 
elevation 1005 to top of dam 
5 feet 

The m u s keg i s · s t r i pp e d and a toe d r a i n 5 feet t h i c k 
by 30 feet in·width, or one third the width of the 
base is constructed from a pervious material. 

3. Diversion Canals and Drainaqe Ditches 

Diversion Canal A: 

Bottom width 
Side slopes 
Invert elevation 
Spoil bank at least 25 

Diversion Canal B: 

Bottom vJidth 
Side slopes 
Invert elevation 

300 cfs Drainage Ditch: 

10 feet 
2: 1 
1 01 0 

feet from canal. 

36 feet 
2: 1 
1000 

Bottom width 8 feet 
Side slopes 2:1 
Flow depth 6 feet 
Freeboard 2 feet 
Em b a n k men t vJi d t h 6 fee t 
Muskeg stripped on downstream side and replaced with 
a compacted embankment. 

"' 
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500 cfs Drainage Ditch: 

Bottom width 10 feet 
Side slopes 2:1 
Flow depth 7 feet 
Freeboard 2 feet 
Embankment width 7 feet 
Muskeg stripped on downstream side and replaced with a 
compacted embankment. 

Control ~~e i r 

Crest elevation 
Upstream slope 
Downstream slope 

Stop 1 ogged section 

Control Dam 

Crest elevation 
Crest width 
Downstream slope 
Upstream slope 
Wave protection 

Freeboard 
Low level outlet 

1 013 
5:1 1 2 II 
1 0: 1 24 11 

12 11 

elevation 

1 024 
20 feet 
2: 1 
3: 1 

gravel 
rip rap over 
gravel 

1 01 0 

Soil cement 2 feet thick over 
upstream face 
4 feet 
24 11 pipe terminating in USBR 
type impact basin 

The required slo~e for the drainage ditches is 
determined from Manning's formula from the expression: 

s = v2n2 

2.22 R4/ 3 

Where S - slope 
n - Manning roughness assumed as 0.035 
R- hydraulic radius in feet 

Basis of design for drainage ditches was 

Vs = CD~ (Kennedy) 
Where Vs - non scour velocity, fps 

D - depth of flow in feet 
C - Kennedy coefficient, assumed 

as 1.20 for the drainage ditches 



6. Spillway 

Head 
Length 
Width 
Height 
r~ a n n i n g 1 n 1 

Rated capacity 
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200 feet 
1 ,000 feet 
12 feet 
4 feet 
0.014 
900 cfs 

The spillway chute terminates in a flip bucket. 

ESTIMATED QUANTITIES 

Items 

1. Beaver Creek Dam 

Muskeg Stripping 
Compacted Embankment 
Compacted Impervious Core 
Gravel for Toe Drains 
Soil-Cement for Slope Protection 

2. Control Dam 

Muskeg Stripping 
Compacted Embankment 
Gravel for Toe Drains 
Soil-Cement for Slope Protection 
Reinforced Concrete for Intake 

Manhole & Impact Basin 
24 11 Dia. Concrete Pipe 

3. Control Weir 

Common Excavation 
Rip Rap, 18 11 thick 
Pit Run Gravel 
Reinforced Concrete 

Unit 

c.y. 
c. y. 
c.y. 
c .y. 
c. y. 

c.y. 
c.y. 
c. y. 
c.y. 

c. y. 
L. F. 

c.y. 
c.y. 
c.y. 
c.y. 

4. Spillway, Flip Bucket & Spillway Canal 

Muskeg Stripping 
Cow.mon Excavation 
Gravel l3ackfill 
Reinforced Concrete 

c.y. 
c.y. 
c .y. 
c.y. 

Quantity 

140,000 
300,000 
180,000 

40,000 
22,000 

50,000 
270,000 

3,000 
7,000 

60 
1 '200 

1 00 
500 
300 

60 

15,000 
25,000 

1 '000 
700 
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5. Diversion Canals 

Muskeg Stripping 
Common Excavation 
Compacted Embankments 

6. Drainage Ditches 

Muskeg Stripping 
Common Excavation 
Compacted Embankments 

( i n c 1 • 5 0 % B o r r o \'1 ~1 a t e r i a 1 ) 

7. Allowances 

c. y. 
c.y. 
c.y. 

c.y. 
c.y. 

c.y. 

75,000 
120,000 

70,000 

350,000 
120,000 

200,000 

Popl1r Creek Channel Improvements $100,000 
Highway Bridge $150,000 

Area Solution to Drainage Problem of Beaver Creek: 

. Any diversion of Beaver Creek requires some 
detention storage if the· scheme is to be at all economic. 
Syncrude has been in consultation with the adjacent 
leaseholder, Standard Oil of B. C. Ltd. (Chevron) and the 
two companies are working out a joint agreement for the 
proposed detention storage and water regulation structures. 

Chevron voiced no objection to flooding Beaver 
Creek basin south of the boundary of Lease 17. It was 
evident from the discussion that the Chevron staff definitely 
favors our present scheme over others examined. 

Mr. McNamara indicated that they would be 
willing to share construction costs of tbe Poplar Creek 
drainage work at such a time as they might be required 
to use it. They would also be willing to contribute to 
an area solution and those related costs, but the timing 
at present is poor; also, they did not want to make 
expenditures ahead of actual need. 

We are now reviewing our position in this matter 
in order to 
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finalize the best drainage scheme and then commit it to \vtiting as soon 
as possible with respect to presentation to both the government and 
Chevron. Lead time for the legal arrangements must be given consider
ation. 

EINIROW·1ENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The upper section of the stream is composed almost entirely 
of slackwater flowing over heavily silted substrate. Slackwater is 
evenly flowing smooth-surfaced water and is the chatacteristic stream 
type upstream at a distah~e of greater than ten miles from the con
fluence with the Athabasca. In the 1 Olver ten mi 1 es of the stream, the 
gradient becomes steeper resulting in alternating riffles and long 
pools. The sinuousity tatio at the stream is quite high when evaluated 
by the formula: Stream length~.;- valley length. 

In the fast 1·1ater areas, adjacent banks are steep and 
heavily \'tooded. vlhite spnlce (Picea g_lauca), Bog birch (Betul_§_ gland:Jlosa), 
and poplar (Populus spp.) are the dominant trees. Further upstream, 
willow (Salix spp.) gradually replaces birch as the dominant brush 
species. Throughout all areas, Reed canary grass (Phalaris spp.) grows 
along the stream bank a~ well as clumps of other reed grass (Calamaqrostis 
sp.). For the most part, the banks which support this vegetation are 
well-covered and stabilized. The area will be cleared prior to flooding. 

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 

In 1971 an aerial survey of the creek was carried out to 
ascertain its general habitat characteristics. The aerial survey 
encompassed the upper reaches of the stream and its tri bu ta ties. Gtouncl 
access to so:·:e sections of the stream l·tere impossible at this time of 
year; however, a series of nine sample stations was established along 
the stream at one mile intervals beginning at the south lease boundary. 
The stations \·:ere Inorked 11ith wooden stakes 1vith a total length of each 
station co~~rising 200 feet of stream. Transects of 90 degrees across 
the strea1:1 at the uppe1·, lov1er, and middle sections of the stations 
were used for sampling purposes. At each transect, physical and 
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chemical measurements were made. Width was measured to the nearest 
foot at the existing water line and depth to the nearest inch to assist 
in determining the average depth of the stream. Pool depths were 
similarly measured at all sample stations. 

Two classes of water surface were ~stablished: pools and 
riffles. The designation of a pool was largely subjective. Pool 
quality classes were designated on the basis of pool size, water 
depth and fish shelter as described by Herrington and Dunham (1967). 
Six types of bottom material were noted and recorded as follows: 

1. Debris 
2. Silt 
3. Sand 
4. Gravel--rocks .1 to 2.9 inches in diameter 

. 5. Rubbl e--t:os:ks 3 to 11.9 inches in d·iameter 

6. Goulder--:rocks greater than 12 inches in diameter. 
Banks \'Jere rated as stable or unstable vlith one, hJO, or 

three points assigned depending on stability. Bank ratings are 
subjective and based upon the amount of vegetative cover and fish 
shelter they provide. 

The chemical environment was sampled f~r dissolved oxygen, 
methyl orange alkylinity, total hardness and pH, using Hach chemical 
kits. Total dissolved solids \vere measured with a conductivity meter. 
Continuous \·tater temperatures were recorded with a Taylor maximum-
minimum thermometer read every two days. When collecting fish, temperatures 
were measured with a pocket thermometer. 

To assess food availability drifting organisms were sampled 
in two riffles. Each riffle was sampled with two one-millimeter mesh 
nets having a mouth size of one foot by two feet. Drift samples \•/ere 
gathered in the net for twenty-four hours. Nets were emptied at 
three-hour intervals. To determine the effect of tar sand substrate 
on insect production as well as to quantify the production of bottom 
fauna in the stream, ei9ht t\·Jelve-inch by h1elve-inch bottom samples 
were taken. Four samples in tar sand rubble substrates and four in 
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areas of rubble substrate were taken to allow comparison of the number 
of organisms in the two substrates. This procedure was carried out 
twice during the study period. All organisms collected were sorted, 
classified by order, counted, and their volumes measured. 

Water Quality Data: 

Available water quality data are not numerous. The following 
pages give results for several spot samplings of Beaver Creek and the 
Athabasca River and also Poplar Creek. These samples were not made 
during the 1971 Study pel~ -~· Note that in general, Beaver and 
Poplar Creeks have higher contents of dissolved solids than the 
Athabasca River. 

The high phenolic content found in Beaver Creek is interest
ing. Is this from oxidation of tar sand in the creek bed? The 
result should be verified as the stream above the sample point has had 
little or no· human disturbance. 

RESULTS ------

1. The phenol cone. of Beaver Creek (0.12 mg/1) is above 
standards (0.005 mg/1 ). 

2L A large NH3 difference exists between sample points 
on the Ath~basca bridge and dock. 

3. The C.O.D. at ~ach sampling location is quite high. 
4. The T.O.N. numbers at the Br~dge (3) and Dock (10) 

are substantially different. 
5. The color no. at Beaver Creek is 60 and at MacKay 

River, 80. 

6. No sulfides at any location could be found. 

From the aerial survey it was observed that Beaver Creek 
is divided into two mJjor habitat zones. The first, extending from 
its confluence \'lith the /\thabascu Rivet upstream ten miles, is charncter
ized by good riffle-pool separation und generally fast flow. The second, 
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extending from that point to the headwaters, consists almost entirely 
of slow moving slackwater. The only exceptions were three small riffle 
areas approximately 40 miles from the confluence. The upper areas of 
the stream were more open than the lower areas and were heavily 
populated by beaver as evidenced by the many beaver dams observed. 

Between its confluence and the south lease boundary, the 
river is sixteen miles in length, has an average width of 33 feet 
and an average depth of 28 inches (Table 1). These values represent 
close to minimum dimensions for this stream since data was collected 

. . 
during the seasonal low flow period. 

Pool areas are generally regarded as ideal habitat for most 
fish species. 
fied as pool. 
quality Class 

In the area surveyed, 68% of Beaver Creek was classi
Seventy-nine percent of the total pools, scored as 

. * 
I (Appendix II). Only three percent of the pool areas 

were assigned to a q~ality class lower than Class III (Fig.· 4). 
Silt was the predominant substrate type present, comprising 

48% of the total bottom area sampled (Fig. 4). Conversely ideal 
spawning habitat for Arctic grayling, i.e.; sand and/or gravel, 
comprised six pGrcent of the total habitat sampled. 

The study area included portions of both habitat zones 
previously mentioned. The upper zone, which includes the river above 
the plant site, exhibits a rather uniform gradient cGnsisting of 
slackwater flowing over heavily silted substrate. The second zone 
from the test pit area downstream to Deaver Creek recreational area, 
has a moderate gradient, generally fast flow and a series of pools 
and riffles with boulder and rubble substrates (Fig. 5). 

The calculation of habitat percent of optimum is a measure 
of the suitability of the stream to salmonid production. A pet·fect 
score of 1007~ indicates the stream hns a perfect environment for 
salmanid species. Beaver Creek percent of optimun1 scored at 55% 
(Appendix I). This low rating was due primarily to the high proportion 

* Quality classes are assigned on the basis of several habitat 
criteria. These arc presented in detail in Appendix II. 
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of slack\'later in the river and scores calculated for stream bottom 
characteristics. A score of 55% indicates Beaver Creek is not a good 
stream for salmonid habitat even though abundant bank cover is present. 

Water Chemistry: 

Total dissolved solids were quite high in spite of their 
fluctuations throughout the length of the stream. Alkalinity, hardness 
and pll l'emaincd fairly constant \'Jhile dissolved oxygen fluctuated \'Jith 
the type of \'tater habitat (Fig. 2, 3). In slackwater sections of the 
stream the oxygen content was low with a saturation of 43% recorded at 
one point. Values for the lower portions of the stream (more riffle 
area) increased to a high saturation of 115%. In general, the percent 
of saturation was low for a stream of this type. 

The average fecorded water temperature during the study period 
was 62.8°F v1ith a maxim.urn recorded temperature of 71°F and a minimum 
recorded temp2rature of 57°F. These temperatures are within the 

·tolerance range of salmonid speci~s (Fig. 1). 

Invertebrate Samolinq: 

Repeated benthic sampling revealed seven orders of invertebrates 
present in riffle areas of Beaver Creek (Table 2). The order Tri
choptera (Caddis flies) were by far the most numerous followed by the 
order Diptera, Coleoptera, and Ephemeroptera. 

\ 

In Beaver Creek the mean volume for the sixteen bottom 
samples measured 0.6 cc. and the average number per square foot 23 

indicating that insect production is extremely pool', Tv;o factors \'Jhich 
may account for the low insect production observed are: 

a) The presence of a tar sand substrate in many of the 
riffle areas. 

b) lleavily silted slachJatcl' stretches. 
An averctge of three timc;s as many organisms were; found in 

riffle areas with rubble substrates compared to riffle areas with a 
tar sand substrate (Fig. 6). Similar results are shown with volumes of 
insects (Tab"le 3). The actual proport·ions of the stream \'Jith u. tar 
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sand substrate could not be ascertained in the present study. 
Five orders of aquatic insects (Coleoptera, Diptera, 

Plecoptera, Ephemeroptera and Trichoptera) composed an average of 94% 
of the total drift numbers in a 24-hour drift net set (Table 4). 

* Aquatic insects exhibited the alternans pattern of nocturnal activity 
with a major peak in numbers occurring in the 2:00 a.m. sample 
(Table 3), (Fig. 7). Therefore, the majority of aquatic insects 
entered the drift nets when they were probably unavailable to 
actively feeding grayling. 

RECREATIOilAL USE OF BEAVER CREEK 

Beaver Cl~eek \'Jas util-ized solely by the people·of the Fort 
McMurray area during the survey period. No people from outside the 
Fort McMurray area were noted in data collected from the six days of 
the use count. 

~ishing was the major fonn of recreational use on four of 
the six days with a mean of 26 angler hours per week recorded--all 
confined to the weekend. Camping and picnicking were the next most 
important recreational uses. These were observed on both weekdays and 
weekends (Table 1). It should be noted that present recreational use 
of the stream is restricted by access to two locations, the first at 
the recreation area, five miles above the confluence, on the road to 
Fort McKay and the second two miles south of the recreation area 
near sample station number seven. 

F i s h~Q!J!.P o s j_t_ i o tl:_ 

S0:nples of fish population composition were taken at locutions 
over 16 miles of th~ river encompassing the lease area and do1·mstream. 
Species of fish collected were: 

Lake Chub) Cou(~sius_ Q_1_umb~..Y2. (Agassiz) 
\·Jh i te Sue ker, ~C\ t_0 s to:t~~..?- s;or~~1el~sc~!~L (La cepede) 
Arct·ic Gra.):ling, IJ~~-llus arcti~us (Pallas) 

* Greater activity during dark periods. 
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Burbot, Lota lota (linnaeus) 
Slimy Sculpin, ~ottus coqnatus (Richardson) 
Northern Pike, Eso~ .l_uc ius (L i nnaeus) 

The relative abundance of six species of fish sampled by 
prima cord explosives is indicated in Fig. 8. Lake Chub were the 
most numerous species, comprising 50% of the total sample. Chub 
and suckers together constituted 88% of fish collected. The total 
number of fish sampled 1·ms 659. Chub rnnged in size from 1~'' to 4~11 

and suckers were from 1!.2'~ to 12" 1 ong. The majority of suckers were 
in the smaller size ranges. 

Of the five major habitats samples (slackwater, pools 
* riffles, backwater, and beaver dams), only two mature grayling out of 

a total of 59 specimens were collected. These were taken from pool 
al~eas.' Chub and suckers occurred in all \·;ater types (Fig. 9). 

Pools were the most productive areas for fish with an average of 
25 fish collected per blasi. Backwater areas were least productive 
with an average of 0.8 fish per blast. 

The density of young-of -the-year and age I+ Arctic gl~ayl i ng 
is related independently to depth, substrate, and water type when 
density is related to the indiv·idual parameter. Since there is a 
correlation between parameters, e.g.; rubble substrate associated 
with riffle, the separation of habitat for individual analysis does 
not represent the actual pattern of habitat occupancy. However, it 
allows comparison of imnature grayling for each parameter and time. 
Univariate analysis (i.e.; one independent variable vs. the dependent 
variable) demonstrates the importance of sand and pools as variables 
influencing young-of-the-year grayling density in August (Table G). 
Brown (1933) and Ward (1951) reported grayling spawned in sand and 
fine gravel respectively. It is in these areas \·Jhere most young-of
the-year were found. Grayling of age I+ on the other hand showed a 

clear preference for rubble substrate but other parameters were not as 

* 12" and 13" in size. 
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well defined as to preference. 
The length frequencies of imnature grayling collected in the · 

Beaver Creek formed three distinct modes when plotted. The modes 
measured 1!-2 11

, 3-3/4 11 and 711 respectively and represented the total 
lengths of age groups 0+, I+, and II+. 

Gillnetting of Mildred Lake resulted in five white suckers 
being taken in 3!211 stretch mesh net. These fish averaged 14 11 in 
length. Using prima cord sampling, 197 lake chub (average size 211

) 

and 29 brook stickleback, Culaea inconstans (Kirtland) were obtained. 
In neithol~ instan~e v1ere sport fish found in l·lildred Lake. It is 
doubtful if sport fish would overwinter in Mildred Lake in any event 
because of its sha 11 ovmess. Horsesho-e Lake caul d not be sampled due 
to the heavy weed growth covering the lake's surface. This made 
conventional sampling methods impossible. 

BEAVER CREEK AS FISHERIES HABITAT 

Results ~f this study indicate fisheries habitat in 
·Beaver Creek is marginal fol~ sport fishes, in particular Arctic 
grayling. The stream ecosystem appears quite stable and does not 
appear to have undergone any major changes ·in the past fevJ years v1hich 
would affect fish populations. Since the habitat rating derived in the 
present study differs from that presented by Robertson (1970) this 
aspect warrants separate discussion. 

Habitat Ratings: 

The 1970 study establ ishecl a habitat rating of 70% of optimum 
and concluded the stream had excellent potential for salmonicl productior1. 
In contrast, the current study has derived a value of 55%, or low 
quality rating for ~almonid production. The discrepancy is due 
primarily to the higher pool area (68%) calculated in the present study. 

* More sluckwater areas, which are classed as pools, occurred at stations 
establ-ished in this study, hence a larger pool environment (Appendix I). 

The l01·:er re<1ches contain a much more favorable pool to riffle l~atio, 

* ·Stations were set at one mile intervals to avoid biases. 

\!' 
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however the rating includes the entire area of the stream to be 
altered by the development. The aerial survey revealed slachtater 
as the predominant habitat type extending some 30 miles upstream from 
the plant site. HovJever, data presented in this report are accurate 
only for the study area and the foregoing is a general observation 
of the major habitat condition upstream on the stream. 

We do not feel that differences in flow conditions between 
the time of the two studies are a significant factor influencing the 
habitat rating since pool :riffle separations are most evident during 
low water conditions which prevailed at the time of the survey. 

Beaver Creek exhibits streamflow patterns typical of most 
small streams--high spring discharge, then dropping steadily through
out the summer except during periods of high precipitation vthen they 
rise slightly. Fluctuating water levels destroy bottom organisms, 
lowering the productivity of a stream. HoHever, in general vte 

consiclc:r that othel~ factors discussed in this report have a more 
significant bearing on the fisheries of the creek than does the flow 
regime. 

The chemical environment of the river appears stable except 
for dissolved oxygen values which are minimal for salmonids in the 
slackwater. Total dissolved solids can be considered as a gross 
measure of the primary production of a stream. Generally, high 
productivity is associated with high total dissolved solids. Total 
dissolved solids val·y according to many factors and differences in 
values between the 1970 study and current data can be attributed to 
the time of year. Hm·,'cver, both studies indicate relatively high 
T.D.S. vulues. These values of potential pl·oductiv"ity are not reflected 
in actuo.l fishcl·ics production. This is attributed to habitat factOl~s 
such as the poo1Tiffle ratio, generally low substrate quality and lovt 

dissolved oxygen values at certain times of the year. 

Sport Fisheries Potentiul: ·-------·-----------
Forage and coarse fish are the most abundant species in 

Deaver Creek. Suckers and chub represent 88~~ of the total species 
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composition and we conclude that these are the major species present 
in the stream. Of the fish collected, grayling and pike are considered 
sport fishes. However, both species were negligible in occurrence. 
Arctic grayling, of catchable size, which can be considered the most 
desirable species present, represented less than one percent of the 
f-ish taken. 

Available data are insufficient to quantify factors limiting 
grayling. However, we believ~ that a combination of habitat and 
food restrictions are the main limiting factors. 

Arctic grayling require small gnwel or sand substrates on 
which to spawn. This type of substrate on Beaver Creek is estimated 
at 5% of the total streambed, confined mainly to the lower reaches. 
Silt substrtttcs, which are unsuitable for the survival of gl~ayl ing 
eggs, are estimated at 50%, mainly occurring 10 - 40 miles upstream 
where the t'iver is almost entirely slackl-:ater. Duta on v;at.er chemistry 
ind·icated lov1 d·issolved oxygen concentrations occur in the s·lackv:ater 
areas. Concurrent with dissolved oxygen values as low as 4 ppm., 
saturation values as low as 45% were recorded. Six ppm. and 65% 
saturation was the most common condition. These low values likely 
result from a combination of factors including: 

a) Abundant str~amside cover which may inhibit wind 
action. 

b) The low gradient of the stream in its upper reaches. 
c) The presence of numerous beaver dams which would tend 

to produce low oxygen concentrations. 

Composition of benthic invertebrate samples indicate food 
may be limited in Beaver Creek. Robertson (1970) found low numbers 
of benthic organisms and attributed it to sampling phenomenon. Our 
sampling also produced low numbers in both rubble and tar sand substrate. 
Since the tv;o independent samples agree v1ith one another, it is likely thu.t 
insect production is actually low rather than a sampling phenomenon. 
Numbers of insects in drift samples support this interpretation. 
Production of benthic organisms in riffle aro.o.s over rubbl e-·tar sand 
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substrates was negligible, while over straight rubble areas invertebrate 
numbers increased by a factor of three to five times. However, in 
terms of volume and numbers, invertebrate production is generally low. 

THE ECOLOGICAL H1PACT OF THE TAR SANDS DEVELOPi··1EtlT ON BEAVER CREEK 

Evidence collected during this study indicates that Arctic 
grayling production is low, however this species utilizes Beaver Creek 
as a spawning and rearing area. The presence of young-of-the-year fish 
all taken from similar habitat is evidence of a spawning run. Since 
grayling are a spring spawning species, no indication of the size of 
the run could be obtained from our investigation. Presumably adult 
fish move up Beaver Creek from the Athabasca River in the spring, 
spawn, and then return gradually to the Athabasca. The majority of 
this habitat occurs in the lower ten miles where pool-riffle ratios, 
cover, and substrate are favorable. The construction of a retention 
pond and da::1 upstrc~m of the rccrc~ut-ion aren v:oulcl eliminate the 
main rearing area mentioned and effectively obstruct any spawning 
migrations into the upper reaches of the stream, thus eliminating 
the existing grayling population. 

The impact on other fish populations would be sin1ilar down
stream of the dam. In the upper reaches the impact of the Beaver Creek 
dam and diversion would not likely affect existing populations of 
suckers and chub. 

Studies of the extent of spawning in Beaver Creek and the 
tagging and subsequent tracing of fish movements are being carried out 
beginning 9 Apr-il 1973. A supplementnl report to be added to this 
application will follo~ when results are known. 

HYDROLOGY 

For Beaver Creek partial flow data are available from the 
Water Survey of CanJda for the period 1961 to 1966, and the data for 
1961 - 19GS foll01v. The highest flow 111Q5~_L_!_red_ was 314 cfs. on 
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May 9th, 1962. 
Other estimates from culverts and water level indications on 

the stream bank exceed 2,000 cfs. but are less than 5,000 cfs. A 
rough estimate from regional precipitation data and generalized 
correlation by D. Milliken of Bechtel (personal co~nunication February, 
1973) suggested that the 100-year flood flow could be as high as 
8,000 cfs. This is based on a 4" summer rain over a period of three 
hours. 

For the Deaver Creek Diversion study by Canadian Bechtel of 
Januat'y lOth, i9.73, a maximum flo\·J of 3,000 cfs. and a flood volume 
of 12,000 acre ft. were used. 

A hydrological study to estimate the flood flow and volume 
to be used for the Deaver Creek Diversion is being carried o~t by 
LGL Enyi,ronmental Research Associates to confirm the feas·ibility of the 
diversion. 
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TAI3LE 1 

SU~1~1ARY OF BEAVER Cf~EEK, PHYSICAL CHAf~ACTERI STI CS, AUGUST 1971 

Number of Stations 

Length of Stations 

Average Depth 

Average \·Ji dth 

Adjusted Stream.Length 

Riffle Area 

Pool Area 

Total Length of Pools 

Maximum Possible Points for Bank 
Observations 

Total Points for Bank Observations 

Estimated Amount of Gl'avel 

Estimated Amount of Rubble 

Streamside Veaetation 
~---------~,~----

Forest 

Brush 

Grass 

9 

200 1 

28 11 

33 1 

16 miles 

32% 

68% 

1,471 1 

36 

26 

30 1 

540 1 

24% 

42% 

34·% 

.. 
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TABLE 2 

SUI·1W\f<Y OF 13ErlTHIC OP-GMliSt~S BY NU~lBER 

IN SIXTEEN SQUARE FOOT BOTTOM SA~PLES 

FROM BEAVER CREEK, AUGUST 1971 

Group Sa1~ Number 

Order Trichoptera 197 

Order Di ptel~a 51 

Order Coleoptera 46 

Order Ephemeroptera 34 

Order Plecoptera 23 

Class Oligochaeta 13 

Class Arachnida 4 

TOTAL 368 

Number/Square 

12.3 

3.2 

2.9 

·2 .1 

1.4 

0.8 

0.3 

23.0 

Numbers alone do not provide an adequate 

Feet 

supply; volume is also an important consideration. Standards of 

richness have been developed as an aid in classification of stream 

as to food supply (Lagler, 1956). This classification is as follows: 

FOOD Gf0'\DE I : (Exceptional richness) 
Volume ? 2 cc., numbers ~ 50/sq. ft. 

FOO~ GF~1\DE I I : (Average richness) , 
Volume 1-2 cc., numbers ~ 50/sq. ft. 

fOOD GRM)E II I: {Poor in food) 
Vo 1 ume < 1 cc. , and/or numbet'S <50/sq. ft. 

_. • 0 •O I .. , ·-••" ••P-.~ "'''<''0•''"~ ...... oO 0 ,o •''•'"''>' >•0,.,. ,..,,_ ... _,, .. ,M .... ,.,o<, ...... M ..... " ~ .......................... JO''o'~- .. -·0 •.••• - ...................... ~ .. , .. - ....... 0'•'' 
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TABLE 3 

SU1~1~1ARY OF HI SECT Sl\iWLI NG VOLLH·1ES ( cc.) 

BEAVER CREEK, AUGUST 1971 

A. Surber Samoles (taken August 11th, 20th) 

August 11th 
Samples: 

August 20th 
Samples: 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Tar Sand Substrate 
(cc. per sq. f~ 

Trace 
Trace 

0.2 
0.1 

Trace 
0.1 

Trace 

0.1 

B. Drift Sample~ (taken August 11th) 

Time Sample Terrestrial Aquatic 
Taken Insects Insects 

2:00 p.rn. 1.4 1.0 
5:00 p.m. 0.4 0.8 
8:00 p.m. 0.9 0.4 

11:00 p.m. 0.6 1.9 
2:00 a.m. 0.1 1.3 
5:00 a.m. 0.4 1.4 
8:00 a.m. 0.6 0.6 

11:00 a.m. 0.4 0.2 

Rubble Substrate 
\CC. per sq. ff:-) 

1.0 
1.0 
0.4 
0.6 

1.3 
1.5 
1.1 
0.9 

Total 

2.4 
1.2 
1.3 
2.5 
1.4 
1.8 
1.2 
0.6 

~ ... • •~·••• •>•• ,.,.,,. ••• ·•-•••• '' ,·~•·"'''''' ., .. ~ •• ., •. , •'•'' '' ·''' . ._.,,..,.., .... ,,.,.,., oq• 
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TABLE 4 

NU~iBER OF DRirT ORG/\NISf·1S TAKEN IN FOUR NETS 

SET 24 HOURS M!D H1PTI ED EVERY THREE HOUR.S, 

BEAVER CREEK, AUGUST 1971 

Terrestrial Orders Aquatic Groups 
Occurring in Drift I lets No. OcCUlTi 1.~ in Drift nets 

Hymenoptera; Order Coleoptera (adult) 
Fam. Formic i dae 52 Order Trichoptera 
Fam. Apidae 2 Orde1~ Di ptera 

Diptera 19 Order Ephemeroptera 
Hemiptera 18 Order Plecoptera 
Arachnida 5 Order Coleoptera (larvae) 
Lepidoptera 3 Ot'der Hemiptera 
Trichoptera (adult) 1 Order Atachnicla 
Odonata 4 Platyhelminthes (Flutworms) 

Order Odonata 

TOTAL 104 Class Hirudinea 

TOTAL 

No. 

66 

51 
41 

39 

25 
15 
7 
4 

3 

1 

1 

253 
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TABLE 5 

SPECIES DISTRIBUTIO~ ACCORDING TO HABITAT TYPES~ 

BEAVER CREEK, AUGUST 1971 

A. Hater Type 

SEecies ~ 
Sl acki'Ja ter Riffle Bach;ater Beaver Dam Pool 

Grayling oo/ 
I~ 12.5% 3.5% 0% 84.0% 

Chub 19. 0~~ 5.0% 0% 6.5% 69.5% 
Sucker 19. 0~~ 3.5% 0.5% 70.0% 70.0% 
Other 0% 25.0% 0% 0% 75.0% 

B. ~Ia ter Depth 

SEecies Depth 

1' 2' 3' 4' 5' 

Grayling 31.5% 5.0% 58.5% 0% 5.0% 
Chub 14.m~ 9.0% 74.0% 24.0% 10.0% 
Sucker 16.0% 11.5% 57. 0?~ 9.5% 6.0% 
Other 37.5% 0% 50.0% 12.5% 0% 

c. Substrate Type 

Species ~ 

Silt Sand Grave 1 Rubble Boulder --- ---
Grayling 17. 0'', 64. 07~ 0% 22.0% 17. 05; 
Chub 35. 0'~ 2. 05; 9.5% 43.0% 10. 5~~ 
Sucker 27. o;~ 11. o:.~ 5.0% 37.0% 2o.m~ 

Other 0~ 50.0% 12.5% 25.0% 12.5% 
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TAI3LE 6 

OCCURRENCE OF IMMATURE ARCTIC GRAYLING 

IN THREE HABITAT PARAMETERS, 

BEAVER RIVER, AUGUST 1971 

Water Type Depth (feet) Substrate 

Backwater Pool Riffle _1 __ 2 __ 3 _ _1_ _5_ Sand Silt Rubble 

1 31 

9 7 

4 - 28 

11 1 1 3 

32 

1 3 12 
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TABLE 7 

SUMMARY OF RECREATIONAL USE OF BEAVER 

CREEK DURING AUGUST, 1971 

Fishing 

1 2 3 

Estimated Hours On:. 

a) Heek-ends 

b) \·leek -days 

TOTAL HOURS 

* 

22 30 

0 0 

22 . 30 

36 

0 

36 

* Other Recreation 

1 

14 

36 

50 

2 

0 

0 

0 

3 

136 

0 

136 

Includes camping, picnicking and other outdoor 
recreation. 
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5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 

August 

Figure 1: Mean Water Temperature with maximum - m1n1mum 
values indicated, Beaver Creek, August 1971. 

25 
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Figure 2: Total dissolved solids (25°C) and dissolved 
oxygen concentrations in Beaver Creek, 
August 1971. Percentag2s indicate the amount 
of oxygen saturation in the sample. 
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Figure 3: Water Chemistry Analysis of total hardness, 
methyl orange alkalinity and pH, Beaver Creek, 
August 1971 
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6: Comparative results of two sets (A & B) 
of Surber sampling in rubble and rubble-tar 
sand substrates in Beaver Creek. August 1971. 
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HABITAT TYPE 

. "A. SLACK ~vATER (n == 121) 

B. RIFFLE AREAS (n = 35} 

D. BEAVER DAMS (n = 40) 
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The relative abundance and distribution of species 
according to water habitat, Beaver Creek, August 1971. 
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STREA~1 FL0\'1 

No actual stream flow data exists at the site of the proposed 
Beaver Creek dam. Therefore data available from adjacent streams, as 
well as Beaver Creek further downstream, and a channel x-section area and 
estimated velocity are used to evaluate the stream fl01v characteristics 
of Beaver Creek at the proposed dam site. The fol101ving data is used in 
evaluating the stream flow characteristics of Beaver Creek: 

River Basin Drainage Area 
(Sq. Hiles) 

Recorded Months 
Period of Record 

Clearwater River @ Draper 
Hangingstone River @ Ft. McMurray 
Beaver Creek 0 gravel pit 

9,380 

344 
1958-71 Jan.-Dec. 
1970-71 Jan.-Dec. 

66-69 fvlay. -Oct. 
crossing north end of 
~1ildred Luke 170 

54 
1961-63 ~1ay -Oct. 

Poplar Cret:k .1972 only r~ay -~lov. 

DRAitlAGE GASINS 

The area storage curve for the routing evaluation is obtained by 
pl animcteri ng contour an~ as from topographical maps of the Department of 
Mines and Technical Surveys, Ottawa. The available contour interval is 
25 feet and the scale, 1:50,000. 

a) Beaver Creek: 
The drainage basin of Beaver Creek is covered with 

muskeg and sparse to medium tree cover. There are no large 
lakes, but flow attenuation due to the retention of flow in 
muskeg areas will be considerable. 

The longest water course rises in the headwaters at 
about elevation 1700, flowing for about 35 miles before 
discharging into the Athabasca River at about elevation 760. 
The total drainage area of the Beaver Creek is estimated at 
about 185 square miles. At the site of the diversion dam, 
Beaver Creek is about 23 miles long; the channel elevation 
is at about 985 and the drainasJe area is about 127 square miles. 

33 
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b) Poplar Creek: 
The Poplar Creek drainage basin is adjacent to the 

Beaver Creek basin and, therefore, is presumed to be covered 
by similar vegetation. The headwaters originate at about 
elevation 1350, the main stream of Poplar Creek is about 
15 miles in length discharging 15 miles upstream of the 
confluence of Beaver Creek and the Athabasca River. The 
total area of the Poplar Creek catchment is 54 square miles. 

MAXIMUM ANNUAL RUN-OFF 
For the basis of this study a 1:20 year high flow run-off is 

assumed for the design of the diversion system. The 1 :20 yea~ high annual 
run-offs for the Clearwater Rivers and Hangingstone Rivers are evaluated 
to be as follows: 

Water Course 

Clearwater River @ Draper 
Hangingstone River @ McMurray 

Area 

9,380 
344 

1:20 Run-off, 
(Acre Feet) (A.F.) 
5,400,000 

400,000 

By comparison the estimated 1 :20 year run-off of Beaver Creek at 
the proposed site is assumed as 140,000 A.F. The monthly distribution of 
these flows is assumed to be similar to the adjacent streams and is tabulated 
as follows: 

Month 

May 
June 
July 
August 

PEAK RUN-OFF 

% of Annual Run-off 

37 
32 
20 
4 

Run-off 
{Acre Feet) 
52,000 
45,000 
28,000 
5,000 

For this drainage area the high flows indicated for May would 
normally result from snow melt. This condition usually produced moderately 
high flow for sustained periods which can be more easily regulated than the 
high peak flows that are generated by summer storms. Therefore, although 
the highest run-off is shown for May, storage conditions will likely be more 
critical for June and July since storage must be available for high run-off 
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over short periods. 
Advice was solicited from the Water Resources Division of the 

Alberta Department of Environment on the estimated 1 :20 year peak unit 
runoff for the project area. This authority suggested a range of from 

· 25 to 50 cfs per square mile. Other experience with peak flows in Northern 
Alberta suggests the use of a value of 30 cfs per square mile or 3,800 
cfs for the Beaver Creek catchment above the diversion dam. 

in 1963: 

Following is a note by the late Gordon Moore, Syncrude, written 

11 Talked to Mr. Grimble of Grimble & Associates today. He 
said the culverts at Beaver Creek on the road to McKay were 
2-9 ft. diameter culverts. 
11 First time were supposed to be 10 ft. apart but contractor 
put them 3 ft. apart and compacted them by hand but put 
material in too fast. The banks washed out between the 
culverts. The contractor moved them to another location 
where there was a spring under one of the culverts which no 
one noticed. The spring washed material from around the 
culvert. Pipes should have been installed to take away 
the spring water. The pipes never overtopped and Mr. Grimble 
feels they were large enough. The culvert collapsed some 
but not completely. 
11 Bob says the Forest Ranger said they were worried about the 
water overtopping the road as the culverts were running full. 
Suggest using 10 ft. diameter culverts. 11 

STORAGE REGULATION 
The function of the diversion dam is to divert flows from 

Beaver Creek as well as to provide storage for regulating outflow and thereby 
reducing the cost of the hydraulic conveyances from the reservoir. Preliminary 
routing studies, on a monthly basis, were carried out for the 1:20 year inflow 
indicated in 3.3 to evaluate the flow regulation for two dam crest elevations. 
The result of this study are tabulated as follows: 
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Maximum Gross *Live Regulated 
Dam Crest Water Storage Storage Outflow, 
Elevation Elevation A.F. A. F. cfs 

1025 1020 20,000 12,000 900 
1020 1015 12,000 4,000 1,600 

*The indicated live storage is based on a drawdown elevation of 1013. 

The values used for the area storage curve for the Beaver Creek reservoir 
are obtained from the following table obtained from the available topography. 

Elevation 

995 
1 ,013 

1,020 

Beaver Creek Reservoir 
Including Ruth Lake 
Area-Storage Table 

Flooded Area in Acres 

5 

450 
2,500 

Storage A.F. 

100 
8,000 

20,000 
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=====-4~--============= 
1 4 2 4 0 • 1 1 5 A V E N U E , E D M 0 N T 0 N, A L B E R T A 

Date Reported: January 10, 1973 LABORATORY REPORT NL~BER: E73-1696 

SYNCRUDE CANADA LTD. 

KIND OF SAHPLE: Water ~~LL: Beaver Creek 

DATE SAMPLED: Nove~ber 28, 1972 · DATE RECEIVED: November 29, 1972 

E73-1696-l: 
I 

Beaver Creek (Upper) Sampled at 9:50A.M. 
at Diversion Site. 

E73-1696-2: Beaver Creek (Lower) Sampled at 2:10P.M. 
Temperature 0°C. 

CALCULATED SODIUM (Mg/1) 

CAtcnnvr (Mg I 1) 

MAG~~SIUH (Ng/1) 

SULFATE (Mg/1) 

CHLORIDE (Hg/1) 

··CARBONATE 0Ig/1) 

BICARBONATE (Ng/1) 

DISSOLVED SOLIDS (:Hg/1): Evaporated 
Ignited 

SUSPENDED SOLIDS (Hg/1): Dried 
Ignited 

OIL & GREASE (Mg/1) 

PHENOLS (Hg/1) 

SULPHIDES (i·Ig/1) 

COLOR NUMBSR 

E73-1696-1 

56 

36 

. 12 

8. 

4 

Nil 

302 

8.2 

'448 
272 

10.0 
6.4 

0.6 

0.024 

<0.05 

140 

E73-1696-2 

-.a---
-----
-----
.. ....... 
----
--..... 

__ .. _ 

----
., ...... 
----
0.1 

0.002 

110 

Continued ••• 
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Syncrudc Canada Ltd. Laboratory Report Number: E73-l696 

BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEf7 DH!AND (Hg/1) 

CHEMICAL OXYGEN DEHA~'D (Hg/1) 

THRESHOLD ODOR NlJHBER 

TOTAL Mfr!O~IA AS N (Hg/1) 

NITRATES (Hg/1) 

SILICA (Hg/1) 

TOTAL PHOSPHATE (Mg/1) 

ORTHO PHOSPHATE (Mg/1) 

NICKEL (Mg /1) 

MANGANESE (Hg/1) 

IRON (Mg/1) 

. LEAD (Mg/1) 

ZINC (Mg/1) 

CRROMIUH (Hg/1) 

COPPER (Hg/1) 

ARSENIC (Hg/1) 

SELENIUH (Hg/1) 

. CADMIUM (Hg/1) 

URANIUM n!g/1) 

HERCURY (PPB) 

BORON (Hg/1) 

ALUHINtTH (~1g/1) 

COBALT (Hg/1) 

E73-1696-l 

. ~: ;.· ..... ~·/_ .. ~,: ': .. 
,· . 

(1.0 

314 

·s 

'' -~J.21 

<o.5 

13.2 

0.15 

0.13 

0.04 

o.os 

3.28 

0.02 

0.07 

<0.01 

0.02 

<0.01 

<0.005 

<0.01 

<0. 001 

0.24 

. 0.24 

0.02 

E73-1696-2 

...... 

......... 
----
___ .. 

13.2 

0.13 

. 0.07 

...... 
2.45 

...... 
-----
----
...... 
........ 

....... 

-----
......... 
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1 4 2 4 0 - 1 1 5 A V E N U E , E D M 0 N T 0 N, A L B E R T A 

Date Reported: January 4, 1973 tABORl\TORY RET'ORT NL'i-!BER: E73-1699 

SYNCRUDE CANADA LTD. 

KIND OF SAHPLE: Water 

DATE RECEIVED: November 29, 1972 
I 

TE~WERATURE: 0°C. 

PHENOLS 

CllEHICAL OXYGEN DE1-1i\ND 

COLOR NUMBER 

SULPHIDES 

BORON 

VANADIUM 

LEAD 

IRON 

MERCURY 

WELL: Poplar Creek 

DATE SA11PLED: November 29, 1972 @ 
1:40 P.H. 

0.003 Mg/1 

34.4 Mg/1 

120 

<0.05 Mg/1 

<0.2 Mg/1 

<..001 Mg/1 

0.03 Mg/1 

1.78 Mg/1 

0.12 PPB 
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OPERATOR: SYNCRUDE CAJ.~ADA LTD. -REPORT NUMBER: E72-8{)1 

DA iE SAMPLED: See Below DATE RECEIVED: September 29, 1972 . DATE REPORTED: November 7, i972 

KI!>1J OF SMll'LE: Water 

E72-801-l: 
E72-801-2: 
E72-801-3: 
E72-801-4: 

Athabasca River @ Bridge. Sampled at 11:30 A.M. on September 29, 1972 
Beaver Creek@ Campsite. Sampled at 4:30 P~M.·on September 28, 1972 
Athabasca River @ Dock. Sampled at 8:30 A.M. on September 29, 1972 
Mackay River. Sampled at 9:30 A.M. on September 29, 1972 

E72-80105: Poplar Creek. Sampled at 1:00 P.M. on September 30, 1972 

LABORATORY Nu~ER 
DETEPl·lE~ATION E72-801-1 E72-801-2 E72-801-3 E72-801-4 

Dissolved oxygen Mg/1. 11.9 @ 5°C 12.0 @ 4°C 12.1 @ 4°C 12.5 @ 3°C 

Calculated sodium Mg/1. 10 66 11 62 

Calcium Mg/1. 37 41 37 46 

Hagnesium Mg/1. 10 13 10 19 

Sulphate Ng/1. 28 . 16 29 60 . 
Chloride Mg/1. 4.5 9.8 5.2 . 20 

Carbonate Mg/1. Nil 2.2 Nil 2.0 

Bicarbonate Ng/1. 146 325 146 . 284 

pH @ 77°F ----- 8.1 8.3 8.1 8.4 

Dissolved Solids: Evap. Ng/1. 209 522 207 406 

Ignited Mg/1. 131 290 140 329 

Suspended solids: Dried Mg/1. 10.8 3.6 ~ 10.8 1.6 

Ignited Mg/1. 8.0 3.2 .. 10.4 1.2 

E72-801-5 

110 

47 

24 

18 

126 

Nil 

317 

8.2 

531 

385 

3.2 

2.0 

-· 

Continued ••••••••• 
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- PAGE \...NEMi\..1-\l ~ ~E<.n .. vGl· lr. ... ~Rt .. - rUt __ .M __ .., 

OPERATOR: STh"'CRUDE Cf.J:J.PJJA LTD. REPORT NUMBER: E72-801-

DATE SAMPLED: See Page 1 DATE RECEIVED: September 29, 1972 DATE REPORTED: November 7, l972 

LABORATORY NUMBER 
DETER..."-1INATION E72-801-l E72-801-2 E72-801-3 E72-801-4 E72-801-5 

Oil and grease Mg/1. 2.4 1.2 1.3 1.5 0.4 

Phenols Mg/1. 0.002 0.012 0.004 0.003 

Sulphides 'Hg/1. <0.05 ~0.05 <0.05 <0.05 

Colour number ----- 15 60 20 80 

Biochemical oxygen demand Mg/1 4 6 6 . 5 9 

Che~ical oxygen demand Mg/1. 34.7 102.8 71.6 92.7 

Tnreshold odour number ----- 3 3 10 20 4 

Ar~onia (total as N) Mg/1. 0.13. '0.14 0.18 0.09 

Nitrates as NO::; Ng/1. (0.5 <0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5 

Silica Mg/1. 25.7 20.6 30.0 15.3 9.4 

Total phosphate as P04 Hg/1. . 0.07 0.12 0.05 0.15 0.06 

Ortho phosphate as P04 Ng/1. 0.04 0.07 0.01 0.08 0.05 

Nickel Mg/1. 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 . 0.04 
-

Manganese Mg/1. 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 

Iron Ng/1. 0.34 0.84 0.46 0.47 1.25 

Lead Mg/1. 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.05 

Zinc · Hg/1. 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 

Continued •••••••••• ;$ 
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'- H Enu CA u. "" GcuL.Ov11... ... · LABOKA a'ORJ t~ ltrtH fED 

OPERATOR: SYliC_RUDE C/ili!UJA LTD. REPORT NUMBER: E72-801 

DATE SAMPLED: See Page 1 DATE RECEIVED: September 29, 1972 DATE REPORTED: November 7, 1972 . . 

DETERMINATION E72-801-1 E72..:.aol-2 
.. LABORATORY NilliDEf 

E72-801-3 . E72-801-4 E72-801-5 

Chrorr:ium Mg/1. <:0.01 <0.01 <. 0. 01 I <'0.01 <0.01 
! 

Copper Mg/1. 0.01 0.01 <0.01 0.01 0.01 

Arsenic Mg/1. <0.01 (0.01 <0.01 . <0.01. <"0.01 

Selenium Hg/1. <0.005 <0.005 <0.005 <0.005 

Cadmium Mg/1. <O.Ol <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 

Vanadium Mg/1. <o. 001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Hercury P.P.B. 2.15 6.75 3.28 1.63 

Boron Mg/1. <=o. 2 <0.2 <0.2 <0.2 

Aluminum Ng/1. 0.52 0.49 0.70 0.52 0.42 

Cobalt Mg/1. 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 
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SYNCRUDE MILDRED LAKE PROJECT 

WATER SUPPLY STUDY 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

11.1 SCOPE OF STlJDY 

This'study has been carried out by Underwood McLellan 
& Associates Limited in accordance with Agreement No. 9776-
EA-32-A-1 Amendment No. 1 with canadian Bechtel Limited. This 
Report summarizes conceptual engineering investigations defined 
as Phase 1 and as outlined in Section 1. 3 of Exhibit D, a copy 
of which is appended to this Report. 

1.2 PROJECT BACKGROUND 

Syncrude Canada Limited proposes building a mining and 
extraction plant in the Athabasca Tar Sands deposit approxi
mately twenty-five miles north of Fort McMurray and five miles 
west of the Athabasca River in Lease 17. 

l. 3 WATER SYSTEM CRI'l,ERIA 

The proposed water supply system is to provide a firm 
supply of 50,000 USGPM during the initial 3 years of operation 
reducing to approxim3tely 31,000 USGPM thereafter. This rate 
is to be met on a continuous basis 24 hours per day and 365 
days per yeu:r:. 

The criteria which have influenced the study are: 

( i) safety 

(ii) reliability 

(u.J) economy 

1.. 



(iv) minimize environmental impact 

(v} avoid conflict of land use with mining area 
and plant site 

(vi} locate all facilities inside boundaries of 
Lease 17. 

Because of the magnitude of investment dependent on a 
firm water supply "reliability" has replaced economy as the 
second most important design criteria behind safety. 

I 

The magnitude of the water supply required precludes the 
use of all possible water sources except the Athabasca River. 

1.4 DESCRIPTION OF AREA 

In broad terms the study area consists of the Athabasca 
River as the eastern boundary, a low river valley plain approx
imately 3,000 feet wide, a steep escarpment rising 200 to 250 
feet above river level, and relatively flat terrain extending 
westward to Beaver Creek some five miles inland. Other siqni
ficant surface features include Horseshoe Lake along the valley 
plain and Mildred Lake on the tt:tble lands west of the escarp
ment. 

The pilot plant, dock, camp, and airstrip established in 
the early '60's by Cities Services Ltd. arc located in the 
extreme southeast corner of Lease 17 adjacent to the Athabasca 
River. 

1. 5 STUDY OHGANIZNL'ION 

The study team v;as headquartered in the Edmonton officc:!s 
of Underwood McLell<m & Associates Limited. Direct communicu
tion on technical math~rs was nw intaincd between the Liaison 
Engineer for Canadian Bechtel Ltd. and thco U~lA Project Enc::;ineer. 
Conumm.ication;::; regarding cont.r~lctual m:.::ltters was c<.lrried out 
by the UMA PJ:-oject l\lan<.1ger and Canadian BE~chtel' s Contract Man
ager. 

2. 



The study wan organized into several phases including: 

(i) Data search and review 

(ii) Analysis of river regime 

(iii) River soundings 

(iv) Soil test borings (carried out by others} 

(v} Study of alternative schemes 

(vi) Refinement of recommended scheme 

(vii} Preparation of report and drawings 

0 



CHAP'l'ER 2 

RIVER REGIME - ATHABASCA RIVER 

2.1 STREZ\MFJ.JOW I STAGE. RELA'l'IONSHIPS 

The Athabasca River at Lease 17 has a drainage basin of 
about 50,000 square miles. Daily streamflow records have been 
maintained by the Water Survey of Canada about three miles 
downstream of McMurray since 1958. Mean annual discharge is 
22,900 CFS. Maximum recorded instantaneous discharge is 
150,600 CFS on June 30, 1960, and minimum recorded daily dis
charge is 3,410 CFS on February 3, 1964. These extreme dis
charges correspond to gauge height readings of 18.6 feet and 
1.9 feet, respectively. In other words, the maximum discharge 
recorded at the McMurray station resulted in a river level 
16.7 feet higher than the minimum level recorded - over a 14-
year period. The stage-discharge relationship for open water 
conditions at the McMurray gauging station is shown on Figure 
1. The mean monthly discharges for the period of record are 
·shown on f' igure 2. 

2. 2 ICE J.l\f"l, STAGE_ RELATION?JIIPS 

Little data is available on ice jam occurances in the 
vicinity of Lease 17. One Syncrude employee who has resided 
at the Compr-:my's campsite for the past eight years reports 
that an ice jam which occurred about a half mile downstream 
of the Syncrude dock during breakup in 1970 or 1971 created 
the highest flood levels during his period on site - about 
four feet of water over the existing pumphouse floor level, 
with large ice flows spilling onto the camp air strip area. 
This watE.~r level co:r::r.:-esponds r"o about 24 feet above normal 
winter ice level. 

A study carried out by T. Blench & Associates Ltd. for 
the Provincial Planning Board in 1964, titled "Flood Protection 
Proposals for McMllrr<ly", contz.J .. i.ns valuable information regard
ing the frcq\1f~ncy and magnitude: of flood levels caused by ice 
jams at tho Town of Fort McMurray. It must be pointed out that 
the river regime witJ1 respect to ice jam formation at Fort 
McMurray presents different factors than exist at Lease 17. 
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The conditions at McMurray prior to construction of the Snye 
Dyke are considered to have been more conducive to severe ice 
jam formation due to the confluence with the Clearwater River. 
The ice jam frequency and stage curves prepared by T. Blench 
& Associates Ltd. at McMurray and shown on Figure 3 are, there
fore, considered to be conservative for the river reach through 
Lease 17. 

2.3 SUSPENDED SEDIMENT 

Misc~llaneous suspended sediment measurements were taken 
in the Athabasca at McMurray during 1967 and 1968 by the Water 
Survey of Canada. Daily samples have been collected since 1969 
and records are available for suspended sediment content. In 
addition, particle size analyses have been done for selected 
samples during this period. 

A fairly good correlation exists between river discharge 
and suspended sediment content, particularly for the higher 
discharge rates. Based on this co~relation and the duration 
curve for discharges at HcHurru.y u.s calculated by the Wu.ter 
Resources Division, Department of the Environment, the duration 
curve for suspended sediment loadings has been prepared shown 
on Figure 4. Using the median sediment duration curve the cum
ulative percent of suspended sediment vs percent of time was 
prepared and is shown as Figure 5. It can be readily seen that 
50 percent of the annual river sediment loading occurs in 10 
percent of the year - namely the flood season. 

During the short period of record the maximum suspended 
sediment loading me<::u:;ured was 4,800 ppm. The particle size 
distribution~; as sho\VTl on F igun~ 6 indicate that the suspended 
sediment contains about 25 percent sand particles, 
and is thus of an abrasive nature. In addition, the moving 
11 bed load" for which quantitative measm~c-~ments are not avail
able probably consists of a fluid layer of coarse sands, gravel 
and co"bbles, several fcc,::t thick tr<.tvellinq inunedi0tely above the 
riverbed during high c1.ischargc:r;, One particle si7.e analysis 
of "b<::)d load" material is a va ilablc and is shown on l" igure 6. 

THIS l-TTCJl SEDU;!;f1'1' CON'l'l·.N'J' CONS'l'l'l'UTES ONE OF 'rilE JYll\JOl~ 

DII<'FlCUL'I'IES 'I'O BE OVEI.:CX)ME IN PUMPING \iJ/\.'T'El~ FI~.OM 'I'IJE ATill\JJASCA 
RIVEF~ 'l'O '1'llE ~-~YNCRUDF PI .. l\N'l' SJ'J't·:. 
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2. 4 RIVER SOUNDINGS AND CHANNEL CHARACTERIS'l'ICS 

The Athabasca River can be classified as a young-to
mature river, of relatively straight alignment, with a slope 
of about one foot per mile, and an average width of 1,500 
to 2,000 feet. 

In the river reach through Lease 17, the riverbed is 
bedrock controlled. Limestone outcrops control channel loca
tions at the sites shown on Drawings No. 113 & 114. Between 
these outcrops the river channel is free to shift, alternately 
eroding and depositing alluvial material. . Abandoned channels 
exist at several locations - in particular, Horseshoe Lake 
and Saline Lake are undoubtedly ancient channels. 

In order to define channel location and depth along the 
reach of river in Lease 17, a river sounding survey was carried 
out by UmA in January, 1973. Drawings No. 113 & 114 show the 
locations of the cross-sections sounded. Addi·t ional soundings 
were intended in the vicinity of Site No.1 but due to unsafe 
ice conditions they were impossible to obtain. 

The results of the soundings confirmed our earlier assess
ment of channel location with one exception. It was expected 
that the main channel at Site No.2 would lie along the west 
bank. The soundings revealed that the channel was split and 
that the deepest channel in fact was along the east bank. 

Discussions were held with an employee of Northern Trans
port Co. who had logged 40 years onthe river as a tugboat cap
tain. His knowledge of cha!"mel locat.ion and depth were la·ter 
confirmed by our river soundings again \vith the exception of 
the split channel at Site No.2. 

From the point of view of channel ~3tability of location 
and adequate depth, Site No.1 offers ·the best intake location. 
Site No.2 may be subject to periodic channel shifting as evi
denced by the split channel. Site No.3 is not bedrock con
trolled and is currently subject to severe erosion. 

From the point. of vi<:'W of founcl::d.ion conditions for con
struction of a major concrete structure, Site No.2 offers the 
most compct:ent bedrock fot·JnaU.on with Site No.1 only slightly 
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less massive and perhaps more weathered. Site No. 3 shows 
no evidence of bedrock. 

In summary, it is our opinion that Site No. 1 offers 
the best intake site in Lease 17 in terms of river stability 
and will provide sutisf~ctory foundation conditions. 

7. 



CHAP'l'ER 3 

RECOMMENDED vJATER SUPPLY SCIIEME 

3. 1 GENERAL 

The recommendE-~d scheme which is detailed in the following 
sections has been selected primarily because it offers the 
greatest degree of RELIABILITY, and at the same time, is one of 
. the more economical arrangements evaluated. The high degree of 
reliability is due to the following: 

(i) large volume of system storage in Mildred Lake 
which allows shutting down pumping units during 
heavy river silt loadings; 

(ii) less wear and tear on lo-lift and hi-lift pumps 
due to (i) - in fact, more rugged pumping units 
would be required without (i); 

(iii) simplicity of system operating controls due to 
greater reaction time provided by storage in the 
system. 

M1ile the environmental impact on Mildred Lake has not been 
studied in detail, it is probable that the ecosystem created by 
increased Mildred Lake levels, while -different, will in fact be 
an improvement over the existing ecosystem. 

As detailed in the following sections, the recommended 
water supply system consif3b~ of: 

(i) a river intake and low-lift pumping station at 
Site No. l; 

(ii) a sedimentation basin of about 265 acres contained 
by ec:1rthen ernb.::tnkmcnts; 

(iii) a high-lift pumping station in the northwest corner ·
of the sedimentation hLsin; 

(iv) 6400 lineal fer:~t of lin-inch I.D. concrete cylinder 
pipe; 
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(v) a storage reservoir of approximately 7400 acre 
feet created by raising Mildred Lake to about 
elevation 1015~ 

(vi) a raw water pumping station along the northwest 
shore of Mildred Lake and conduit to the plant 
site distribution system. 

The final size of the sedimentation basin and Mildred Lake 
reservoir will be determined during Phase II detailed engineer
ing. 

Drawings No. 106 and No.l07 show the general arrangement 
of structures while Drawing No. 108 shows the center line 
profile along the reconunended supply scheme. 

Access roads ·to the structure sites have been the subject 
of a separate study; where applicable proposed dykes will serve 
as extensions of the road system. 

3. 2 RIVER INTAKE l1]:W LOW :~>IPT PUJ'VIPING STATION 

Sii:e No.1 ha::> been selected as ·the most suitable river 
intake site with respect ·to s·table river channel location and 
depth. It also offers suitable founda·tion conditions in terms 
of a limestone outcrop and likely shallow bedrock offshore. 

The headwall type of intake ho.s been selected in order 
to minimize conflict vJith river navigu.t.ion. 'J'he intu.ke is 
projected into the river channel and skei,Jed a·t an angle to 
river alignment to promote river current deflection and thereby 
create a self-scouring action across the intake face. In this 
manner, deposition of alluvial material at the intake face 
will be minbnized. This type of structure has been found to work 
very successfully on ·the reccmt.ly constructe<] river intake for 
Edmonton Power at the Clover Bar thermal generating station on 
the North Saskatchewu.n River. 

' Additional river soundin9s plu.s bore holes are required 
to detcnnine the optimum locu.tion of the structure in relation 
to bedrock depths. 
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The low-lift pumping station shown on Drawing No. 109 
utilizes three mixed"-flow pumping units, two of which will 
deliver 60,000 USGPM with the third unit as standby under 
normal conditions but also available to provide make-up water 
to refill depleted storage. 'I'he mixed-flow pumps operating 
at a low speed of 585 rpm will provide low maintenance and 
high reliability factors under all but the most severe river 
sediment loading conditions. In the same regard, low-level 
and high-level intake openings are provided in the headwall 
to each pump bay - the low level gates to be closed during 
higher river levels when fluid bed loading conditions exist 
·to prevent admission of these coarse particles to the pumping 
chambers. 

While gates have been shown for the upper intake openings, 
it is recomrnended that equalizing openings be provided to pre
vent inadvertent dewatering of pump bays when river level exceeds 
about elevation 775. Water levels above 775 occur for relatively 
shott periods; dewatering of pump bays Rt these higher levels 
will impose severe structural design criteria on the foundation 
walls and slnb. 

Coarse trashracks and fine travelling screens have been 
provided for each pumping bay to prevent entry of large flouting 
debris and ice flows in the former case, and to exclude marine 
life in the latter as required by the Department of the Environ
ment. The travelling screens have been sized to mc:tintain velo
cities below 2 fps through gro~;s screen areas at minimum river 
level. At higher river levels, when ··suspended and floatin9 
debris will be in higher concentrations, the velocities through 
gross screen areas will be considerably less. Ice buildup on 

' . 
trashracks may present operating difficuJ.ties - the retractable 
weather curtain and lw<lters shown abov(~ the trashrc1cks should 
eliminat~ this probJ.cm. Stoplog slots have been provided in the 
event that maintenanc(') is requin:·d on inlet gates. 

A service bay hclS been provided to ullow space for assem
bly, maintenance,. etc. of equipmnnt. It is recommc.~nded that 
this buy b' ccmstruch:,c't ident.ic:c1l to the-.: others in the event 
that a fourth pumping unit is required in the fut u:t.·e to provide 
for an exp<1nded plant J:cquircm'.:'nt. 
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The pump control system should be operable only from the 
pumphouso though a monitoring system to do·tect pump shut-down 
and reservoir level should be installed at the main plant site 
operating room. 

Automatic motor and pump protection devices are required 
for wetwell low level, motor bearing overheat, excessive vibra
tion, motor overload, high and low discharge pressure. Auto
matic control valves are required at each pump discharge to 
maintain a constant pumping head because of the variable river 
level. 

3.3 SEDIMENTATION BASIN 

Heavy sediment loading during high river discharges 
presents the most difficult design condition to be overcome. 
Experience at G.C.O.S. and at installations on the North 
Saskatchewan River have shown that the combination of high 
river sediment content and high head - high volume pumps re
sults in very high pump maintenance cost and low system relia
bility. It has, therefore, boon our philosophy to (a) remove 
sediment content before high-lift pumping, and (b) be able to 
stop or reduce pumpinq during extreme sediment conditions by 
providing adequate system stor~ge. As a by-product, this sys
tem will also deliver water of superior quality to the plant 
site. 

An additional problem wouJ.d result if sediment were not 
removed as proposed; a direct pumping system terminating in 
a raw water pond at the plant site would deliver about 20 to 
30 acre feet (about 50,000 cubic yards) of. sediment to the 
pond each yeur, of which about no percent would settle out in 
the pond. Unless the pond were constructed to a very large 
size, it would be necessary to periodically dredge the pond, 
creating a sludge disposal problem .. 

The sedimentation basin proposed huc.3 been sized as shown 
for the fol.lO\ving rec:tsons: 

(i) the estimated period for 5 feet of deposition 
is 150 years - el:i.minut.ing the need for dredging 

and sludge disposal; 
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(ii) between 65 percent and 85 percent of total 
suspended solids will be settled out includ
ing some colloidal particles; 

(iii) results in the shortest pipeline length to 
Mildred Lake and eliminates pipeline in the 
low-lying muskeg area along the river valley. 

Figure 7 shows the estimated rate of deposition in the 
sedimentation basin vs basin area. 

The top of basin dykes are required to be elevation 795 
to prevent overtoppin~ by high river levels caused by ice jam 
conditions. Dyke section "X" (Dwg #106) serves a dual purpose in that 
it is also intended to decrease the possibility of an ice jam 
occuring near the intake by preventing spillage into the old 
river channel to the west which causes river velocities to 
drop and ice jam format ion to occur. Dyk.e "X" and to some 
extent Dyke "B" will improve river hydraulics d~1r:Lng breakup 
conditions moving ice jams downstream. A tree screen and 
heavy rip rap are required on the river side of Dykes "X" and 
''B" to prevent scouring due to ice action and hic:rh velocities. 

Preliminary soils datu has shown that Dyke "E" crosses 
a zone of deep muskeg and that the material underlying Dykes 
"B" and "X" is sand. 'l'he sedimentation basin are<:~ lies in an 
abandoned river channel and may be underlain by coarser ullu
vial deposits that could permit excessive seepage to occur. 
A more detailed soil testing program is required in orde1: to 
accurately determine the seepage losses that \dill occur. 

The maximum bc:sin size :r.econmH::n~.l";cl is 265 acres with FSL 
at elevation 790 i:lS shown on the Ge11eral Arrans~.:~ment. Figure 
7 shows that the estimated time for 5 fset of deposition to 
occur in a 265 acre basin i:c; 150 ye:n·~..~ (assuminq 10 percent 
shut -down time dur.Lng high river lou.cJ in9s) . Should furU1cr 
soil testing reveu.l that seepage los;..;e~; or dykQ construction 
costs will be exces~dve, a rc~cluction in the size of basin should 
be considct:<::~d. Again, from Figure 7, it is ostimated that a 
basin of 130 acre!:; surface <:lrc<:-t will hu.ve a "5--foot life" of 
75 yea1~s ~lSE;umin0 10 percent ~;hut-dmvn. Basin::-; of smaller size 
will require periodic dredging. 
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3.4 HIGH LIFT PUMPING STA'riON 

The high lift pumping system consists of four vertical 
turbine pumps, three of which operating in parallel will de
liver the design capacity of 61,000 USGPM to Mildred Lake. 
This capacity allows fo~ 11 month's pumping per year, a 5 
percent loss in pump and motor efficiency and a 5 percent 
allowance for seepage and evaporation loss~s from Mildred Lake 
Lake. One additional pumping unit is avail~ble on a standby 
basis. Four units offer the most economical arrangement and 
will also suit the lower future pumping rate. 

Foundation conditions <J.t the pumr)ing station are unknown 
though it is suspected that the surface knoll is caused by 
shallow bedrock. Test drilling is required to locate bedrock 
surface and to determine its competence. vvetwcll floor eleva
tion should be at elevation 765 to provide adequate pump sub
mergence and may be lower dependent on bedrock conditions. 

A preliminary economic comparison of capital cost of pipe
line, pumps and motors and operating cost has indicated that 
.the most econon1icul line size is LJ.8~ir!cll I .D. Figure 8 sho'"w~ls 

the system curve uslng b40U .Lineal teet ot 48-inch I.D. plpe 
with 11 C" factors of 120 and 140 and with the mc:-1xi.mum range of 
static head. 

A preliminary analysis h2s shmm that the water hammer 
resulting from a power failure presents a very severe condition. 
The high velocity (12 .4 fps) v7hich will occur wi"~h 3 units run
ning at minimum static head could result in severe water col
umn separation and I'C:~[-:Jultant hammer in the event of a power 
failure unless surge protection equipment is provided. A m6re 
detailed analysis :i.~~ underv.'<:1y to deter.TtLLne the bc:st method of 
dampening surge pressures to approxj.m~tely plus or minus 50 
percent of normal O[llcc::~lting pressure. For the rnoment 1 wo sug
gest that an allowance be made for surgo protection equipment 
in the order of $100,000. 'l'he equi.pmr.:!nt could consist of com
bination air inlet and surge release anticipating valves as 
shown on Dr<:nving No. 111 1 or an enclcx;ecl surge;, tc:mk with com
pre!'"JSed <:1i1: cLu:;hion. Purt11c:~J: information will bo forwa:ccled on 
the sur9c p.cotecticm r.>y~:;tcm v..'lwn this ;malysis ic> completed. 
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3. 5 PIPELJJlr!. 

An economic conwarison was carried out to determine 
optimum pipeline size. Several key assumptions were made 
in the comparison, changes in which could alter the final 
pipeline size. For example, the supply rate of 50,000 USGPM 
is assumed to be required for the_first three years only, drop
ping to 31,000 USGPM ·thereafter. Three different electrical 
energy cost::> ( 1<~/I<I'l Hr. 1 1~¢/KW Hr. and 2¢/I<I'l Hr.) have been 
used. The interest rate in determining present worth of con
sumed energy has been taken as 8 percent. Based on these 
factors the optimum pi_pe size is 48-inch I.D. 1 except for the 
2¢/I& Hr. energy coGt where ·the optimum size is 54-inch I.D. 

I 

F igurc 9 shows ·the cost comparison curves. 

As discussed in Section 3.4 1 further study of the water 
hammer conditions may indicate that the additional cost of 
larger pipe will be offset by lovler costs for surge protection 
equipment. 

'l1he recommendecl 'dater supply scheme: results in the shortest 
possible lengt~h of pipeline, G-100 lineal feet, and eliminates 
pipeline in deep mu:::keg areas. •rhe most uiff icult pipeline 
construction problem will be construction up the escarpment, 
an average-~ ::.:lope of more tha_n 20 percent. 'rhe sect ion west of 
the escarpment to Mildred La}(e is t.hrough relatively easy 
ground cond:i_·U.ons. Terminal pipe sections at the high-lift 
pumping sta·tion and the Hildrcc1 I,ake out.le·t structure will 
present some special clifficul.-ties. All pipeline should be 
buried wiU1 G to 8 feet of cover to prevent frost penetration 
and provide protection. Special measures will be required to 
prevent erosion of backfilled trench in the steep escarpment 
section. 

Two types of _pipe have becrl cons i.dcrcd for t.he pressure 
main - concrc;te cy l :indl.:}.' pipe and ins it u lined th i.n·-wall st.ee 1 
pipe. 'l'o be: cconomicz:tlly con. pet: i·t i ve it is our exper iencc that 
steel pipe !llw:;l: be of ;.:;uffic i.r)nt.ly thin \'/all th<xl:. the surround
ing bedding forms part of U1c ~tructural system of the pipe. 
"Higid wall" steel pipe does not compc~te favourably with con
crete cyl inclc'!r pipe. 'Jfhe ava ilabilit:y, plac in9, and compact J.on 
of suitable bedding m.J.t.er ial can become a costly and technically 
difficult problcrn. It is likely that. pip2line construction will 
be carried out durin0 winter conditions which will further aggra
vate bedclin~J placcmr.:nt. 
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concrete cylinder pipe, on the other hand, provides 
structural strength and minimizes the problems of bedding 
and backfill control. It also offers excellent corrosion 
resistance properties. We are, therefore, recommending that 
concrete cylinder pipe be utilized. For the moment, 48-inch 
I.D. pipe has been shown. Further information on water ham
mer and power costs may indicate that 54-inch I.D. pipe is 
required. 

3. 6 MILDI~ED I,AI<E:__ RESERVOIR 

Creating a storage reservoir in Mildred Lake builds a 
very high degree of RELIABILITY into the supply system. Up 
to 7400 acre feet of live storage can be created, which would 
provide sufficient water for ~3hut-downs up to four weeks in 
duration from the river supply. Drawing No. lOG, sheet No. 2, 
shows the storage volumes and surface areas created for var
ious water levels. Figure 10 shows the relationship between 
pumping rate requiccd and live storage;; volume C1.Vailablc. 'l'he 
operating range required will be established in Phase II. 

Utillzing Mi.Ldred La}~e as part o:t the water conveyance 
system reduces the length of pipeline required and subsequently 
the pumping horsepower and pipe diameter. It also eliminates 
the very difficult crossing of the Mildred Lake trench that 
would otherwise be required. 

'l'he proposed provincial highw<:ly south of Mildred Lake 
would form the clo~~ure dyke at the southeast end of the Lake. 
The roa.dway would likely be: built to an elevation higher than 
is requi:r:·E:~d for thE~ reservcd.r. rrhe CJU<Jntitie:c·> ~>hovm in Chapter 
5 include this clo;:;ure dyk<:; in the cc:vc:nt the hir::Jln.,'ay is not 
built. 1:•he south tailingc; pond dam would clo~;·:; the northvl8st 
end of the reservoi.r with '-' ~;mall :=;pur dyke <•.long the lake 
shore. 'l'he naturc-1.1 drain::.H,.rc into Milch·ed Lake would thus be 
utilized in the water system, elimin~ting a problem in dispos
ing of it into or around the: tailings pond. Chapter 5 qLlanti
ties include .the~ r~pur dyk.c but not the~ south tailings pond dam. 
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3. 7 Wl\T'ER QOlq,ITY 

In addition to the greater reliability afforded by the 
recommended scheme, the water delivered to the plant site will 
be of a higher quality than would be avu.ilable from a system 
having little or no storage and sedimentation capacity. The 
large system capacity mukes it possible to eliminate water 
treatment facilities sized to handle extreme river turbidities 
(up to 5000 PPH of suspended solids), by: 

a) permitting shut-dovm of river pumps during periods of 
extreme sediment loading; 

b) providing sediment<l tion, dilution and buffering effects 
resulting in more constant year-round treatment require
ments. 

Since treatment wor}~.s will not be subject to extreme 
fluctuation in raw water quality: 

(i) treahnent operation vJill be sjmplified 

(ii) costs for chemical additives will be reduced 

(iii) bad;-.\:Jash wat.:o:~r vo lumcs will be reduced 

( i v) sludge blov·nlO\\Tl. and di::;po.:-:;al volumc:~s will be reduced. 

The diversion of AthabascD. River wa·ter into J.'>1ildred Lake 
should not. rc:.:;ul t in adverse conditions in Hildred Luke. The 
available test data show~:; t:he t'.•7o water bodies to be chemically 
similar: 

pH 
LangeLier IrH'lcx 
Ryznar Index 

7.8 to 8.1 
+0. 3 to- 0. 3 

7. 5 t.o 8. 6 

7.8 
+0.2 

7.4 

Raising tho level of Hildrr::c1 LcJ.ke by 15 t.o 20 .feet will cu.use 
the flooding of approxi~~teJy 25n acres of shoreline, consisting 
of heavy tree· cover in well-c.:!J:::..i.ncd a1:·c~t;.~ and mu::::}:cg in low, 
flat. <t.reas. 'l'rees \vi l L be~ .. c~lc;_u:c~d prior to flood :i nq w it.h root. 
sys l:c:w~:; left. :in place:. 'Ihc: or~F" n ic decc'!tiJ>Y" L. ion of the prcclom·
inanL.ly cc:llulose rnatc:.r..i_;d will Clccur u.t <1 :.=;low rate over a number 
of yc~u:~;. No:rm::_lly, t.h j~·; would J'c:.:ult in low dis;;o l'iCd oxygen 
contents, pzu·t icnlar ly under vl iul:.c::t· ice covc:l'. '1'1w high pump inq 
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rate from the Athabasca River will create a rapid turnover 
rate (4 weel::s) in Mildred Lake which will tend to minimize 
these side effects and ·the proposed lake will likely exhibit 
a residual dissolved oxygen content throughout the year. 

3. 8 OTHER SYS'l'EM Fl\.<2.IJ .. rriES 

Amendment No .l to the Ag:r·eemcmt deleted several items 
from the Phase I Conceptual Engineering Study, including: 
the raw wat:er pond pumping stat.ion, the recycle water pond 
pumping sta·Lion, pond 'tJeirs, and ·the temporary construction 
}'later supply. 'rhe conceptual engineering for these facilities 
is to be carried out in Phase II. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ALTERNl\'riVE SUPPLY SCHEMES 

4.1 ALTERNATE No. 1 

A number of altern<"tt ive schemes and variations of schemes 
have been asses:::;ed during the study. These include: 

Alternatc~ __ R:"f_~~-Lo'iv·-lift pmnping station at Site No. 1 
or Site No. 2, a larg~ reservoir created by flooding Horseshoe 
Lake to elevation 790±, a high-lift pumping station delivering 
water directly to the plant distribution system through 19,000 
lineal feet of 54-inch I.D. pipeline. The Horseshoe Lake im
poundment would afford over 10,000 acre feet of live storage 
with a 10-foot operating range -about 6 week's supply- and 
would also serv0 as the ''cdimentation basin. Direct pumping 
to the plant sy~;tem would eliminate the nc2d for a r0.w water 
pond and pumpilHJ station at the plant site. The main disadvan
tages of the system are: 

( i) thE.~ possible environmental impact on Horseshoe 
Lake - a stop-over spot for migrating waterfowl; 

(ii) the supply system is vulnerable to a breakage 
in the main pipeline - t~is could be overcome by 
twinning the line, or providing a raw water pond 
and pumping station at the plant site. 

Low-lift pumping station at Site No. 1 utilizing screw 
pumps, a small ~~0,000 ::;quare foo~· c3GdimEJJJ.tation bvsin in two 
cells, a high--lift pumping stat:ion delivering water directly 
to the plant s:i.te throur:rh 25,000 lineal feet of 54-inch pipe
line. 

'I'he mu.in Clisadvanl:;·J.qes of Alt:c~rnat.e No. 2 are: 

( i) lmlc'r' .::~ystem rcli3.L,ility since r.i.voJ: wit.hdru.wals 
would be) madi.:~ cont in tWtt::> ly d u.ci.119 pcrioch of high 
r:LV(~ L" ::-;c-~dimcnt load:inqc>; 
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( ii) to compensz1 to for ( i) , low-lift pumps would 
be a more rugged and costly type such as 
Archimedes screw pwnps; 

(iii) the small sedimentation basin would remove 
approximatuly 25 percent of the sediment -
namely sand and co3rn0r matcri3l. A sludge 
collection system would be iequired to col
lect and dispose of as much as 2 feet of 
deposition per day. Figure ll shows the 
percent of sedimc:mt r<cntoval for smaller sed
imentation b::.1.sins i 

(iv) the high-lift pump::; \·:ould be rnore rugged 
since 75 p(~rccnt of' the suspc:r·,_ded sediment 
WOL:ld remain in the \·J.:tt.cr. Greater standby 
pumping Ccl pac ity fm~ both pu.n:p i.ng stat ions 
(50 percent or mot·c) '.:ould 1x1 J equircd be
cau:::;c of the small :::z,:stcm storc:ge ava:i.l<-d)le. 

(v) sediment deposition, \":c:uld occu.r in the raw 

ioc! ica LLy; ~:.; L u.ctge ca::;posu.l cot~Jct constitute 
a problem; 

(vi) the c<.tpital cost o:C t:hc schcl~le :t.s greatc-::r 

( v u.) 

( . . . ) 
-, V .L 1. ]. 

due to the long pipeline reguired, the rugged 
typn of pu;pL)S, the ~-rn':.Jt~er si.~anr:Jby pc~!~lpinq 

c<:JJ:.l<:tcity. l\nnual cc:::tc> would cd.so be hic.:;her 
because of opcratjng costs to Jredge and dj_s
po~::c: of <:d.L•:l,:ic:: at tJ,e:: foGdimcr.L:<:ttion })iJ.sin and 
l'i:'LV.7 \·Jater >·)nd. 

t1l c· con t ro.!. :-:; )'"' tC:li1 /en~ ri vc j: pu;;lps and high
lift: pumpr---; '·''Jtcld ]),, n;u,_~h mc.n; r:>ophi.sti,.:::::~ted 

:_;:[.nee lit.\:_1(~ :>ystcl., ~•-~i.:o!~agc ]•:; ;J.vailab1e. 
J?ru:1p stc:trt: ·-up and ~~·h ~~L --down .. ,,ould be au l::oma
tic>.tlly r,~cr.1Lated t.;).' '··'<.1tc:r level in tho raw 
v,-·;; l:r::l.' pond L:o prc.'"\'':nt. 0\;-cr-t:•.'ppinq or ru.pid 
depletion :l.n. the) c;v,_crrt: of st;·:-tJen chan~;~.·;; in 
; . .'.1·-"nl~ dem.l:\d. 

! .. '.lr~ :c,;:lil1 t:':.;)<·'L.in•.: ; .. •;;•t\(f cro;;,, cJj_fficuJL. C:ll'C;JS 

of dcc:p ru~:t;,;L,;q alo;·,,:J the.: rive:'· valle.'/ Lotlom, 
!:o,~l:ll of l·l:: .LrJrc·d rJ.1:·:.:;, ;_~nd t.u ::.>o1ne cxLcnt west 
o f ,\l i 1 d n. d l·: ' k ~~ • 



4. 3 HI SCEJJJ..JANEOUS ALTERNJ\TIVES 

Other variations considered included a yravity river 
intake, various sedimentation basin sizes in the Horseshoe 
Lake area, a combined low-lift and high-lift pumping stution, 
etc. At one stage, the_diversion of Beaver River into Mil
dred Lake was contemplated - this scl1cmc would be computible 
with the recorrmwnded water supply sc11r::~me with a subsequent 
reduction in the pumping required from the AthRbasca River. 

•')r\ 
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CHAPTER f 

SUMMARY 

In conducting this study, we have identified certain 
items which are the key physical factors affecting the design 
of a water supply system to the proposed Syncrude Plant site. 
These are: 

(i) difficult river intake design due to shifting, 
shallow river channel, ice jams, and navigation 
aspects of the river; 

(ii) heavy river sediment loadings at flood flows; 

(iii) pipeline crossings of deep muskeg zones; 

(iv) very high system reliability required. 

It is our opinion that the recommended scheme, described 
in detail in Chapter 3 and shown on the drawings, can best 
cope with these physical factors and satisfy the criteria 
established for the system - namely safety, reliability, econ
omy, and minimal environmental impact. 

In summary, the recommended scheme: 

(i) Is designed to deliver a firm water supply of 
50,000 USGPM on a continuous basis for the initial 
3 years of operation, reducing to 31,000 USGPM 
thereafter. 

(ii) Utilizes the best available intake site in terms 
of river channel stability and depth, and pending 
drilling confirmation, will afford suitable bed
rock foundations. The intake should project into 
the channel and be skewed to promote a self-scouring 
action along the face. This arrangement is most 
compatible with the navigational requirements on 
the river. The operating floor should be 30 feet 
above winter ice level to be above probable flood 
levels due to ice jams. 



(iii) 

( iv) 

( v) 

Utilizes three low-lift mixed-flow pumps of slow 
speed ~1ich will ufford a high reliability factor 
and low maintenance cost. Pump controls will be 
operated only from the intake station although 
remote indication of operation will be provided. 

Employs a ~cdimontation basin of sufficient size 
to eliminate the requin::~mcnt for periodic dredging. 
Dyke elevations should be sufficiently high (ele
vation 795) to prevent ovcr:topping clue to flood 
levels in the river caused by icc jams. Further 
soils investigDtions may locate pervious alluvial 
deposits which may neccs::d.t.ate a n;duction in the 
size of the basin. 

Utilizc.~s four high-lift VEJrtical turbine pumps at 
900 rpm and 17 50 HPeach. •rhree units will deliver 
the design cap~city of Gl,OOO USGrM required to 
refill depleted storage ~nd allow for losses due 
to seepage, evaporatio11 an.d reduction in pump effi
ciency. Studies now undorway will better define 
the water hanu,tcr conditions and c:tl.low for a refine-
ment of the mnthod and cost of ~u~ge suppr0ssion. 

(vi) Reduces to a minimum, tl1c~ length of major pipelii1e 
required by ut :Ll izing lVtt ural conveyance through 

(vii) 

the Sf3dimentat ion basin and Nild.cc;)d Lake reservoir. 
crossin9s of dc)cp mu:::>J<..c:s e::.reas arc eliminated. The 
economic pipeline size' h; 48-inch I .D. bao.>cd on an 
assumed reduction in pu,a1_-,ing rate:: after 3 yoars. 
Water l1arnmer ~:;tudies may indicu.tr.:: that a larger size 
is dc~siTable. Concrete cylinder pipe will offer 
the mo:::l: ecouo'~t:~cal in:,:L<cllation in the difficult 
terrain. 

Will provide ;-l hi9h c1cqrcc of sy[Jtern reliability 
by utilizing live stor3g0 in Mj.ldred Lake. Minor 
interruptions in servjcc at the river pumping 
st<:t.tio:t::; will nut <:tffccl U1o w;_Ltcr ~mpply to the 
plant c:~ite. In additic:.n, '.vithctc<:.'.·:zlls from the rivc~1~ 

can br:~ .t·ocluc,<l, or curt~l i.Jod ch:r:i.nq heavy ;c";j lt 
load i~r~J :; to r<.'(i ucc) wc<-1 :: t >n pumJ.:.~lllJ c~quipmcn L and to 
prolonc; tl1c :u .!:~ of tlHc ~:cdinwnt .. ~l.ion Jxu;in inclc~f-

initcly. l'd)C't:':. four \·Jc:,·:k.''; of ~:lol:\tqe in }'l.ildrcd 
I,u.J.~c! 1·muJd be clc~>irabl() for thc~ic purpoE;c::;. 
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e) Main Tailings Pond Data 

Area 

Volume to EL 1095 

Minimum Freeboard Allowance 

f) Plant 6 Tailings 

Area 

Volume to EL 1100 

Minimum Freeboard Allowance 

g) Dtke Criteria 

Materials of Construction for 
Starter Dykes 

Materials of Construction 
for Dykes 

Side Slopes 

Crest Height 

Crest Width 

Width of Downstream Slope 
Access Berms 

Gravel Filters 

6400 acres 

27,600,000,000 CF 

10 ft. 

960 acres 

1,280,000,000 CF 

5 ft. 

Compacted Earth Fill 

Compacted Sand 
Tailings 

' 

1:3 

EL 1105 

20 ft. 

20 ft. 

50' wide x 3' thick 
on all. perimeter 
dykes @ 50 1 

maximum vertical 
distance. 



.4.0 .TAILINGS DISPOSAL - EXTRACTION & FROTH TREATMENT 

4.1 Extraction Plant Tailings to the Pond 

Tailings will be pumped from the Extraction Plant to the 
Tailings Pond at g4,000 tons per hour, 50 percent solids 
by weight and 170 F. Effluents from the upgrading units 
and useable water from the mine pit will also be pumped to 
the pond. 

The tailings sludge fraction, and other influent waters will 
flow to the northern section of the pond for settlement where 
the surface topography is the lowest. After the solids have 
settled out to less than 3 percent by weight, water will be 
reclaimed by pumps mounted on a floating barge and recycled 
to the Extraction Plant. The reclaiming of this partly 
clarified water will commence about 1980. 

The method of hydraulically constructing dykes through a series 
of cells is a conventional operation. The sand tailings dykes 
are hydraulic fill structures involving a compacted downstream 
shell. The thickness of the shell has been designed to 
resist the hydrostatic pressure from contained water and the 
uncompacted tailings solids. 

Because the pond will be filled gradually, and a rapid draw
down condition cannot occur, safety of the dykes poses no 
problem. 

Seepage through the dykes will be controlled by the use of 
continuous internal gravel filters, and will be monitored by 
piezometers. Jhe seepage will reduce with time as voids in 
the sands are sealed by sludge fines; thus contributing further 
to the safety of the dykes. 

This method of dyke building with tailings sands is to be used 
because of its inherent flexibility. 

The ultimate height of the dykes is governed by the rate of 
development of the mine pit. Figures 1 to 3 indicate the life 
of the main tailings pond, its areas and volumes at various 
elevations, and rate of construction of the dykes necessary 
to keep the crests well above the rising pond level. 



4.2 Extraction Plant Tailings to the Mine Pit 

As soon as it is feasible to do so, the Extraction Plant tailings 
will be discharged into the mine pit. The timing is dependent 
upon the method employed to open the pit and the volume of the 
excavated pit - to avoid interfering with the mining operation. 

The currently planned method of opening the mine indicates that 
the earliest time tailings can be economically placed will be 
about five and one half years from start-up. Then, the pit will 
be approximately 4,500 ft wide x 14,000 ft long. 

As the pit opens, the overburden and reject materials are cast 
back into it, levelled and consolidated as required. 

One of the problems associated with reclamation of a tar sands 
mine is that the residual solids and associated waters will 
occupy a volume up to 30 percent greater than the void space 
created by the mining operation. As a consequence of this 
volumetric swelling, the final elevation of the reclaimed 
mine area could be up to 100 ft higher than the surrounding 
terrain. 

The location and height of the internal dykes will be as shown 
by sketches 510-SK-A-101 and 103. The method of building the 
inpit dykes using sand tailings will be by conventional 
hydraulic fill. 

After Extraction Plant tailings have been turned into the pit 
a low density sludge will collect along the north face of the 
mine. It will be pumped into the main Tailings Pond, using 
barge mounted pumps. Coarse sands will remain as pit fill. 

Mine pit cell No. 1 per 510-SK-A-101 will be filled by 1990. 
Reclamation work at the southern end will commence soon after 
the de-watering process is completed and the placed tailings 
materials are sufficiently consolidated. 

At the end of mining operations, cells 1, 2A and 28 will be 
completely filled with tailings. Only overburden and rejects 
will have been placed in cells 3A and 38. There will be enough 
volume in these outflanking cells to accommodate the contents 
of the Tailings Pond should the transfer be made at a future 
time; but, perimeter dykes would be necessary. 



4.3 Froth Treatment Tailinas 

Tailings from the Froth Treatment Plant at 1080 tons per hour, 
containing 20 percent solids by weight at 170 F, will be pumped 
to a separate pond. These solids contain heavy minerals and will 
be settled for future recovery. Hydrocarbon float will be 
skimmed and free vtater decanted to the main Tailings Pond. The 
dykes for the Froth Treatment tailings impounding area will be 
built from suitable earthfill materials, borrowed locally. 

4.4 Slope Stabilization of Dykes 

To stabilize the embankment slopes from erosion, due to wind, 
rain and snovt, the downstream surfaces of all the dykes will 
be vegetated. 

Year 
1978 
1980 
1983 

Area to be Seeded 
in Acres 
100 
600 
250 

Vegetating and revegetating studies and programs are reported 
separately. 

4.5 Vegetation of Mine Pit Cells 

Cell surfaces will be prepared for subsequent soil amendments 
as noted on sketch 510-SK-A-103. Surface readying will follow 
the following approximate schedule: 

Period Area to be Seeded 
· Cell Available ·in ·Acres· 

1-slopes 1985-1989 70 (ends only) 
1-surface 1988-1990 1060 
2-slopes 1995-2002 .510 
2-surface 2000-2002 1850 
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3. SITE RECLAMATION 

A. INTRODUCTION 

A major concern related to any tar sands project using 
the proposed mining approach is the reclamation of the site. 
As will be evident upon examination of the first report in this 
section, related to planning considerations, reclamation and 
mining plans are strongly interdependent. 

Since the final configuration of the mine and details 
of the mining scheme are yet to be finalized, it is not 
possible to provide a detailed and final plan at this point 
in time. 

The reclamation plan described in this report was selected 
from a number of alternatives by sytematic analysis of the fit 
of each alternative to carefully developed and weighted objectives. 

Included as unconditional objectives in the site reclama
tion plan are: 

1. The area left as land must be biotically productive. 
2. The area left as water must be acceptable relative 

to chemical, biological, circulatory and hydrological 
considerations. 

3. The plan must be feasible- in terms of existing 
technology. 

4. The plan must not depend on any subsequent plant. 
Included as objectives to make best use of resources, 

to provide maximum results and returns and to minimize dis-
advantages 

1. 

are: 
To achieve the required results at minimum cost and 
to defer expenditure to the extent possible where 
economic. 

2. To provide maximum design flexibility. 
3. To minimize interference with mining, transportation 

4. 

50 

and water reclaim systems. 
To minimize unreclaimed land area at any one time 
over the next 25 years. 
To allow operational flexibility. 



· 6. To create positive public reception to plans. 
7. To initiate a self-perpetuating and maintenance 

free vegetation cover compatible with wildlife 
within two years of the termination of the project. 

Revegetation, of areas disturbed or reclaimed during and 
subsequent to the lifetime of the project, is the subject of 
a current research and development program. The second docu
ment in section 3 of this volume is a present status report 

. of that program. 
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.1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This report outlines the current status of development 
for items involving Site Reclamation and associated 
operations. 

It is meant to be a source document for a comprehensive 
Environmental Study as assembled by Syncrude Canada Ltd. 
for presentation to the Minister of the Environment for 
the Province of Alberta. 

Methods of recovery of the bitumen reserves beneath the 
Tailings Pond are to be developed as a separate document, 
in respon~e to a requirement of the ERCB. 



2.0 SCOPE 

Inter alia, the following matters are covered: 

A) Establishing of a Tailings Pond and the water 
balances connected thereto. 

B) Description of mining methods and tailings 
disposal to allow a revegetation program to 
initiate in the 2nd and 3rd year of operation 
for side slopes, and the 12th year 
of operations for mined out areas. 

C) Methods for muskeg handling, storage and 
di sposa 1. 

D) Illustrations of the Beaver Creek Diversion 
Scheme. 

E) Means of coke disposal. 

F) Froth treatment tailings storage. 
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.3.0 DESIGN CRITERIA 

All quantities appearing as Design Criteria are averages. 
Variations can be expected on a day to day and year to 
year basis. 

a) The Mining Pit has been selected for a continuous 
25-year operation. 

b) The area of the Tailings Pond is based on settling 
time such that a minimum of fines are to be 
contained in the effluent, which is recycled to 
the Extraction Plant. 

c). Material Data: 

Tar Sand Mining Rate 
Bitumen Production Rate 
Tailings from Extraction Plant 

Sand 
Silts & Clays 
Water 

Tailings from Froth Treatment Plant 

Sand 
Silts & Clays 
Water 

Sour Water from Naphtha Recovery & 

92,800,000 T/yr 
125,000 BPCD 

143,000,000 T/yr 

62,000,000 T/yr 
9,500,000 

. 71 ,500~000_ 
143,000,000 T/yr 

7,200,000 T/yr 

1,300,000 T/yr 
300,000 

5,600,000 
7,200,000 T/yr 

Waste Waters from the Upgrading Units 220,000,000 CF/yr 

Ground Water* from the Mine Pit 281,000,000 CF/yr 

* Possibly saline 

d) Plant Production Rate 

YEAR 
1977 
1978 
1979 

1980-2002 

(estimated) 

PRODUCTION 
7% 

58% 
86% 

100% 
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5.0 WATER BALANCES 

The Water Balances, which follow this section, illustrate 
the anticipated yearly balances, viz. 

Figure 1 
Figure 2 -
Figure 3 -
Figure 4 -

1978 
1979 
1983 
1992 to 2002 

For purposes of this report, Figm·e 3 was selected to represent 
long term average conditions. 

Pumped water requirements of the extraction and upgrading 
complexes are to be served by an integrated system and will 
be supplied in nearly equal portions of river and reclaimed 
waters. 

The need for make-up water is governed by three mechanisms, 

i) processing losses to the atmosphere. 

ii) losses due to water held in the coarse sand 
tailings and pond bottom sludges; these 
mechanical losses are: 

Coarse Tailings: 440#/ton coarse sands @ 78% sol's. 

Sludges: 1400#/ton silts & clays@ 30% sol's. 

iii) natural losses to percolation, evaporation and 
precipitation gains • . 

There are a number of factors which can govern a particular 
balance; usually as related to the amount of free water 
available for recycle from the Tailings Pond. 

Principal factors are: 

a) Mine ground water; quality determines if useable 
as part of reclaim water circuit. 



b) Net balance of natural evaporation vso precipitation 
within the tailings impounding area. (Thermal 
evaporation will tend to be proportional to production). 

c) Precipitation run-off to the Recycle and Raw Water Ponds 
from surrounding drainage areas. 

d) Sludge compaction; as hydrostatic head increases with 
the rising pond level, bottom sludges densify thus 
releasing free water. Expected maximum densification 
is 40 percent solids by weight. 

e) Percent of sludge forming silts and clays present in 
the freshly mined tar sands. 

f) Bottom percolation - this mechanism tends to decrease, 
perhaps almost stopping, with time, as sludge fines 
seal off the pond bottom. · 

g) Atmospheric losses from cooling towers. 

Figures 5, Percent Sludge Solids vs. River Water Requirements, 
and 6, Percent Sludge Forming Silts and Clays vs. River Water 
Requirements.illustrate aforementioned causes d) and e). 

Figure 7, illustrates the Tailings Pond contents, as derived 
from the Water Balances labeled Figures 1 through 4. It should 
be noted here that the depth of free water available for recycle 
can be manipulated by pumping above or below the particular balance 
posture needs. 
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6.0 LAND RECLAMATION 

6.1 Beaver Creek Diversion Dyke 

It is proposed to commence land reclamation by means of a 
vegetation program at the earliest date consistent with 
efficient operating procedures. The program will apply 
to side slopes of dykes and the final surface of the mined 
out areas which have been back-filled with tailings. 

Starter dykes will be constructed of borrow materials. The 
Beaver Creek diversion dyke will be completely constructed 
at the commencement of operations. The vegetation program 
can, therefore, initiate on its north side in 1978, the 
first full summer of operations. 

6.2 Tailings Pond Dykes 

Construction of the Tailings Pond dykes, although started 
with borrow materials, will build-up using tailings sand. 
Because the up stream method of build-up will be used, the 
off water side of the dyke will be available for a vegetation 
program in parallel with the work on the Beaver Creek Diversion 
Dyke - probably in the summer of 1978. 

6.3 Mined Out Area 

Tailings disposal within the mined out area will commence 
after five and one half years of operations. Referring to 
sketch #510-SK-101, sand dykes enclosing cell No. 1 will be 
built to final elevation over a seven year period. While this 
operation is 1n progress tailings will be placed within cell 
No. 1. By the time cell No. l is filled to its final grade, 
cells 2A and B will be ready to receive tailings. 



7.0 TERt1INATING THE TAILINGS OPERATIONS: 
'AT THE POND AND IN THE PIT 

7.1 Tailings Pond 

At the termination of the initial 25-year mining operation, 
the tailings pond will be made up of, 

2,720,000,000 CF of free water 

10,540,000,000 CF of sludge @ 30% solids (avg.) 

6,370,000,000 CF of coarse sands @ 78% solids 

19,630,000,000 CF total volume 

Oily floats on the surface will be reclaimed using conventional 
equipment; as designed to clean up crude oil spills off water 
bodies. This operation is expected to proceed for less than 
two years. Oily float materials could be impounded for future 
use as a road bedding stabilizer, or could be recycled to a 
bitumen extraction plant. 

7.2· Mine Pit 

Sketch 51D-SK-10l depicts the mine pit at the end of year 2002. 
Revegetation will have been initiated about fourteen year~ 
before. Cells 3A and B will be empty above the overburden and 
rejects layer. The system will be returned to nature whence 
ground water, precipitation and runoff will partially fill 
the cells. 

The series of site plan renditions which follow this text 
illustrate the gradually changing surface configuration over 
the working section of Syncrude•s tar sands lease. 
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8.0 BEAVER CREEK DIVERSION 

The scheme to direct Beaver Creek is covered in a separate 
source document. However, illustrative sketches IE-SK-S-203 
and 229 are included as references. 
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9.0 MUSKEG HANDLING 

9.1 General 

The philosophy for muskeg storage and disposal is to keep 
just sufficient muskeg to meet the requirements for soil 
amendment of sand tailing dyke slopes. 

Piled muskeg stored for long periods of time deterioriates 
and cannot be used for soi 1 amendment purposes. In view of 
this the quantity of stock piled muskeg will correspond to 
the immediate needs of the site reclamation work. 

Earthen dykes will be constructed to a height of approximately 
10ft around muskeg stockpiles. 

Excess muskeq will be cast into mined out areas. 

Muskeg removal from the plant site area will be placed in a 
waste pile within the bounds of the Tailings Pond as shown 
on the sketch 518-SK-A-102. 

Storage piles 1 s 2 and 3, each containing approximately 
100,000 cy of muskeg, will be established in locations about 
as shown on sketch 102. Muskeg from these piles will be used 
for soil amendment at the sand tailings dykes. Additional 
quantities will be borrowed locally. 

9.2 Mine Area ~1uske_g_ 

The quantity of muskeg, estimated from the topographical maps 
of the 7,000 acre mine area, is 40,000,000 cy. 

Initially, about 8,000,000 cy of muskeg will be removed from 
the area to be mined; approximately 1800 acres between the 
two interceptor ditches closest to the center line of the mine. 
These materials will be hauled to piles A through 0 as shown 
on sketch 518-SK-A-102. This muskeg will subsequently be cast 
back into the pit along with overburden and rejects. 

As the mine progresses, new piles of muskeg will be built-up, 
then cast into the pit. 



Muskeg for revegetating the mine pit tailings cells will 
be borrmved from adjacent areas, as economical and 
conven·i ent. 

9.4 Haul Roads - -
Suitable haul roads will be constructed to each muskeg 
stock-pile. 



FILL 



10.0 COKE STORAGE 

Slurried coke will be pumped to storage cells near the 
operating complex. Motive water will drain, and return to 
the process water system. This circulating load of water 
is part of each water balance included in Section 5.0. 

The storage details are illustrated by sketches 21-SK-EA-13. 
and 21. 

The storage cells will occupy an area of about 640 acres, after 
the 25-year mining period has elapsed. 

The storage area will not be vegetated with permanent cover as 
part of reclamation because coke represents an energy resource; 
which must be accessible in the future. 
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.11.0 FROTH TREATr~ENT TAILINGS STORAGE 

Plant 6 tailings will be pumped to a 960 acre retention 
pond. The pond is located along the western perimeter of 
the main basin. Waters will flow out of the pond via API 
separators or similar, where an oily float will be recovered. 

The residue forms a reserve deposit of heavy mineral values. 



12.0 GRAVEL DEPOSITS 

Site exploration to date has revealed the presence of four 
gravel areas. These are designated 1, 2, 3, and 4 and their 
locations are shown on site plan IR-SK-A-347. 

The following tabulation gives the pertinent details of the 
gravel areas: 

Ov/B Avg 
Gravel Thick• Thick • Tot. Vol Usable 
Area Acres ft •ft cy cy 

1 56 2. 8.5 715,000 430,000 
2 75 1.5 8.0 19030,000 618,000 
3 5 6. 5.0 37,100 22,200 

4 46 2. 13.0 965,000 579,000 

After the usable gravel is recovered from these areas, it is 
proposed to cast back the overburden and unused materials into 
the pits. 

It is proposed to fill up area I with overburden from the mine 
and leave areas 2 and 3 with the original ground level depressed 
3 to 5 feet. No reclamation action is necessary for gravel area 
4 as it is within the pond area. 

Any muskeg re~oved from the gravel areas 1, 2 and 3 will be 
stored and replaced on completion of each pH•s operation. 
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SUMMARY 

Experiments with laboratory growth chambers have 

provided an insight into planning and implementing a revegetation 

program. Soil analysis done on tailings sand and overburden 

showed the soils to be infertile and that fertilization must 

be carried out. Even though the muskeg was low in nutrient 

content, addition of muskeg to the soil was most valuable as 

it increased soil moisture retention, thereby increasing 

productivity. Another important element is that of legume 

innoculation with nitrogen - fixing bacteria. This will 

eliminate legume wilt and provide good growth of legumes in 

the grass-legume mixtures. A good vegetative cover is possible 

without irrigation if a proper seeding (Brillon) and fertilization 

program is followed. 

Plans have been made with Dr. Vaartenou to further 

our revegetation studies at the Provincial Government growth 

chambers. Following this, field work will begin as outlined 

by Dr. Vaartenou and Dames & Moore. A study on the effects of 

so 2 on vegetation will also be initiated. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In supplying one natural resource, (synthetic crude 

oil), the industry significantly affects another (land), often 

in an undesirable manner. Industry realizes that land can no 

longer be exploited as it has been in the past without concern 

for future consequences. It is the producer who must take the 

initiative in responsible land use practices. 

A research and development program should analyze 

problems and develop so·iutions which assure public acceptance 

of the tar sands industry. By establishing vegetation on 

barren are a.s ( t a i 1 i n g s sand ~ n d dykes ) , Sync rude vJi 11 m i n i m i z e 

the loss of a€sthetic and ecological qualities of the mining 

site. 

Each industrial site presents a different set of 

conditions as a result of variations in climate~ geography, 

and physiography. Local conditions must be identified before a 

revegetation program can be devised. As a step in this direction 

a program has been undertaken to assess the suitability of on-site 

soils, and to select a variety of plants that will establish a 

permanent, self-sustaining and maintenance-free vegetative cover. 
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GROWTH CHAMBER EXPERIMENTS 

1 • P L A N T A R I U t·1 S 

The first plantarium was custom-built and used in 

three of the six experiments. It was 48 inches long, 19 inches 

wide) and 22 inches high, and enclosed on all sides with glass 

(front sliding doors). Two 4-·foot G.L "plant-lite" fluorescent 

tubes were placed on top and were timer-controlled to be on for 

fourteen hours and off for ten hours. It was situated in the 

main laboratory. 

T h e · s e c o n d p l a n t a r i u m \'/a s c o n s t r u c t e d a t t h e R e s e a r c h 

laboratory. It was made of wood, with glass sliding doors and 

was 6 feet x 2~ feet. Attached to the ceiling were two 4 foot 

G.E. "plant lites 11 and two 2-foot fluorescent tubes. It was 

located in the bench uwit "cooler 11 in order to simulate outdoor 

temperatures. To control the tcmperaturet two in-car warmers 

-
and two thermostats \•Jere i nsta.ll ed. J.\ timer waul d turn the 

lights on and the heater on to a temperature of 

hours. When the lights and heater shut off the other heater

thermostat combination maintained the temperature at -- 55° - 60° F. 

Both chambers were fitted with trays to hold gravel 

and or water and grids on which to place the plots. 
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2. SOIL PREPARATION 

The tailings sand that was used in all experiments 

was obtained from the laboratory site. It was dried, the lumps 

crushed and the larger amounts of bitumen removed. 

In the first experiment the clay that was used was 

centrifuged sludge and the peat was of a commercial compressed 

type. These were mixed in the various proportions on a volume

volume basis. 

The remaining experiments used overburden and muskeg 

obtained from Tar Sands Lease 17. All mixtures were prepared 

on an equal volume basis after the overburden and muskeg were 

considered to be of fine enough texture to work with. 

3. SOIL ANALYSIS 

Soil analysis was not done on the soils used in the 

first experiment but for the remaining experiments all soils 

were sent to the Soils & Feed Testing Laboratory. The results 

follow: 



S 0 I L A N A L Y S I S 

Available Plant Nutrients Sulphur Soil Soil Salinity I Organic Free Texture 
LB/ACRE Reactions Conductivity Sulphates Sodium Matter Lime 

c,;> (P) (K) (S) (pH) I (mr:thos) (S0
4

) (Na) 

t 
"x:J {i:2 I I 
O"'i.Te::-burden 0 07 105 I 3.1-5.0 6.3 . 20 L l L Sand 
o-verburden - I ~<-:Js~<:eg 0 15 165 3.1-5.0 7.2 .15 T I L Sand .w 

E:-:o =·=3 

I I + 0\':"erDurden 42 15 300 22.8 6.3 0.5 M 
I 

L 3 
0""-.re:-burden I + :-:i..:.sl-:eg 2J. 18 235 

! 
21.4 6.3 

l 
0.4 M ! N -3 

r r~ ·c. ~ ~ ~ :'{> 2 T.: 1 . -, _.,: (-. -- -,/ J. ~J <> .(_ ·--·, ·. ;_, 

,::·C:~.r~ -· j 
:-:us keg 0 01 35 I 21.4 6.7 I 0.3 L l L 1 

..!.. 
:-~us keg 0 08 95 24.6 6.1 ! 0.3 L' R. 6 

I 
EX ;J .:; 4 ' 5 . 6 ! 

+ + + o-\le r burcien 4 07 825 83.0 9.3 1.4 L H L M 5 
o--,.lerburden - + 

I 
+ 

z-:us~:eg 7 07 410 784 7.6 1.1 L u L M 10 H 

Sc.::1d 0 01 15 1 16.2 8.6 0.2 L L 1 
Sa::1d -
}ius keg 0 06 25 26.1 7.3 I 0.5 L I L 7 
l-h.1skeg 0 02 60 8.8 4. 9 0.2 L R.+ 6 

"'''"''~'"~'"'i"';,g:.-;v,~c':~itt•""•"'•~''''<"~,.,."""""""~'<',_..c"N...,.~"C'-'''.,-,o.v ·--.--~•·•••·•·~--~.~~·•<•wo••O,--H.''--''..C•'•'''"'·'"'''•''''·''•'' •••P•' ''•'•' 
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As indicated by the table, all soils were low in 

nutrients with the exception of potassium in some overburden 

samples. Note that the overburden used in the last three 

experiments was higher in practically all analyses. 

A description of the different soils will be discussed 

in the experimental results since all the s~ils varied in 

appearance from one experiment to another. 

Refer to Appendix·A for a guide to interpretation of soil test 

results as described by the Alberta Department of Agriculture 

Soils & Feed Testing Laboratory. 
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4. PLANT SPECIES 

As suggested by Dames & Moore many varieties of plants 

were tested in the last four experiments. Of the nine species 

suggested, one (Arctic Sweet Clover) could not be obtained 

and was substituted by Polara Sweet Clover (on the suggestion 

of Maple Leaf Mills). The remaining were obtained from Mr. L. 

Gareau, Forage Corps Supervisor, Department of Agriculture along 

with his suggestion for four more varieties. 

Experiment #3, therefore, used the following plants 

for screening purpose and remaining experiments. 

SPECIES 

Alfalfa 

Birds foot Trefoil 

Sweet Clover 

Bromegrass 

Creeping Red Fescue 

Creste~ Wheatgrass 

Pubescent Wheatgrass 

Reed Canary Grass 

Tall Wheatgrass 

R u s s ·j a n \~ i ·1 d r y e 

Streambank Wheatgrass 

Intermediate Wheatgrass 

Bl~omcgrass 

VARIETY 

Beaver 

Leo 

polar·a 

Manchor 

Borea..l 

Fairway 

Greenleaf 

Front"ier 

Orb·i t 

Sawki 

Chief 

Carlton 
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All varieties were selected for evaluation after 

revievJing the publication "Hay f.< Pasture Mixtures for Alberta". (1) 

5. LEGUME INNOCULATION 

Innoculation of the legumes was recommended because 

of the poor results that Mr. C. B. Berry of G.C.O.S. (2) found 

with the legumes wilting and disappearing within the first 

growing season. In the first two experiments legume wilting 

was noticed but with innoculation in the last four experiments 

this was no longer a problem. 

"Probably one-half to twc~·thirds of the legumes 

possess the ability to form a symbiotic relationship with 

strains of bacterium found in the soil. The presence of roots 

of an appropriate host legume results in the multiplication of 

these bacteria in the soil and eventually some of them infect 

t h e r o o t s t h r o u g h t h e v e r y f i n e r o o t h a i r s . T h. i s s t i m u 1 a t e s t h e 

production of a lump or nodule on the root. Nitrogen fixation 

occui"S in these nodules, the plant supplying energy material to 

the bacteria, which, in turn, presumably possess ability to 

convert gaseous nitrogen to a combined form under these special 

circumsta.nces". (3) 

All the legumes were innoculatcd by placing a small 

amount of innoculant on top of each seed when seeding the pots. 

6. FERTILIZATION 

A fertilizer, 8-24-24, was added to all containers in 

t h e 1 a s t f o u r ex p e r· i 111 c n t s a t a r a t e o f 3 0 0 1 b s . I a c r e . T h e a c t u a 1 
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amount of fertilizer applied to each pot was determined by 

relating the weight of the material in each pot to 2,000,000 

lbs., the weight of an acre furrow slice of soil. 

The fertilizer was made up from individual packages 

of N, P2o5 , and K2o. Solutions were made up so that each pot 

took about 25 mls. All fertilizer and water were applied 

through a syringe with a circular needle with holes in it to 

provide even coverage. 

In experiment #4 micro-nutrients (called Fritted Trace 

Elements and obtainable from Robertson Seeds) were applied to 

some pots at a rate of 2 oz/cu. yd. This particular rate was 

suggested by Mr. Paul Kurelak because there were no application 

rates or elemental analysis supplied with the fertilizer. The 

weight of a cubic yard of each soil was determined and the 

fertilizer applied according to this weight. The micro-nutrients 

were dissolved in water and applied in the same way as the 

8-24-24. Not all the fertilizer dissolved but was applied as 

such-partially dissolved. 

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

(i) EXPERIMENT #1 

In order to develop procedures and techniques for 

future greenhouse studies a simple experiment was set up to 

evaluate the problems one could encounter. 

Three plants or plant mixtures were grown (a play

ground grass mixture, bromegrass, and White Dutch clover) in 

seven soil media, varying from sand with additions of centrifuged 
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sludge (clv.y) and commercial pcut to potting soil. The 

temperature was always between 75° F and 80° F and humidity 

close to 100%. 

Of particular interest was the wilting of the cloves 
., 

and tip burning of grasses tcward the end of the first month. 

Excepting pure sand addition of clay in sand mixtures had the 

poorest growth rate. 

It was decided that for future experiments muskeg 

and overburden would come from the Fort McMurray area to 

simulate more realistic growing conditions. 

No probleffis were encountered. 

( i i ) EX P E f( HiE fH 1/2 

The object of this experiment was to compare plant 

species in two soils: overburden and an overburden-muskeg 

mixture. The overburden was very sandy, muck-like tar sand 

minus the bitumen. The muskeg was composed of rich black soil 

and decayed vegetative material. 

The plants chosen were bromegrass, crested wheatgrass,. 

alsike clover~ and alfalfa and were duplicated in each soil type. 

The legumes showed signs of \'Jilt at tvw weeks and 

seemed to be necrotic but improved soon afterwards. Mold was 

noticed in some pots but was attributed to the high humidity in 

the plantarium. At the end of a month the plants in the muskeg 

m i x t u r e VIer e much t hi c k e r than the on c s ·i n the o v r. r bur don . 
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The grasses did equally well in both soils until the 

end of one month when tip burning was noticed, more so in the 

overburden than in the muskeg mixtures. 

Even though the muskeg was low in nutrients, the use 

of it enhanced plant growth because of its water retention. This 

was particularly noticcd"towards the end of the experiment 

when they were seldom watered; the muskeg-grown plants stayed 

green for a longer time than plants grown in overburden. 

(iii) EXPERIMENT #3 

This experiment and the three to follow were outlined 

by Dames & Moore in their report prepared for Syncrude. (4) 

The principJe objective of this experiment was a 

screening test to eliminate the poorer varieties of plants. 

Thirteen varieties are listed in Section 4. Plant species 

above were tested in four soil types and duplicated. 

The four soil types were overburden, overburden-muskeg, 

tailings sand, and tailings sand-muskeg. The tailings sand was 

low or nil in major nutrients as was to be expected. The muskeg 

was of poor fertility, low in nitrogen and phosphorus, and only 

mar g i n a l i n pot ass i u m . T h c overburden w a s '' surf a c e s i 1 t " , 

similar to the muskeg in nutrient value, but very much like 

black topsoil in texture. {refer to Section 3, soils analysis) 

Twenty-five seeds were placed in each pot, all legumes 

innoculated~ some soil added to cover the seeds, and all 

fertilized with 8-24-24 at a rate of 300 lbs/acre. 
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These samples were placed in the plantarium in the 

cooler in random order and watered every second day. The 

only problem encountered was the drying out of some plants at 

the end opposite to the 75°F. heater. The air flow was con

centrated at the other end and was forced down over those 

plants. 

After two weeks growth a germination count was taken 

and all pots phcitographed. Germination varied frcm 5.5% to 

82%. This was considered to be a poor method of comparison 

because much of the germination occurred after two weeks. 

After four weeks the plants were again photographed 

a n d c u t d o vrn t o s o i 1 .1 e v e l t o b e w e i g h e d • T h e c 1 i p p i n g s we r e 

placed in a filter paper and dried @ 77°C for 48 hours. After 

weighingt a graph was made to show the average dry matter 

production of each type of plant. 

As indicated by this graph: of the ten grass species 

tested, four were considered to be inadequate for growth in 

these particular soils. They were bromegrass (Manchar), Reed 

canary grass and streambank wheatgrass because of their low 

dry weight productivity, and Russian wildrye because of its 

wiltiness. The remaining six grasses were considered wcrt~while 

testing again. 

All three legumes did very well, with only two pots 

of sweet clover showing wilt after four weeks. Innoculation 

of legumes proved to be worthwhile, the plants showing negligible 

wilt as compared to the first two experiments. 
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As shown in graph 2; on an average basis the pure 

soils produced better than the same soils mixed with rr.uskeg, 

especially the overburden. The muskeg was very straw-like and 

seemed to be lacking in organic content. A better quality peat 

would have probably reversed the above situa~ion. The o~ly 

exception was that the legumes did better in the sand-muskeg 

than in the sand only. 

The only.alkaline soil was tailings sand (pH 8.6) 

and this was improved by adding the muskeg of a lower pH. 

(iv) EXPERIMENT #4 

To experiment with micro-nutrients only two soil 

types were used: tailings sand and overburden. This overburden 

was obtained from Rick Reinhart and was collected from samples 

taken from core holes at different depths - representing cross -

·sections of overburden. They are described as surface silts~ 

sub-surface silts, shales, sands, gravel and lean tar sand. 

Two legumes (alfalfa and sweet clover) and four 

grasses (creeping red fescue, pubescent wheatgrass, intermediate 

wheatgrass, and •carleton• bromegrass) were seeded and innoculated 

as in the previous experiment. Each plant was triplicated and 

fertilized at three different rates: 

- 300 lbs/acre 8-24-24 only 

-300 lbs/ocre 8-24-24 anct fr-ittecl tt~ace elen1ents 

- 300 lbs/acrc 8-24-24 and 4x amount of fritted trace 

elements (refer to Section 6~ Fertilization) 
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These pl2nts were placed in the laboratory plantarium 

therefore the environment was not varied and averaged 75°F and 

95% humidity. 

All legumes emerged in sand within three days, 

regardless of fertilization; in overburden, a few days later. 

All grasses emerged in about a week, again regardless of 

fertilization rates used. All plants grew well and exhibited 

no vJilting. 

After four weeks growth the plants were weighed to 

determine dry weight production. Graph 3 (Appendix B) shows 

an average increase in weight as the fertilization rates were 

increased in· the overbur~en, but graph 4 shows the opposite 

trend in tail·ings sand.· 

To take each individual variety and do a dry weight 

comparison of the different fertilizer rates will show erratic 

results and no correlation at all between growth in tailings 

sand and overburden. Only 50% of the samples showed an increase 

in weight from the lowest to the highest fertilizer rate. 

By these results it cannot be said that the addition 

of micronutrients produced better or mere plants. 

By comparing graphs 3 an~ 4 it is obvious that the 

tailings sand had a much better productivity than the overburden. 

The over·burden and tailings sc,r:d wer-e strongly alkaline (pH9.3 

and 8.6) the available potassium and sodium were very high 

causing a high conductivity (salt concentration) and pH in the 

overburden soil. 
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There may be three reasons for better productivity 

in the sand than in the overburden: 

higher pH of overburden 

- h i g h e r s a 1 t s c o n c o n t r a t ·i o r c f o v e r b u r d e n ~ c a u s i n g 

11 Saline" soil and reduced crop growth. 

- pol~osit.y of overburden causing moisture and fertilizer 

not to.be retained as v;e"ll as tailings sand. 

In~ case like this it would be more feasible to use sand 

as a growing media; at least, for a short period of time. The 

results may have been reversed over a longer period of time if 

grown in outside plots due to probable wind erosion of send. 
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(v) EXPERIMENT #5 

Six grasses and three le9umes were combined together 

to determine the best of six mixtures. Alfalfa, birdsfoct 

trefoil, and sweet clover were combined with each of the two 

following grass groups: 

l - pubescent wheatgrass, creeping red fescue, 

tall wheatgrass 

2 - intermediate wheatgrass, bromegrass, crested 

\'Jheatgrass 

The combinations were chosen because of their dry 

matter production in experiment #3 and compar·iscns of plant 

types in "Hay and Pasture Varieties 11
• Ec:ch n·~·i)!.ture was 0uplicated 

in four soil types; tailings sand~ overburden~ and their mixtures 

with peat. The overburden was the same as that used in 

experiment #4. The peat was of good quality and seemed to be 

very rich. 

Six seeds of each variety were placed at random in 

each pot and the legumes innoculated. All were fertilized with 

8-24-24 at a rate of 3CO lbs/acre. These were then placed in 

the plantarium in the cooler away from the drier side (refer to 

All mixtures emerged at a~cut the same time, legumes 

first. 

At the end of four weeks the dry weight of the 

mixtures (Appendix B, graph 5) showed all mixtures to be close 

in production. The first grass grotlping of pubescent wheatgrass, 

creeping red fescue, and tall wheatgrass did the best with all 

,.( ~:., 
~ ;,.;:, '! 

i ... .' 
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legumes, and the alfalfa had a slightly higher weight product 

·with these grasses. 

As shown in graph 6 the tailings sand had n better 

overall productio~ than overburden for reasons explained in 

the previous experiment. Although the peat was again low in 

nutrients its water holding capacity greatly improved production 

of both soils. 

It could be said that all the mixtures tried would do 

well in field plot studies but more work would have to be done 

on a long-term basis to determine if one species would dominate 

or completely overtake the others. A four-week experiment 

allows all plants to germinate but none to predominate or 

die-off. 

(vi) EXPERIMENT #6 

The best mixture from experiment #5 was chosen and 

used throughout this experiment to test varying fertilizer rates. 
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The mixture was alfalfa, pubescent wheatgrass, creeping red 

fescue, and tall wheatgrass. The same four soils were used as 

in experiment #5. 

Fertilizer was applied at varying rates to see if 

there was an optimum and if salt accumulation began. The 

fertilizer rates were: 0, 300, 600, 900, 1200, and 2400 lbs/acre 

of 8-24-24 and applied once at the time of seeding. One set 

of samples was fertilized with 300 lbs/acre each week (a total 

of 3 times). Each pot was duplicated. 

The plants were watered every day and water kept 

in the tray to maintain a higher humidity. The average morning 

temperatures was 60DF and 70% humidity; in the afternoon, 

temperature was 72°F and 42% humidity. 

At the end of 3~ weeks all plants were weighed and 

graphs charted. Graph 8 (Appendix B) is very similar to graph 

6 (of experiment #5), showing the tailings sand to be more 

productive than overburden and the advantages of adding peat. 

Graph 7 shows how production fell off after 600 lbs/acre 

were added. It would seem that addition of more than 300 to 600 

lbs/acre for f~rtilizer would be wasted and of no value. 

Although there was no noticeable salt accumulation 

in the pots of high fertilization, this many have contrib~ted 

to the poor growth. It was surprising that the pots that were 

fertilized each week did so poorly as compared to the rates of 

300, 600, and 900 lbs/acre. One explanation for this is that 
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their location in the plantarium was slightly drier than the 

rest and it may have been enough to cause the lower productivity. 

Fertilizer should definitely be applied but not at 

an excessive rate of over 600 lbs/acre. A longer term field 

plot study would check whether fertilizer is released to the 

plants over many weeks. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Experiments conducted in the growth chambers at the 

laboratory have given us some insight into future revegetation 

projects. 

The stock-piling of ~uskeg to improve the soil in 

riutrient content would be a questionable practice as it was 

found to be low in nutrients. But, on the other hand, it has 

proved useful in improving water retention and lowering soil 

pH. This would be enough reason to have available good quality 

muskeg to later mix with sand and overburden. Good water 

retention is especially necessary for good germination. 

As shown in the experiments, types and qualities of 

overburden are quite varied. In some cases overburden produced 

better plants than sand but the reverse was true in other cases. 

Since different areas exhibit different overburden, the steps 

to take in revegetation would be dependent on the area. 

Good success was obtained with the utilization of 

legume innoculation. Plants that had been innoculated showed 

negligible wilt as compared to previous plants without innoculation. 

This step would be one of the most important in a revegetation 

program due to the importance of legumes in mixtures with grasses. 
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A variety of mixtures were tried and shown to be 

s u c c e s sf u 1 . As stated above , a 1 on g -term p 1 o t study vJi 1 1 be 

the best way to determine which varieties would "co-operate 11 

best with others. Seeding a mixture of varieties will be the 

best way to promote a permanent vegetative cover. 

Tests to determine fertilizer rates were very difficult 

to simulate in growth chambers due to errors involved in 

applying fertilizer to very small amounts of soil. The experiments 

that were done showed no real advantage in micro-nutrient 

applications, at least at the rates used. Also, there seemed 

to be no advantage to fertilize at excessive rates and therefore 

risk salt accumulation. Fertilize!~ should be applied twice a 

year, rather than once and soils analysis done before and 

after to determine the effectiveness of doing this. 

Some varieties of plants were found to be of low 

productivity in the growth chamber experiments and undoubtedly 

others will be eliminated in field plot studies. New varieties 

of plants are always being tested for hardiness in Northern 

Alberta zones and we should remain open to suggestions and 

possible improvements in our own revegetation program. 
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REVIEW OF DAMES & MOORE REPORT 

The purpose of the Dames & Moore investigation was to: 

(1) assess the suitability of on-site soils as a growth medium, 

(2) identify vegetative types and the management practices that 

might be used to establish vegetation, and (3) recommend growth 

chamber and field plot investigations which would provide 

information that could be used to formulate revegetation 

programs. 

Dr. Gerald Place, soil scientist with Dames & Moore, 

visited the. plant site and collected tailings and overburden for 

chemical anal~sis by the Soils & Feed Testing Laboratory. In 

all samples nitrogen and phosphorous were low and potasium 

varied between low and medium. The pH of the abandoned tailings 

pond was mildly alkaline near the water's edge where grass was 

growing and medium to strongly acid in the areas devoid of grass. 

Overburden samples varied from being slightly acid to slightly 

alkaline (pH 6.0 to 7.5); salt level and sodium content were low 

in all samples. 

He summarized that since there were no accumulations 

of salt or sodium, this would not limit plant growth because the 

alkalinity was not the result of sodium accumulations. Both 

materials, tailings and overburden, were infertile and would 

require large additions of nitrogen, phosphorous, and potasium 

to support plant growth. 
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Nine varieties of plants were outlined for us to use 

our growth chamber experiments as well as an outline for the 

four experiments discussed above. The experiments were followed 

through. A multi-year program for field plot experiments was 

also prepared. 

Dr . P l ace a 1 so v i s i ted the p 1 ant s i t e at G . C . 0 . S . to'. 

discuss their revegetation plots with Mr. C. B. Berry, Land 

Reclamation Supervisor. Two years of their program had been 

completed on seventy (70) acres. Mr. Berry found that it was 

too costly to irrigate on a large scale and that by using a 

Brillon seeder, which compacts the sand in conjunction with the 

seeding operation, a good stand of vegetation can be obtained 

without irrigation. He also found it best to fertilize twice 

during the growing season rather than only once and that aerial 

application ~auld have to be used as the area increased. Ground 

driven equipment could not be used on slopes steeper than 3.5: 1 

because the sand is not stable enough to support a vehicle when 

it travels down the slope and the traffic disturbs a great deal 

of vegetation. 

Dr. Place made nine general recommendations for Syncrude 

to follow. They are: 

(1) When the revegetation program is initiated at the 

site, an individual knowledgeable in seeding and 

growing plants should be assigned to the project 

on a full-time basis. 

(2) It should not be~ necessary to stock·-pi.le overburden 

for the purpose of incorporating it with tailings 

..,, 
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sand to produce a good growth media. A proper 

seeding and fertilization program will be equally 

effective in providing a good vegetative cover. 

(3) Reduce the dyke slope from 2:1 to at least 3.5:1. 

It will be difficult to establish vegetation on 

2:1 slopes by means other than hydro-seeding. 

This method may not produce a satisfactory 

vegetative cover unless irrigation is used. 

(4) Incorporation of clay and peat will improve the 

physical properties and increase the water-holding 

and nutrient retention capacities of the tailings 

sands. Even though these are desirable features 

they will not justify the additional expenses 

and time required for their implementation. This 

point, however, should be verified in the field 

plot research program. 

(5) Plan to apply fertilization to the dykes by 

aerial applications. This method will not be 

necessary on the tailings sands, but it will be 

faster and easier. 

(6) Use of irrigation should not be planned because 

it is too expensive to use on an area the size 

of Mining Area A, and vegetation can be established 

without it. 

(7) Soil chemical stabilizers may be required to 

prevent wind erosion on the dykes and especially 

on the tailings during the first year when vegetation 

is being established. 
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(B) After vegetation has been established, the 

reclaimed areas should make a good habitat for 

game birds; hence, the feasibility of a stocking 

program should be investigated. 

(9) A soil or plant scientist should be consulted at 

least once every year during the time the research 

program is being conducted. Assistance in 

interpreting the data and planning the following 

year's experiments will be required. 
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FUTURE RESEARCH PROGRAM 

A responsible land use program will evolve over a 

period of many years and the research and development necessary 

for this should always be well-defined. 

A summer employment program is now under way to 

collect native seeds and classify vegetation in many Alberta 

zones. Some students are stationed in the Fort McMurray area 

and through co-operation with Dr. Vaat·tnou, Head, Botany Section, 

Plant Industry Laboratory, Department of Agriculture, a program 

has been set up to provide Syncrude with valuable information on 

native plants~ Under the direction of Dr. Vaartnou, the first 

year of a three-year program will involve testing these native 

seed types in overburden and sand. This will be done in coopera

tion with Syntrude personnel utilizing the growth chambers at 

the Alberta government's Lbngman Building. 

Interpretation of these results will then lead to 

field plot work, preferably in Fort McMurray. Dames & Moore, 

in their report, outlined field plot experiments to investigate 

the following factors: 

1. Seedbed mixture 

a. Tailings with and without muskeg 

b. Overburden with and without muskeg 

2. Fertilization 

a. Optimum rate 

b. Application rate; single vs. split 
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3 . Seed·ing method 

a . Brill on seeder 

b. Hydro-seeding 

4. Seed mixtures 

5. Fertility maintenance program 

The experiments outlined by Dames & Moore should be 

carried out as well as any suggestions by Dr. Vaartnou. 

Research into so 2 effects on plant life can begin at 

any convenient time. Rather than transplant young trees or 

plants it would be best to build cabinets around established 

vegetation and then expose them to controlled amounts of so 2_ 

contaminated air. Temperature, humidity, and so 2 levels should 

be continuously monitored. Free access of the plants to light 

would be provided by transparent plastic coverings. Of prime 

interest will be the identification of symptoms and diagnosis 

of injury to plants. After exposure to S02 the plants should be 

analyzed for sulfate content to determine their threshold limits. 

Lichens are extremely sensitive to sulphurous pollution. 

They are most active under wet conditions, and since so 2 is 

concentrated in rain water it can easily be accumulated in toxic 

amounts in the lichen. They are also, in contrast to higher 

plants, active during the winter when air pollution levels due 

to climatic conditions are high, and thus they can be used as 

indicators of air pollution during the whole year. At present, 
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methods are being developed to measure the photosynthetic 

rates and changes in absorption and fluorescence spectra of 

lichens. The purpose is to be able to measure changes in 

lichens from polluted areas or in lichens transplanted to 

areas where air is suspended. Lichens can then be used for 

continuous, long-term registration of slight air pollution. (5.) 

Research is always being done to develop better 

seeds and growing methods, and in the development and assess

ment of revegetation techniques to stabilize dist~rbed areas. 

Contact should frequently be made with these groups or government 

agencies ·s~ that we can remain open to their suggestions for 

improvements in our own revegetation program. 

N.B. One of the last steps in the revegetation program 

will be one of reforestation. Once vegetation has been 

established to provide a good ground cover, trees and 

shrubs can then be planted. The potential of this 

altered landscape is then unlimited, providing numerous 

recreational uses, improving the physical appearance of 

the area, and maintaining our public responsibility by 

setting a good example that will be difficult to follow. 
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GUIDE TO INTERPRETATION OF SOIL TEST RESULTS 

The following information on soil test levels should be used as 

a general guide and not for determining specific fertilizer 

rates. Other factors such as area (soil zone), crop to be 

grown, previous crops, soil texture, etc. are considered when 

making a recownendation. These soil tests and recommendations 

are based on a representative soil sample. Accurate crop and 

soil information and extensive field and laboratory investigations. 

The recommenda t·i ons pl~ovi de plant nutrient requirements and 

other cultural and management practices for efficient crop 

production. It should be realized by those using these recom

mendations that factors such as climate (amount and distribution 

of rainfall, temperature) soil management, variety, vJeed growth, 

insect damage, etc. can have a considerable bearing on the 

ult·imate yield of crops. The nutrient recommendations given 

should provide ncar maximum returns per acre under favorable 

growing conditions. Nutrient recommendation for maximum 

yields would normally be higher than those given. 

GENERAL RATINGS FOR fv1/\JOR PLANT NUTRIENT T~STS (0-6'' DEPTH) 

(Range of Available Plant Nutrients in pounds per 2 million pounds) 

RATING NITROGEN PHOSPHORUS POT ASS IU~1 SULPHUR 

Low 0-20 0-30 0-150 Deficient 

Med 21-[)0 31-70 150-300 t~arginal 

High 51 or more 71 or more 301 or more Adequate 
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NITROG1_li 

Soil nitrogen supply can be markedly affected by climatic conditions 

and past soil and crop management. Under favorable moisture and 

temperature conditions, 

HIGH SOIL NITROGEN LEVELS vJILL LIKELY OCCUR: 

- on land that has been well fallowed 

- where large quantities of manure or legume 

crops have been plowed down within two years of sampling 

LOW SOIL NITROGEN LEVELS WILL LIKELY OCCUR: 

- on poorly fallowed land supporting week and volunteer crops 

- where previous crop growth was heavy 

-on soils low in organic matter following recent breaking 

of sod and brush on soils that are cold or poorly drained 

PHOSPHOR~ (P) 

Soil tests show that a majority of Alberta soils are low in available 

phosphorus. On deficient soils, crops respond profitably to 

phosphate fertilizer. A soil test for phosphorus is important in 

determining the most profitable rate of phosphate fertilizer to 

apply. 

POTASSIW~ (K) 

Most Alberta soils contain adequate amounts of potassium. Soil tests 

for potassium sho\v where this nutrient is requil~ed. Potassium 

deficiencies occur most frequently on peat soils or poorly drained 

(cold and wet) soils in the grey and black soil zones. 
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SULPHUR (S) 

This test determines whether adequate amounts of sulphur are 

available for normal plant growth. Where the sulphur test 

is low a sulphur-containing fertilizer should be applied; 
. . t'• 

where it is marginal, a field test using sulphur and nonsulphur 
.. 

fertilizer should be conducted. Cfbp response to sulphur can 

vary considerably, even within the same field. 

SOIL REACTION (pH) 

This test measures soil acidity or alkalinity. ~'lost Alberta 

soils fall in the range of pH 5.5 to 7.5. The table below 

indicates ratings and the best pH levels for most crops. 

_________ J5Q ________ ~5__ _______ 60 65 . . 70 75 80 __ 8_5, ----
very st~ongly me~tum --sr~·9l1tly--·~--nc-utrit_i_r_ncufrar- -rnTTaTY -- moderately str·ongly 
strongly ac1d_. ac1d ac1d alkaline alkaline alkaline 
acid 
-··-- -----'------L-----L-----' 

t_ Best range for most crops 

SOIL SALINITY AND CONDUCTIVITY TEST 

Conductivity is a measure of the total soluble salt concentration 

in a soil. Soluble salts are present in soils at all times 

however, when the concentration of salts is high, crop growth is 

reduced and the soil is considered 11 saline 11
• Sulphates and 
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sodium are determined to ·identify specific salts commonly causing 

salinity. The sulphate and sodium tests are rated in four 

categories: high (H), medium (M), low (L) and none (NIL). The 

degree within each category is indicated by a +or - sign. A 

high sodium test may indicate a solonctzic soil, which is 

characterized by poor physical structure which requires special 

management. 

CONDUCTIVITY TEST 

0-2 negligible salt effects 
2-4 very sensitive crops affected 
5-10 yield of most crops reduced 

11-16 only tolerant crops satisfactory 
16+ very high 

ORGANIC MATTER & FREE LIME 

These tests are estimates of the content in your soil. Results 

are rated into four categories: high (H), medium (M), low (L) or 

none (NIL). The degree within each category is indicated by a 

+or - sign. The organic matter test is an estimate of the humus 

content of the soil and does not include recent additions of 

straw, manure or sod. 

Free lime is present in some soils and may reduce nutrient 

availability. Free lime cannot be readily removed from soil. 

The only practical way to counteract its effect is to 

increase soil organic matter content. 
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SOIL TEXTUr{E 

This test is a manual estimate of texture which indicates the amount 

of sand, silt and clay in a soil. This is shown as six ratings: 

1 - very coarse, 2 - coarse, 3 -medium, 4 - fine and 5 ·· very fine, 

6- organic (peaty). Texture affects moisture holding capacity of 

soil and therefore crop yield. Recomnendations are adjusted to 

account for the effect of texture on crop production. 
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4. AIR QUALITY STUDIES 

A, INTRODUCTION 

The results of two studies are included in this section. 
They were made to determine the effect of plant variables and 
atmo~pheric conditions on sulphur dioxide ground level concen
trations. 

Included in the first study (Air Quality Study, March, 
1973) are: 

1. a brief analysis of meteorological data, 
2. a number of matches of the plume survey conducted 

by the Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, 
Ottawa and others and 

3. predictions of pollution levels attributed to the 
proposed Syncrude plant, the GCOS plant and five 
hypothetical plants in the general area. 

In summary, neutral to slightly unstable conditions coincidental 
with a relatively high wind speed were observed to result in 
the highest pollution levels during the plume survey. Further
more, these conditions were not an uncommon occurrence and when 
used in the prediction phase should give realistic sulphur 
dioxide ground level concentrations. Results from the first 
study also indicate that the proposed Syncrude plant will add 
less than 50% to the existing pollution level attributed to the 
GCOS plant and five plants of the Suncrude design could,on 
occasion, exceed the one hour ambient standard of 0.17 ppm. 

Subsequent design optimization of the Suncrude facilities 
and utility plant provided additional input information. The 
second study (Air Quality Study, August, 1973) was made to 
reflect the updated emission information and, therefore, to 
confirm the adequacy of the design relative to air quality 
criteria. 

Acquisition of baseline air quality information for the 
Lease 17 area is documented in Volume III, Baseline Information. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Syncrude Canada Ltd. propose start-up of a 125,000 barrels per 

day synthetic crude oil plant in the general Fort McMurray area 

some time after 1976. Associated with the operations at this 

plant lvill be the emission of the combustion product sulphur 

dioxide adding to the current pollution level resulting from 

operations at the GCOS plant. Sulphur dioxide is a by-product 

of the sulphur recovery process, the steam generation proces2 

and the power plant if coke is utilized for fuel purposes • 

. Because of the potentially serious effects of a significant 

increase in the emission level, this air quality study lvas 

under·taken to evaluate the ground level concentrations of· 

sulphur dioxide attributable to: 

1. emissions from the Syncrude synthetic crude oil plant 

utilizing different fuel sources for the power plant, 

2. the combined emissions from the Syncrude and GCOS plants, 

and 

3. the combined emission of five synthetic crude oil plants 

of identical design as the Syncrude plant. 

To properly access the pollution levels associated with each of 

the above cases, a model capable of representing the physics of 

the atmosphere and recognizing the influence of terrain should 

be utilized. A mathematical model, as opposed to a physical 

model, has the advantages of having no scaling problem and 
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costing perhaps an order of magnitude less. Both types of models 

have the disadvantage that several assumptions must be made and 

certa.in atmospheric parameters must be estimated. Therefore, 

the models need to be calibrated by comparing predicted results 

with good quality measured data. Such measured data is presented 

in the plume survey conducted by the Department of Energy, Mines 

and Resources, O't:ta\va (l) , et al. 

Most mathematical models in use today stem from a point source 

solution to the classical dispersion equation, giving only 

approximat~ solutions to unusual atmospheric stability conditions 

and essentially ignoring the effects of uneven topography. 

The model used for this study is a nwuerical solution of the 

three dimensional mate~~ial balance for the entire air stream 

and for the pollutant flov1 vli thin it. Wind flow over terrain 

is calculated by numerically solving a modified form of the 

three dimensional equation for velocity potential. The modifi

cation includes inviscid potential flow at high elevations and 

height dependent coefficients which account for surface friction 

in the boundary layer. The empirical modification allows the 

horizontal velocities to vary with height by the familiar 

logarithmic or power lavl formulations. 

The pollutant material balance requires the solution of the 
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three dimensional convection-diffusion partial differential 

equation. The eddy diffusivities can be space dependent. 

Expe~ience with the model indicates variation of velocity 

and eddy diffusivity with height gives results in agreement with 

the Gaussian plume models of Sutton( 2 ) and Pasquill(3 ) in the 

presence of flat terrain. However, applications involving 

terrain have indicated significantly different results from 

those obtained with plume models using the assumption of 

horizontal wind flow intersecting terrain. 

'I'he mathematical formulation and finite difference represent-

ations are developed in the Appendix. 

HEri'HOD ·OF ·APPROACH 

The approach used in this study involved: 

(1) analyzing meteorological data collected over a nine year 

period for the prevalence of various stability conditions 

with particular attention given to conditions existing 

during the period the Department of Energy, Mines and 

Resources were conducting the plume survey at the GCOS 

plant; 

(2) analyzing and matching of measured plume profiles; and 

(3) predicting pollution levels contributed by the Syncrude 

plant to the current level and by five plants having 

Syncrude's design. 

Detailed discussions of each of these items are presented in 



this report. 

For the sake of clarifying the calculation technique of the 

INTERCOMP environmental modelling system (EMS) , the following 

qualitative description is presented. The study involved the 

use of three separate grid systems. These are schematically 

indicated in Figure 1. The first grid termed an "Elevation 

Grid" is prepared from a Department of Mines and Technical 

4. 

. Survey contour map. An area surrounding the plant including all 

points of interest is digitized and then by interpolation the 

elevation at each intersection of a very fine two-dimensional 

grid is determined. This is pictorially indicated at the top 

left of Figure 1. 

The second grid system termed the "Calculational Grid" repre

sents the three-dimensional grid used for making the plume diffu

sion calculations. This is the step which represents the INTER

COMP modelling system. EMS calculates the concentrations for each 

block i~ the three-dimensional grid. Output from the diffusion 

model and the ground surface elevations are retained for each 

wind direction, wind speed and atmospheric stability for final 

processing. 

This processing is done on the master grid illustrated at the 

bottom of Figure 1 where a two dimen~ional plot of ground level 

concentrations is prepared. 
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Each of the computations using the calculational grid and the 

master grid involve several steps which are described in the 

subs~quent paragraphs: 

(1) The user specifies the individual number of wind directions 

and wind speeds and atmospheric stabilities desired to be 

calculated, 

(2) The diffusion model then utilizes the digitized contour 

elevations to determine for each wind direction the average 

terrain elevation for each downwind and crosswind grid 

block, 

(3) The diffusion model, with the boundary conditions based on 

one of the specified wind directions and wind speeds, 

calculates the wind velocities for flow over or around the 

terrain for a selected atmospheric stability, 

(4) The user specifies emission characteristics for each source 

and the model calculates plume rise by the Briggs( 4 ) for-

mula, 

(5) The user specifies the diffusion coefficients consistent 

with the Pasquill-Gifford stability classes or based on 

history matching measured ground level concentrations. 
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(G) The diffusion model calculates concentrations in each of 

the three-dimensional grid blocks representing the plume 

aispersion due to the wind flow and turbulent diffusion, and 

(7) The model plots the terrain description for a given wind 

direction, plots the ground concentrations for each wind 

speed and atmospheric stability and stores these for the 

later processing steps. 

·METEOROLOGY 

At the time this study was undertaken only the results of the 

pl~me survey by the Department of Energy, Mines and Resources 

were available to validate the model for predicting ground level 

concentrations. The survey was conducted over a five day period 

October 4, 1971 to October 8, 1971, during which seven survey 

measurements \vere taken. Of these, four were conduc·ted while 

stable atmospheric conditions existed with the remainder of the 

observations taken during neutral stability. 

Three plume measurements were selected to establish flow and 

eddy diffusivity coefficients for the Fort McMurray area. rrhese 

measurements were conducted on the last two days of the survey 

period. On the morning of the first day, October 7, 1971, a 

radiative situation did not exist as the strong winds, which are 

associated with the backside of the low pressure area, would 

have dissipated any low level inversion prior to study time. The 

survey on October 8, 1971 from 0702 to 0845 MST was taken under 
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moderately stable conditions consisting of an inversion in the 

boundary layer overlain by a neutral air layer. The fair skies 

throughout the night and the reduced wind speeds made for the 

radiative inversion observed. Similar conditions existed during 

the second survey taken on this day from 0941 to 1140 MST. 

Hov1ever, some signs are evident tha·t the inversion was breaking 

up as the temperature gradient was approaching an isothermal 

profile. 

Reviewing the plume dispersion in light of the wind and temperature 

gradient, one can normally anticipate qualitatively the ground 

level concentrations. When neutral stratification exists with 

relatively high velocity winds as observed on October 7, .1971, 

the plume rise should be curtailed and convec·tive currents should 

mix the pollutant to the ground yielding a high pollution level. 

Two possible explanations which could account for the exceptional

ly high plume rise coincidental with high gro~nd level concentra

tion is a lower wind velocity than measured, particularly at 

upper altitudes or errors in t:he measurement of the temperature 

gradient. 

The plumes measured on October 8, 1971, were observed to rise 

through the stable boundary layer until buoyancy was lost at 

which point the plumes levelled off and blanketed most of the 

river valley. As expected the ground level concentrations 

measured were less than those of October 7, 1971. 
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From experience with meteorological conditions in other areas 

of Alberta and information presented in the literature, INTER-

COMP ~s of the opinion fumigation would likely result in a 

higher instantaneous pollution level (i.e. less than 25%) than 

that recorded on October 7, 1971. Fumigation is of short duration 

and arises during the breakup of a tempera·ture inversion. In

versions are recorded to occur in the Edmonton area 50 to 75 

pe~cent of the days and by inference occur in the Fort McMurray 

area with equal frequency. Unfortunately, none of the surveys 

were conducted duri~g an inversion breakup. If a plume survey 

had been conducted shortly after 1200 MST on October 8, 1971, an 

excellent case of fumigation would probably have been recorded. 

As mentioned earlier in this discussion, wind conditions influence 

atmospheric stability. Calm winds prevail near the surface 

during the inversion but after the inversion has broken they 

usually become stronger and the change with height is less pro-

nounced. For a stable inversion, the wind varies as the 0.6 power 

of height and for neutral to unstable conditions the power depen-

dence on height is 0.2 or less. Correlating wind speed with height 

in this manner has been utilized throughout the study. 

1-~A'l'CH OF !'-1El\~3UHED DNI:'A 

General Discussion 

In order to validate the model in the area of interest under 

severe stability conditions, it would have been desirable to 

have had access to the continuous monitored ground level 
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concentrations at the GCOS plant and the plume observations 

taken by the Department of Energy, Hines and Resources (EMR). 

These data would have complemented each other permitting the 

validation of the model during different seasons and stability 

conditions. Particularly of interest would have been those 

conditions observed to result in the highest level of pollution •. 

Unfortunately only the plume survey was available at the time 

of this study, thus limiting the scope of the investigation to 

conditions coincidental with the plume survey. 

Upon analyzing the surVeys, it became evident that the meander

ings of the ~lume as suggested by the measurements could not be 

matched exactly. These wanderings are believed to be attri

butable to slight variations in the wind direction or the 

drainage of upper cold air masses down adjoining river valleys 

·into the Athabasca River valley. Without detailed meteoro

logical data, the history matching of these peculiarities is 

not feasible. Instead, a decision was made to grossly match 

the plume surveys by attempting to approximate plume width, 

mid plume and ground level concentrations, and plume rise. 

Before proceeding with the history match, a terrain map 36 

miles by 36 miles was digitized and a data file prepared for 

input into the model. In this way various wind directions could 

be readily examined and any significant influence of the Atha

basca River valley would be incorporated in the calculations. 
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Match of Conditions on October·B, 1971·- 0702 to 0845 MST 

A moderately strong inversion existed at the time of the su~vey 

resulting in an extensive plume blanketing most of the river 

valley. The wind during the early morning hours of October 8, 

1971 was from the south at speeds ranging from 3 to 20 mph in 

the boundary layer. This wind data was plotted against height 

on log - log paper, curve fitted with a straight line and 

utilized in the calculation to represent the wind distribution 

as a function of height. This same approach was employed in 

other matches. 

During this particular survey so2 was being discharged from the 

248 foot H2S flare at a rate of 437 LTPD, and from the 348 foot 

power station flare at 82 LTPD. To encompass a sufficient area 

to accommodate the plume .which had a maximum mid plume \V'idth of 

·11 miles and was sufficiently concentrated to give significant 

readings 24 miles downwind, a 15 x 17 areal grid was used. 

Grid blocks ranged from 2640 feet near the plant to 10,560 feet 

downwind from plant. The vertical grid system extended to a 

height of 3500 feet with the boundary layer in which the flow 

and eddy diffusivity constants were permitted to vary confined 

to the lower 1000 feet. 

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the history match obtained using a 

horizontal diffusivity of 10,000 feet 2/sec and a vertical 

diffusivity of 2.5 ft 2/sec. Concentrations in these figures 

are contoured for each concentration interval up to 1.0 ppm 
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{see Table 1). As an example, the band of "threes" represent 

a range of concentrations from 0.25 to 0.30 ppm. 

·TABLE · 1 - ·MAP LEGEND 

Dependent Variable Range 
PP~1 of so2 

.o .05 

.05 .10 

.10 - .15 

.15 - .20 

.20 - .25 

.25 - . 30 

.30 ... .35 

.35 - .40 

.40 - .45 

.45 - .50 

.50 - .55 

.55 - .60 

.60 - .65 

.65 - • 7 0 

.70 - .75 
• 7 5 - .80 
.80 .85 
.85 - .90 
.90 - .95 
.95 -1.00 

1. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

T 

8 

9 
9 
9 

This legend applies to all history match calculations. 

At the ground level the width of the plume was satisfactorily 

matched as indicated by the measured 0.1 ppm contour, but the 

0.5 ppm contour was not. Only transverse B of the survey 

recorded a 0.5 ppm concentration at the ground level conse-

quently the length of this contour is somewhat arbitrary and 

the departure is not considered critical to the uniqueness of 

the diffusivity coefficients. Generally the mid plume match 

is very good. However, some discrepancies were observed with 
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the 0.5 ppm contour. As far as the plume rise is concerned, 

no calculated concentrations above 0.02 ppm were observed above 

1100 feet which is generally in agreement v-lith the observations 

of EHR. 

Match of·Conditions on October 8, 1971- 0941 to·ll40 MST 

As indicated ear~ier, the 0941 to 1140 MST survey was taken 

during what appears to be initial stages of the inversion 

breakup. As in the earlier survey of this day, the plume 

blanketed most of the river valley and diffused to ground level 

within a mile downwind of the GCOS plant. The wind during 

the survey ~as from the south southeast at 8 to 20 mph in the 

boundary layer. The so2 emissions were 454 LTPD and 82 LTPD 

from the H2s flare and the power station stacks, respectively. 

A grid system identical to that of the first history match was 

used. 

The horizontal and vertical diffusivities eventually selected 

to provide the matches evident in Fi~ures 4 and 5 were 20,000 

ft 2/sec and 5 ft 2/sec, respectively. li.n increase in the 

horizontal diffusivity was necessary to help decrease the 

ground concentration to the level indicated by the plume survey. 

But generally the diffusivities are not significantly different 

from those used in the first history match. The significant 

difference of the two surveys is the temperature gradient 

effect on plume rise and its obvious influence on the ground 

level concentrations. 
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Match of Conditions on October 7, 1971- 1102-1200 MST 

An adiabatic temperature gradient existed 'l.vhile the October 7, 

1971, survey was being conducted and the highest ground level 

concentrations measured during the survey period were recorded 

on this day. Unlike the previous surveys, the measured plume 

was comparatively narrow at slightly less than 2 miles wide and 

rose to a height approaching 4000 feet. No attempt was made to 

simulate the meandering noted in the horizontal and vertical 

directions. 

The wind during the survey was recorded to blow out of the 

northwest at speeds ranging from 10 mph at ground level to 

over 40 mph at 2500 feet. The discharge of so2 during the 

survey was 509 LTPD from the H2s flare and 82 LTPD from the 

power station flare stack. With the plume being narrower than 

previously observed, a 11 x 17 grid system was utilized. The 

vertical distance simulated in this case \vas 7000 feet. 

In order to match the measured data as shown in Figures 6 and 

7, the horizontal and vertical diffusivities chosen were 1000 

and 500 sq.ft./sec. This narrowed the predicted plume consi

derably as desired and permitted the pollutants to distribute 

vertically as observed. Examining Figure 6 more closely, the 

0.5 ppm ground level contour based solely on tranverse E was 

arbitrarily terminated. It may extend to the edge of the cal

culation grj.d as the predicted profile suggests giving a better 

match than indicated. Overall the areal distributions at mid 
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plume and ground level appear satisfactory. 

The predicted plume rose to 1400 feet in the vicinity of the 

stacks and levelled off at about 3300 feet some 11 miles downwind 

from the emission point upon losing i·ts buoyancy effects. 'l'his 

performance is comparable to the sawtooth traverse measurements 

up the axis of the plume. The initial attempts to match the 

plume rise observed on October 7, 1971 were unsuccessful until 

the single wind profile measurement was adjusted. Without this 

alteration the diffusivi·ty coefficients necessary to acconunodate 

the plum.e rise gave ground level concentrations much too large. 

Pasquill Calculations 

b f 1 d 1 1 1 t . ( 5 ' 6 ) . 1 . . h th d f Anum er o· p ume moe ca cu a·1ons ut1 1z1ng t e me o o·-

Pasquill were carried out for comparison purposes. The center-

line ground level concentration results of these calculations are 

compared in Table 2 with those predic·ted by t:he numerical model 

and those inferred by the aerial plume surveys of October 7, 1971, 

and October 8, 1971. The plume model results for October 7, 

1971, are within an order of magnitude of the observed pollution 

level suggesting the plume approaches a Gaussian distribution. 

IImvever, this is not the case on October 8, 1971, when measure-· 

ments were taken during a temperature inversion. For slightly 

stable conditions the plume model gives ground level concentra-

tions 40 times too high some 3 miles downwind from the plant. 

Thus indicating the inadequacy of the plume model to handle atmos-

pheric stabilities which can significantly influence tho plume 

profile. 



TABLE·2 

Co:nparison of-Numerical Model; Plume Hodel and·Measured Plume Data 

D·own-vlind Distance, ft. 
100. 1320. 3960 •· 9240. 14520. 21120. 

October 7, 1971- Neutral Stability 

Elevation above stack base, ft. 0 -so. -75 -7S. -so. 100. 

Concentrations, ppm 
Eeasured Plume Data 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 >1.0 1.0 

Numerical Model 0.8 1.39 1.78 1.07 1.09 1.2S 

Pasquill Plume Model 0.0 0.01 2.85 2.10 1.18 .68 
(horizontal wind} 

October 8, 1971 - Slightly stable (Inversion) 

Elevation above stack base, ft. o. -so. -7S. -so 150. 190. 

Concentrations, ppm 
Measured Plume Data o.o 0.0 0.0 >0.1 >0.1 >0.1 

Nmr,erical i:-1ode1 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.09 

Pasquill Plume Model o.o 0.0 0.43 3.07 4.46 2.86 
(horizontal wind) 

30360. 

250. 

>0.1 

1.18 

.36 

210. 

>0.1 

0.10 

1.75 

40920. 

300. 

>0.1 

1.04 

.21 

240. 

>0.1 

0.12 

1.17 

1-J 
f..n 



PREDIC'riONS 

General Discussion 

Since it is desirable to calculate the highest ground level 

concentration to be expected when additional synthetic crude 

oil plants become operational, the flow and eddy diffusivity 

coefficients derived by history matching the plume survey of 

October 7, 1971, were selected for use in all predictions. 

A review of wind data collected at the Fort McMurray airport 

provided guidance as to the frequency of these conditions. 

Mean monthly wind speed frequency data for the period 1957 to 

1966 shows 8 to 12 mph winds occur between 22 and 35 per cent 

of the time whereas winds in the 13 to 18 mph range occur 
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between 6 and 10 per cent of the time. Unfortunately temperature 

gradient data associated with this wind data is not readily 

available. However, neutral to unstable conditions would be 

expected to coincide with the higher velocity wind range and 

for a significant part of the time that winds are recorded in 

the lower range. All predictions were made using an 8 mph wind. 

Pollut.io~ Lc~yel due ·to · Syncru.?e ·and_ GCOS Plan-t;:~ 

Figure 8 indicates the maximum ground concentration due to so2 

emissions of 280 LTPD from the Syncrude Plant will be 0.07 ppm 

some 9 miles downwind from the plant. This pollution level is 

approximately a 50 per cent increase over the levels caused by 

the GCOS pl~nt during similar ~tmosphcric stability conditions 

as illust:rat:cd on Figure 9. Emission lc:!vels from the CCOS 

plant for this prediction were 67.2 LTPD from the sulphur plant 



stack and 100 LTPD from the power station stack. This prediction 

assumes a northwest wind lines up the two plants giving a maxi-

mum ground level concentra·tion some 3 miles downwind from the 

GCOS plant where the two plumes mix and diffuse to the ground. 

Concentrations in these figures and all others pertaining to 

the predictions unless indicated otherwise are normalized on 

0.2 ppm instead of 1.0 ppm as before, so· that ·the band of "threes" 

now represents 0.05 to 0.06 ppm. 

Pollutio~ Level du~~to Multiple Plants 

The pollution level attributable to five hypothetical plants, 

each emi·t:ting 280 L'l1 PD from a 600 foci:: stack is shown in Figure 10. 

A valley v7ind from the nor-thwest: is predic·t:ed to result in pol·· 

lution level of 0.13 ppm. Figure 11 illustrates a more severe 

pollution level occurs when a northwest wind lines up the Syn-

crude, GCOS and Fina plants. Under these circumstances the 

maximum ground level concentration predicted is 0.21 ppm some 

8 miles downwind from the Fina plant. The open 0.2 ppm contour 

suggests higher concentrations may occur further downwind and 

unfortunately the digitized topographical data does not permit 

validation or disapproval of this. However, in view of the 

limited plume width, the ground concentration would not be 

expected to exceed 0.2 ppm significantly. 

Sensitivity t.o Operat:ional Cllanqes - .. --¥··----------~----------. ------
Figure 12 is a prediction of the pollution level due to the 

Sync rude: plant c;m:i.t.ting 28 0 L'rPD from a 8 25 foot stack during 
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inversion conditions. Concentrations in this figure are nor

malized on 0. 0003 ppm so that the band of "threes" nov1 repre

sents .00007 to .00009 ppm. Utilizing diffusivities found rep

resentative of neutral stability with moderately high ~ind 

speeds, a maximum ground level concentration of 0.04 ppm was 

predicted for the Syncrude plant emitting 280 LTPD so
2 

from 

a stack 825 feet high as shown in Figure 13. Substituting a 

stack 1100 feet high to accommodate coke fired boilers, which 

increased the emission level to 428 LTPD, a maximum ground level 

concentration of 0.06 ppm some 16 miles downwind from the plant 

was predicted. Figure·l4 depicts the results of this latter 

prediction. 

Monitor Locations 

This study shov1s the maximum so2 ground level concentration due 

to the Syncrude plant occurs about 8 to 9 miles downwind of 

the plant with an 8 mph wind blowing. In contrast GCOS plant; 

being located in the valley and having lower stacks, its maxi

mum contribution to the overall pollution level will occur 3-4 

miles downwind. Consequently the ideal monitor locations 

considering the direction of the prevailing winds is about 9 

to 10 miles YVN~7 of the proposed Syncrude plant site and 3 to 4 

miles SE of the GCOS plant. This latter location is across 

the Athabasca River from the GCOS plant and should not be con

sidered becmlSC': of it:s rcmotencsr3 until access to the area is 

convenient. 
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If and when a calm condition develops, the maximum concentration 

of so
2 

is likely to occur near the plant site. Therefore, a 

third station in or near the Syncrude plant yard is recommended. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Our environmental impact study of the Syncrude plant on air 

quality has resulted in the following conclusions: 

1. Relatively high wind conditions can cause high ground level 

concentrations which are only slightly less than those expected 

during fu~igation conditions. 

2. The additive effect once the Syncrude plant comes ons:tream 

will not double ambient concentrations. Depending on the stack 

specifications respecting emission level and height, the additional 

effect on maximum so2 concentrations appears to be less than 

0.07 ppm. 

3. To adequately assess the maximum concentrations during windy 

conditions monitors should be placed some 1.0 miles removed from 

the plant site in the west-northwest and southeast directions. 

Past experience suggests the ideal location to monitor pollution 

levels during calm conditions is near the plant site. 
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APf'F\!"D IX 

h'inc1 Cnlcub. ti on Con:> iclcr i!:l_g Topogr:1 L~22':. 

~laterial balance on the entire flmving air stream, assuming constant density, 

gives 

(1) 

U :.~ the time-averaged air. velocity vector, consisting of components u, v and w 

in the x, y and z directions, respectively. 

q ::= the source and sink volume rate per unit voJ.une \'lhich Hill generate the 

desired Hind distribution. 

If a velocity potential defined by 

(2) 

is introduced into Equation (4), a form of Laplaccs' equation is obtained: 

(3) 

11w assumption that the fluid motion is irrotational is contained in the definition 

of potential given by Equation (2). Solution of Equation (3) :for bow1dary condi-

tions of constant potential in the vertical direction and no terrain feature re-

sul ts in hoTizontaJ vcloci tics which do not vary \vith height. Howev9r, ncar the 

surface, air viscosity becomes important and measurement of turbulence flmv 

over a flat plate are found to give horizontal velocities Hhich vary Hith 

height in a logarithmic or poh'Cr lmv fashion. To account .for this knmvn be-

hav iour, the ckfinit:Lon of velocity potential in f:quation (2) was rnoclificcl to 

incl udc~ a 11 fl01v cocff.i.cicnt~', K, given by 

}( . 
z 

(4) 
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As n consequence, over flat terrain, tl1c horizontal ve1oci tics idll have the 

same variation with height as do the corresponding flow coefficients in that 

direction. Over uneven terrain, vertical and crosswind flow will modify this 

poh'Cr lmv. or 1ogari thmic variation. Adcli tionally, these coefficients can be 

varied spatially to indicate different amounts of surface rougJmess. Sub·· 

stituting Equation (4) into Equation (1) gives 

V •. KV9 "' q (5) 

Solution of Equation (S) for the potential, <j>, along with Equation (4) gives 

the three-dimensional velocity field U. A va.riety of bmmcl.ary conditions can 

be used for Equation (S). One possibility lS that the wind is one-dimensional 

a1ong the external· bmmclaries. That is, u is specified ancl v and w are zero. 

The horizontal velocity at the boundary can, of course, be variable wi t~1 height, 

·Other boundary variations c.an be created Hith sources and sinks. No flm;r bound-· 

aries representing terrain are created by setting the appropriate flow coef·· 

fi~icnts to zero. 

Formulation of the air flmv 111 t.ellllS of a modified velocity potential represents 

a significant simplification of the real prob1em. Neglected in such an approach 

are such factors as (1) the change in Hind cLi:rcction with increasing elevation 

(Ikm~m spiral), (2) fonnation of eddies on the dmvmv.ind side of obstacles to 

f.loh' nncl (3) thermal or any clensi ty instability h'hich can cause vortices in tl1c 

flo1v. 

The model for clc:>cr i bing Hind flo1v over irrqr,t.tlar terrain features has been 

kept sin:plc for t\\'O rca:~ons. First, h'C clicl not: '\·:ant to con:;umc a di~~proportionatc 

~;1\"r(' or COII1[Hitcr t.i111c in so·lving Ute H.irtd flo\\' prob'lcm compared to that required 



for the turbulent diffusion solution. Second, the nnthcmatical description of 

individual eddies dO\mstream from obstacles in the flow is probably not essential 

to the pollutant dilution problem. In fact, refinement in the grid to adequately 

compute eddy formation \vill generally be impractical for realistic terrain pro

blems. In a gross sense, the increased dispersion of pollutailt due to eddy forma

tion ca~ be approxintatccl by increasing the eddy diffus ivi ty doiVnS trcam of ob

staclcs. In our model, we have made the diffusivi tics dependent on velocity, <.:mel 

thus an increase in diffusion occurs autom:1tically as the flow progresses. 

·The finite difference representation us eel for Equation (S) 1·:as 

f. (Tlv') .. l = q .. k (6) 
' Y l.J ( l.J r 

Hhcre T is the transmissibility at any point, defined as follOivS: 

f. (Tl'l '"·) :::: f. (T f:.. A) + f.. (T f. 9) + f.. (T t:, ¢) 
y X X X't' y y y Z Z Z 

l\x(T/lx¢) ~, Ti+!z(9i+l -<j>i)jk - Ti--!/~)i - ~'>1-l)jk 

T. 1 "k == (K _t..yt,z/ t..x). +1 -"k 
J.+-'5., J X J. ~, J 

. Equation (6) is solved by one of two methods, depending on the boundary condi·· 

tions. These methods are: (1) for constant potential in the vertical at the 

boundarics·--·linc successive over-rcl8.xation (LSOR) method; and (2) for no 

flmv boundaries \vith internal sources and sinks--the strongly implicit procedure 

(SIP) of Stone(ll). 

Turbulent Diffusion 

~btcri ~~1 bell <tnc:c on the pollutant flOil'ing in the air slTCCllll Hith velocity field, 

l"i, dcl"incd in thl' p1·cvious section gives: 
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V • EVC U·VC+r -· (7) 

\\here: 

C - poll.utnnt concentration, lbs pollutant/lb air 

E -- eddy diffusivity with components E , E and E J.n ft 2/sec. 
X y Z 

r ::: rate of disappcar:mcc of pollut<:mt due to reac-tion, lb pollut<:mt/scc ./lb [llY 

q :::::pollutant source rate, lbs pollutant/scc./lbs air 
s 

q :::: pollutant ground aclso11Ytion rate, lbs pollutant/sec ./lb a1r 
a 

t - time, sec. 

The rate of c1isappcaro.nce of po11utant by chcmica.l reaction, r, is asswnccl to be 

fj.Tst-onler and thus is p1·oportional to the concentration. The pollutant source 

rate, q , is the pollutant rnass source rate per tmi t volume of the total emission, 
s . 

divided by the air density. The ground adsorption rate, q , is the mo.ss rate of a 

polluto.nt ab::;orbecl (or adsorbed) at ground level per unit surface area multiplied 

by the specific surface of the ground and eli viclcd by the air dcnsi 1:y. 

Equation (7) can be solved once the velocity field, U, and the bow1dmy concli-

tions.arc specified. Ca.lculo.tion of the velocity profile is discussed :in the 

previous section. Dmmchry concli tions for diffusion arc that the :flux normal 

to the ground surface o.ncl at the upper boundary is zero. This uppe-r boundary 

can represent a temperature inversion if desired. 

The finite··tliffcrcncc .::tpproximation used for Equation (7) lS of the fonn: 

(/'.Tt,C) ... 1_ '·] ~ A (vi\ C)· ·1 ·t -J.J ,,n• .. y y lJ.\:,Ht·_ 

( \ C) 1 V ( 111 2 C . .- . ) --Az 11 
.. z ij k, n·t 1 .. ij k qs, j j L - -·;:·--· lJ k, n+ 1 
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1 Azf:..Cs 
b. (w\ C) + ----- CV + -P A -c"·--·) X X ijk,n+l At ijk u 

(c · · 1 1 - c. · k ) lJ (,n+. lJ -,n 

b. (TLIC) -· f:..x (TXLIXC) + fly (TYLIYC) + b.z (T
2

LizC) 

A = cross-sectional area, ft 2 

1:-. (T !:-. C) == T .. 1 l (C. 
1 

- C.) . k - T. . 1 1 (C- - c
3
. _

1
) ik 

y }' y 1)+"'2, ( :t+ " J 1' lJ-"'2,;: J 

T. . 1 k = (E t:.xf:.. z/f1y) - . 
1 1 1 lJ+~, y lJ---.2, ( 

A (··" r'\ -Ll \'""\ \..•) ·-y y 

(vb.xt.z) .· 1 {o:C. 
1 

+ (1 - ct.)C_.} 
J -/; J -· J 

vijk = block vohune (Lixi\yt.z)ijk 

·,;~-§s = slope of the adsorption isotherm, ft3 /ft2 

Cs =: mass pollutant/unit area, lb/ft2 

p = air density, lb/ft3 

i, j, k = x, y, z indices 

n ~= the time level index 

t:.x, f'..y, b.z, lit= x, y, z <:md the time increments 

-r -- the reaction half-life 

a -- weighting parameter 

(8) 

The convection terms in each direction actually vlloh' a v~triablc space weighting 

schclilc~. The user Gtn select ~1mong llllstrc;:un \1'cight:i"ng (if v". 
11 

is nc~ativc, 
J"""l v . 

c~ ,, 0), dm.;n~;trea:a ll'(d~:hting or cqu~tl Hcighting (o:"' 0.5). The numerical pro--

ccdun~ w;cd to ~">olvC' Fqu~1tion (3) i:; the Ltmi.liar altcrnnt_ing direction procc:-
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dure (ADI) of Dougla~;--P.achford. If the primary wind direction is in the x

direction, the JID.gni tude of the x-di ffusion 'is unimportant. Note that, for 

these cases, a th'O·-dimcnsional NH procedure CC1Il be used because concentrations 

i.n each vertical plane are affected only by those up1-1ind rather than by both 
' 

up1-1ind .:mel Llowm'lind directions. 

Because of the first-order cleriv.:_ttives in Equation ('7), trw1cation error caused 

by the finite difference approximations both in space and tjJne can be important. 

l'nlCn the physical diffusion is small relative to convection, truncation error 

caused by the finite cJ.ifference approximations both in space and time can be 

important. i~hen the physical diffusion is small reiativo to convectiont trun--

. cation_ error gives rise to a m.l!ncrical diffusivity Hhich can dominate the physical 

diffusivity. GenerD11y, this happens in cases where the physical diffusion is 

molecular and consequently small rather than whc:m turbulent diffusion is the 

predominant dispcTsive mechanism. Experience £:rom comparison of the mnnerica1 

model Hith ;:malyticaJ solutions indicates that tnmcation error Hill not be a 

significant Jirnitation for the majority of the problems of interest. 
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INTRODUCTION 

AIR QUALITY S'I'UDY - SYNCRUDE PLANT 

REVISED EMISSION LEVELS 

INTERCOMP was retained by Syncrude Canada Ltd. to predict so2 

ground level concentrations attributable to operations at the 

Syncrude plant plus those due to combined emissions from plants 

in the area. These predictions, refle6ting updated emission 

levels are supplementary to those provided Syncrude in March, 

1973 in a report entitled "An Air Quality Study, Syncrude 

Plant''. The updated data used in this investigation are sum-

marized in Table 1. 

POLLUTION LEVEL· DUE ·TO SYNCRUDE PLAN'I' 

In making the prediction for the Syncrude plant, neutral 

stability with an 8 mph wind directed at the most'significant 

terrain was used. Weather data recorded at the Fort McMurray 

airport suggest these conditions are observed 27 per cent of 

the days. In addi·tion to their common occurrence, these con-

ditions were noted to result in the highest ground level con-

centrations (GLC) 1:ecorded during the EHR plume survey. Higher 

velocity winds (i.e. 15 mph), which arise less than 1 per cent 

of the days, result in equivalent GLC. 

•rwo other atmospheric stabilities having about equivalent 

prevalence as those used in this study are neutral and stable 
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conc1i tions at \vind speeds less than 5 mph. However, past pre-

dictions using these conditions resulted in GLC at least an 

order of magnitude less than those predicted here. 

Figure 1 is a contour plot of one half hour concentrations 

using the previously discussed atmospheric stability and emis-

·sion levels. A peak concentration of 0.08 ppm, as denoted by 

the "fours", occurs 14 to 15 miles downwind from the plant, 

some 7 miles east of the river. Concentrations indicated in 

all figures of this study are normalized on 0.2 ppm and cor~ 

respond to those map characters listed in Table 2. For example, 

the band of "fours" represents a range of concentrations from 

0.07 to 0.08 ppm. 

Comparing this prediction with that of our earlier prediction 

indicates the increased effluen·t flow rate results in the plume 

being transported further downwind accompanied by an additional 

dispersion of some 0.01 ppm. The 0.07 ppm quoted in our earlier 

report should have been rounded to 0.08 which would have approached 

0.09 if an equivalent exit temperature of 475°F had been used. 

Pasquill predictions for identical conditions give a maximum 

GLC of 0.05 ppm some 30 miles downwind of the plant. 

From this prediction we have made a number of significant obser-

vations. Firstly, the terrain in the area has limited influence 

on GLC attributable to Syncrude's operation. Predicted plume 

n·l· orcorn t) 
J 
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rise calculations for an effluent flow rate of 21,400 cubic 

feet per second range from 2,100 to 2,500 feet whereas the most 

significant terrain rises some 800 feet above the base of the 

stack 20 miles east of the plant. The comparable GLC predicted 

by the Pasquill technique confirms this observation. Normally 

when calculating pollution levels in the presence of terrain, 

even though it may be limited, the intersecting plume assumption 

used in the Pasquill technique gives the higher GLC. The fact 

that the INTERCOMP model predicted higher levels suggests the 

conditions matched on October 7, 1971, in arriving at diffusion 

coefficients are severe and could conceivably represent a limiting 

case. INTERCOMP is of the opinion, however, that a fumigation 

situation might exceed the pollution levels predicted here. 

However, without additional meteorological data revealing the 

duration and strength of inversions in the area, such a case can 

not be investigated. 

Further to this discussion, INTERCOMP believes no further pre-

dictions to accommodate effluent modifications should be made 

until additional meteorological and monitored data is obtained. 

The predicted GLC can not be refined to the nearest 0.01 ppm on 

the basis of only the EMR plume survey. 

POI.LU'J'ION LEVEL DUE 'l'O SYNCRUDE AND GCOS PLANTS 

The GCOS data used in these predictions are based on submissions 

to the ERCB Hearing to consider a production increase. At a 
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production level of 45,000 BOPD, coke to fire the steam boilers 

was being consumed at a rate of 2,100 LTPD. If 21% of the coke 

is stockpiled at the increased production rate of 65,000 BOPD, 

the coke consumption is estimated to be some 2,870 LTPD. At a 

sulphur content of 5.75%, boiler house emissions should be in the 

order of 300 LTPD. In estimating the so2 emissions from the 

H
2
s flare at the increased production rate, a 94% sulphur re

covery factor was used corresponding to the minimum sulphur 

recovery efficiency guidelines set by the ERCB. Thes~ emission 

rates are substantially greater than those used previously for 

GCOS and consequently the predicted pollution level is considerably 

greater. 

Figure 2 depicts GLC of so2 for ·the case of an 8 mph wind aligning 

the tvw plants. A maximum GLC of 0. 41 ppm occurs immediately 

downwind of ·the GCOS plant. Syncrude is contributing some 0. 04 

ppm to the overall level at this location. If Fina were to locate 

a third plant in the area having Syncrude's design, the location 

and value of peak GLC would not be altered. 

'~"'·'rc ·)··r1n ,, ...... _,1_ j t 



TABLE 1 

Basic Stack Data 

Height Diameter Exit Temp. Exit Velocity Emission 
(feet) (feet) (OF) (Ft/Sec) {LTPD so

2
) 

SYNC RUDE 

Incinerator Stack 600 17 475 90 280 

GCOS 

Pmver Station Stack 348 19.3 500 50 300 

H2s Flare Stack 248 1.5 1100 50 50 



so
2 

TABLE 2 

so2 Concentration Corresponding 
·to Map Characters 

Concentration, ppm Map Character 

0 .01 
.01 - .02 1 
.02 - .03 
.03 - .04 2 
.04 - .05 
.OS - .06 3 
.06 - .07 
.07 - .08 4 
.08 ~ .09 
.09 - .10 5 
.10 .11 
.11 - .12 6 
.12 - .13 
.13 - .14 7 
.14 - .15 
.15 - .16 8 
.16 - .17 
.17 - .18 9 
.18 - .19 9 
.19 - .20 9 



POLLUTION LEVEL DUE TO SYNCRUDE PLANT 

WITH 600FT STACX 

NEUTRAL CONDITIONS 

REVISED EMISSION RATES 

FIGUHE 1 



POLLUTION LEVEL DUE TO T\VO PLANTS 

ALIGNED BY A NW WIND 

NEUTRAL CONDITIONS 

REVISED EMISSION RATES 

FIGURE 2 
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